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OPINION 

I. Summary of DecIsion 

In this decision we consider a proposal by Southern Califomia Gas Company 

(SoCal or applicant) (or adoption of performance-based ratemaking (PBR) (or the . 

portion of SoCal 's rates that recovers the costs of providing gas utility service that the 

Commission has reviewed in the past through the General Rate Case (GRC) process" 

Our decision today adopts a PBR system for SoCal which di((ers in several 

respects (ron\ the proposal advanced by SoCal. Most significantly, we adopt a systen\ 

which requires SoCal to share with ratepayers the savings produced by the indexing 

method. \Ve also adopt an indexing method, adjustments and exclusions, provisions to 

insure that high standards of service quality and safety are maintained, and a base 

margin to which the indexing will be applied. 

Our decision is effective immediately. The rates based upon our adopted base 

margin revisions shall become effedh'e August I, 1997. The PBR Inechanism shall 

beCome effective January I, 1998, unless SoCal elects to operate under the n\ffhanism 

effective as of January I, 1997. 

II. Background of Application 

A. Description of Applicant 

SoCal is an invest6r-owned utility subject to the jurisdiction of this 

Conullission. It is engaged in the transmission, storage, and distribution of natural gas. 

SoCal is the principal subsidiary of Pacific Enteg>rises. 

B. Procedural History 

SoCal filed its application on June I, 1995. Filing of the formal application 

was preceded by a series of workshops he1d by SoCal in Decenlber 1994. and January 

t SoCal uses the tern\ "regulation" rather than "ratemak!!'tg" to characterize its pro~l, but 
the rubric refers to a method for adjusting rates annually with6ut prior CoJ1\n\isslon approval 
of the adjustment. The Commission has used the term t'perloirriante-based ratemaking" in 
similar proceedings previously, and does so here for the sake of consistency. 
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1995, in which SoCal met with interested parties to present the contempl.ated proposal. e 
SoCal's appHcation includes some changes from its original proposed concepti which 

were made after the workshops.1 

Before filing the application SoCal also requested a suspension of the 

requiren\ent to file a test year (1Y) 1997 GRC. SoCal's last GRC had been tor TY 199-1, 

and its 11' 1997 GRC was due to be filed under the Commission's rate case plan. TIle 

reason given by SoCal for its request was that it was actively pursuing a PBR system to 

become effective February 1, 1997, eliminating the requirement (or a TY 1997 GRC.ln 

Decision (0.) 95-O-l-on in RulerrH\king (R.) 87-1 i-012, the COrllmission granted the 

suspension, subject to conditions designed to protect ratepayers from the risks created 

by that suspension. The order also directed the Commission's stal( to conduct an audit, 

as required at least every three years under Public Utilities (PU) COde 314.5, in 

connection with the PBR proceeding. The Commission later extended the order, 

suspending the requitenlent to file a IT 1998 GRC because the PBR applkation was 

being processed in a timet)' manner. 

The assigned administrative law judge (ALJ) held prehearing conferences 

(PHCs) on Septemb~r 25,1995, and January 29, 1996.ln response to a joint motion filed 

January 4, 1996 to request a specified procedural schedule, the ALJ ruled that SoCal 

must serve its recorded data for 1995 on February 14, 1996, and make a supplemental 

showing \~ith respeet to 1996 estimated expenses on June 6,1996. This is the shOWing 

used by the parties, by agreement, to develop the base margin figures and other 

features of the PBR program considered here. 

On October 14, 1996, Pacific Enterprises and Enova Corporation, the 

parent company of San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), annolmced that they 

proposed to n\~rge, and filed an application for approval by the Conimission 

(Application (A.) 96-10-038). The Southern California Utility Power Pool and the 

2 Con«ptuaUy; the most Significant of these was a chahg~ from the Cons~mer Price Index 
(CPI) to an industry-specific index in the indexing formula. 
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e Impcrial Irrigation District (SCUPP 1110) and Southern California EdisOl~ Company 

(SCE) moved to suspend the procedural schedule in this prO«'eding in contemplation of 

these merger plans, but the AL} de'nied that rcqu€'St by ruling dated October 23,1996. 

The assigned commissioner denied reconsidera~ion of that request on NovembC'r 14, 

1996. 

The tomlal evidentialY hearing con\menced ~"t'mber 2,1996, and 

concluded December 19, 1996. T\ ... ·o rounds of briefs were filed, and the piOCeeding was 

submitted on february 14, 1997. 

C.' Proposed DecisIon 

.-
The Proposed Dedsionof AL} Ryerson (PO) was filed on April 21, 1997, 

pursuant to §31 i{d) of the Public Utilities (PU) Code and Rule 77.1 of the Commission's 

Rules of Practice and Procedure (RulesV 

D. Comments on Proposed Decision 

'Comn\ents on the PO were filed by SoCa), ORA, SCE, SDG&E, 

SCUPP/IID, C~C, Enron, and Insulation Contractors Association. The Commissfon also 
~ 

received a letter (rom TURN indicating that it would not file comments, but would 

reserve the option to file teplies t6 the comn\enls of other parties. 

SoCal's comments are critical of several aspe<:ts of the PD's treatment of 

both policy issues (i.e., the PBR ~\ech~isn\) and the base n\argin. Specifically, SoCal 

criticizes the WRt'S /OGS formula adopted by the decision as being company~spedfic in 

nature, contrary to our policy of using external industry yar~sticks; the stretch factor as 

being too rigorous in light of SoCaljs recent history of productivity gains; the absen~ of 

pricing flexibility; the adoption of revenue indeXing rather than rate indexing; and the 

absence of "tools" (particularly pricing fleXibility) to enable it to attain greater 

, The PO ,vas issued ~fore the expiration of the 9O-day statutory time limit io1l6wing 
submission at the request of tJ:te applicant and the COIIUI\issio~ in order to facilitate 
coordination with A.96-10-03S. 
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productivity through sal~s. On the base margh\ side, SoCal critidz~s the resolution of a _ 

number of individual items on the grounds of legal or factual erroc. 

ORA general1y supports the PO as a whole, but in its commentS offers a 

series of recommendations which would make the decision clearer and conceptually 

tighter, consistent with the adopted resolution of major issues. ORA also suggests 

correclions to a number of figures ba$e\.i on inadvertent {actual errors. 

SCE also generally supports the PO, but suggests Certain clarificationS and 

corrections. 

SDG&EJs comments are critical of the adopted indexing methodology and 

the PD"s description of other PBR decisions, and of two of the items in the base n'targin 

se<tion, the treatment of the Torrance and ~1()untain View facilities and the removal of 

line 6900 from rate base. 

scupp liID reiterates concerns expressed by other parties about an 

ambiguity in the effective date of the decision, and about the discussion of exclusion of 

costs for lines 6900 and 6902 fron\ rate base. 

CEC's brief comments are generally suppOrtive of the PO, but suggests 

two changes: that energy efficiency foods be transferred to the Energy Efficiency 

Board, and that $5 "'Hlion of SoCal's energy efficiency budget be allocated for market 

transformation efforts. 

Enron and the Insulation Contractors ASSOCiation filed comments that are 

directed specifically at the issue of unregulated new products and services, but are fully 

supportive of the PD. Certain of the other comments contain diSCUSSIons of the new 

products and services issue. 

Reply comments were filed by SoCall ORAl SeE, DGS, NRDC, TURl'J, 

Enron, and the PJumbing-Heatmg-CooJing Contractors. 

Revisions to the PO made in response to the comments and replies are 

reflected in this final decision. Additional revisions were made to correct or clarify the 

text All areas changed are indicated on the margin. 
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e Imperial ]rng.Hion District (SCUrp/1I0) and Southern California Ediso~ Con\pany 

(SCE) n'lo\'oo to suspend the proo."'\iural schedule in this proceeding in contemplation of 

these merger plansl but the ALJ denied that (equest by ruling dated October 23, 1996. 

The assigned commissioner denied reconsideration of that request on Noyen\ber 14, 

1996. 

The fom'al evidentiary hearing con'lmenced ~mber 2., 1996, and 

concluded l)e('ember 19, 1996. Two rounds of briefs were filed, and the proceeding was 

submitted on February 14, 1997. 

C. Ptoposed Dec/s/on 

The Proposed Decision of At] Ryerson (PO) was filed on April 21, 1997
1 

pursuant to § 311(d) of the Public Utilities (PU) Code and Rule 77.1 of the Commission's 

Rules of Practice and Procedure (Rules).' 

D. Comments on Proposed Decis/on 

Comn\ents on the PO Were tiled by SoCal, ORA, SCE, SDG&E, 

e scurp 1110, CEC, Enron., and Insulation Contractors Association. The Conunission also 

recei\'ed a letter frorn TURt~ indkath\g that it would not Iile comments, but would 

reserve the option to file teplies to the COlnments of other parties. 

SoCal's comments are critical of several aspects of the PO's treatmel'lt of 

both policy issues (i.e., the PBR mechanism) and the base margin. Specifically, SoCal 

criticizes the TURN/DGS formula adopted by the decision as being company-specific in 

nature, (ontrary to our policy of using external industry yardsticks; the stretch factor as 

being 100 rigorous in light of SoCa)'s recent history of productivity gains; the absence of 

pricing flexibility; the adoption of revel'me indeXing rather than rate indexing; and the 

absence of 1110015" (particularly pricing flexibility) to enable it to attain greater 

) The PD , .. -as issued ~fore the expiration of the 9O-day statutory time limit follOWIng 
submission at the request of ~he applicant and the Coirunission, in order to facilitate 
coord ination wi th A.96-1O-00s. 
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E. Description of SoCal's Proposal 

The application propoS{'s a new method (or revising SoCa)'s rat?s 

annually by applying an index1 based upon a measure of reCorded input price inflation 

less a produclivit)' factor, to its rales. The productivity factor "'o\lld be fixed. at this 

time, and would not be re\'ised during the :n\inimum five-year term that the new 

ratemaking system is proposed to be in effedl but adjustments to (ertain aspects of the 

rates would be n\ade by annual rate revision filed by SoCal. In this se<tion we describe 

the specific features of the PBR methodology SoCal has proposed.' 

1. Rate lIidexing 

SoCal proposes to index 'core and noncore base rates and certain 

miscellaneous chargesl as opposed to indexing total authorized margin or authorized 

margin per customer, i,~" re\'enU'c requirement. This'means that rates would be indexed 

directly to inflation Jess the,pte-set productivit); factor. &>cal c1airns that its proposal 

for rate indexing "fixes the throughput fOrecast used to set rateS over the PBR period 

and puts utility shareholders at risk/reward for any dilfeiences between forecast and 

actual throughput and customer count." (SOCal Opening Brief" p:44.) SoCal asserts that 

its ratepayers wiU benefit, because the level of rates, in real terms, is guaranteed to 

decline over the period that thts mechanism is in effect, by reason of enforced 

productivity gains o\'er the p~riod. SoCal supports this contention with a ten-year 

backcast analysiS demonstrating that PBR would have resulted in rates 13% 10\\'et than 

under traditional "cost-plus" ratemaking. 

a) Core Demand Forecast 

The methodology chosen by SoCal is rate indexin~ which 

depends upon fixing a specific throughput forecast for calculating the rate level at the 

• The details of SoCal's proposal are contained in prepared testimony and exhibits that Were 
initially filed as part of the application. A nUin.~r of mOdifkations were made sinCe the initial 
propOSal, and the details of the rorienl proposal, along with the supporting testimony, are 
oontained in SoCal's ditetl testimony (Exh. l-Exh.33) and the jointly sponsored testimony 
(Exh. iOO-Exh. 210) received at the evidentiary hearing. 
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outset. For core rates SoCal proposes that \\'C adopt its recorded 1996 customer count e 
and core throughput, normalized to average temperature ronditions, in establishing the 

starling point (or indexing. Also, because the current COTe rates are based upon 

throughput which uses a "Jl()fmal'l temperature'lncasure that is set too 10\\' in relation 

to updated temperature a\'cragcs1 SoCal proposes to change this measure in 

establishing this starting point. 

Under current ratemaldng, a balancing ac(Ount called the 

Core Fixed Cost Account (CFCA) operates to insure that SoCal o\'crtime ,;,tm recover in 

rates exacll)' the amount of Comnl.ission-authorized margin, regardless of the actual 

level of customer demand (i.e., core throughput). However, if throughput is 

foreordained as part o( the base margin, this balancing account cannot function. Core 

demand (throughput) will in fact vary because of variations in a\'erage temperatures 

from year to year, but rates cannot be adjusted because the throughput figure is set 

beforehand. As part of its proposal, SoCal therefore would eliminate the CFCA and 

substitute two other devicesl the "'eather Nomlalization ~fC<'hanism (\VNM) and the 

Energy Efficiency Adjustment FactOr (EEAF), to adjust rates in its place. 

The \VN~t would adjust rore rates to reflect differences in 

throughput due to differences between rC<'orded and normal temperature conditions. 

The \VNl\ f WQuld be used to adjust the bill of each customer at the time the bill is issued 

for variations from nomul ternperature conditions in the period for which the bill is 

rendered.s SoCal contends that this is appropriate because temperature conditions are 

wholly beyond the control of its management, and temperature variations could create 

large \'ariations in core re\'cnue$: relati\'e to its authorized return on equity. 

The EEAF would adjust rates (or the effect on revenues from 

core throughput lost each year due to gas consen'ation and energy effidency measures 

acrnaUy implemented b)' SoCal's customers. Under SoCal's proposal, the first 0.3% of 

s The \V1\~t would apply only to ('()re customers, and would exclude Core gas engine and air
conditioning customers, because theit load is basically not sensitive to heating requirements. 

-7-
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e rate impact would not be adjusled (or, on the pr(>Sumption that the PBR.index alre~ld)' 

refll'(ts that impact. SoCal also proposes to cap the amount of EEAF adjustmcl\l at 1.0% 

annuall)" SoCal argues that implementing the EEAF as part of its proposal would be 

justified, because it eliminates SoCal's incentive to disrourage conservation .. as the PBR 

mechanism rewards the utiJit)' for selling more ga's. SoCal also argues that the EEAF 

would eJinlinate the reduction in its earnings that would be caused by government

mandated or subsidized conServation measures. 

b) Noncore Demand Forecast and Rates 

The nlethodolog}' proposed (or fixing noncote rates for PBR 

indexing is entirely different, principally because of the effect of an agreement, the 

Global Settlement, that has been adopted b)' the Con\iniSsion. The Global Settlenlenl 

provides that, from August 1, 199-1 through July 31, 1999, SoCal will calculate noncore 

rates based upon 1991 actual throughput. SoCaltherefore proposes to use two sets of 

noncoI'e rates for PBR indexing. The first is based u'pon 1996 adjusted base n\argin and 

allocation, but uses 1991 throughput. The second is based upon 1996 base margin and 

1996 throughput .. calculated in the same nlanner as the first set .. but not effective until 

August I .. 1999. In its proposal, SoCal refers to theSe as "shadow rates." Both sets of 

rates rely, however .. upon the use of a fixed through})ut figure for establishing the base 

rate for PBR indexing. 

2. Index to be Applied 

a) Inflation Measure 

The inflation measure proposed by SoCal is a weighted 

average of rc<:orded indices of prices (or labor operating and mainten~nce (O&~'I) costs .. 

nonJabor O&M costs, and capital-related costs.' In the price index .. the measure for labor 

O&~t is the index o( average hourly earnings of workers in gas production and 

distribution as reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The Irteasure for 

, SoCal refers to this measure as the gas utility input price index, or GUPI. 
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nonlabor O&~f is the D~\ta Rcsourres, Inc. (DRI)/l\fcGraw Hill nonlabor O&}'l index (or e . 
gas utilities. The inflation n\easure (or capital-related (osts is based upon the 

DRI/McGraw Hill indices (or capital service prices and (or the price of gas distribution 

capital goods. Th(>SC measures would be weighted according to the average of 

expenditures in each category by SoCal for the past five years. Although a forecast o( 

inflation would be used, the (ore<.'ast WQuld be trued up to rerorded inflation at the next 

annual PBR rate adjustment. Rates (or a year "'ould be set using the latest available 

fore<.'ast for the price index elements' for that (orthcoming year, and the following year's 

rate filing would include an adjustment to true up any difference the forecast and actual 

price index. 

b) Productivity Factor 

SoCal proposes to enlploy a constant productivity factor of 

1.0% per yea,r as the sec.:>nd element of the PBR adjustment mechanism. SoCal's 

selection of this figure is based upon two components: historical gas distribution 

average productivity of 0.5%, plus a (actor of 0.5% as an Lrlcentive to in\prove 

productivity o\'er past per(ortnance.' SoCal asserts that this 1% total productivit)' (actor; 

which would be applied for the entire period that PBR rates are iIl effect, affords an 

adequate incentive for the company to strive for greater efficiency. 

In support of the coinponent percentages, SoCal offers a 

stud)' of 49'gas utilities nationwide as evidence that the 0.5% productivity increase is 

close to the national average.' The additional 0.5% "stretch factorlJ is essentially based 

upon the compan)"s judgment of productivity gains that can reasonably be anticipated. 

SoCal asserts that this figure is consistent with Commission precedent and policy, and 

, argues that a higher percentage would be unreasonable or lUlattainable in light of the 

7 SoCal refers to this element of the productivity factor as a "stretch factor" or "consumer 
dividend." 

, This was a multilactor productivity stUdy of the gas local distribution service delivery 
industry roJ\ducted by Christensen Associates" which found the historic range to be 0.4% to 
0.5%. (Exh. 5.) 
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e cost rorec-asts and cost relationships upon which higher factors propoS("d by other 

parlies rely. 

c) StartIng Rate Level 

SoCalllroposes that its level of base rates (or 1997 would be 

determined by applying the PBR index to a starting level of rates and to the eXisting 

level of miscellaneous charges.' Establishment of the starting level is based upon a "test 

year" showing and analysis resembling that for a GRC. The basis selected (or analysis is 

SoCal's calendar year 1996 internal operating budget. The approach to setting base 

margin in 1997 under PBR is to take the figure representing the reasonable le\'el of 
expense and rate base for SOCal in 1996, and to adjust that revenue requirement lor one . 
year with the PBR index adopted by the Comrt\ission tn this proceeding. This will 

produce rates to be in effect when a PBR decision goes into effect in 1997. 

d) Exclusions 

Certam costs would not be rOOH'ered through the portion of 

rates that would be subjed to the PBR index. These would remain subject to recovery 

through other existing ratcmaking mechanisms. 10 general, the principle behind these 

exclusions from PBR is that the costs are already subject to incentive-type mechanisms, 

that they ate beyond SOCal's control, or that the ~evel of expenditure is specifically 

. authorized by this Comlilission or by the Federal Energy Regulatory Con\mission 

(FERC) in separate proceedings. The specific costs proposed to be excluded are 

discussed later in this decision. 

, The "base rateh' is the part of tates reflecting gas marginl and exduding gas costs, pipeline 
demand charges, aI\d other specifically identified items; it is only the base rate that is 
guaranteed to ~ reduced under PBR. Final tates measured inconstant dollarS will decline 
unless increases iii gas costs andexduded items more than offset the reduction in the indexed 
pOrtion of the tate. (Em. I, p. 13.) 
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e) 'IZ" Fact()r Adjustments 

A "Z" faclor, as recognized by this Commission, is an 

exogenous and unforeseen event large1r beyond the utility's control that has a material 

impact upon the utility's costs. Examples of Z factors include aC(,'Quntlng rule changes 

adopted b}' governing boards and agencies, state and federal tax law changes, and new 

government mandat('s. 

$oeal proposes that its rates be adjusted, either upward or 

downward, by the amouilt of change in its costs exceeding a one-time $5 million 

"deductible" alnount per qualifying Z factor. The amount of change in SoCal's costs 

subject to Z factor treatment would be reduced by the amount by which SoCa] would 
, 

already be roinpensated by "the inflation factor in the PBR index fOn'nuIa. SoCal alSo 

proposes a specific procedure for handling each Z factor e\'ent. 

f) Adjustments lor Gain or Loss on Sale 

SoCal proposes an adjustment in rates in addition to the PBR 

index if the company seJls at a gain Or loss land that was acqUired and held in. rate base 

before the implementation 01 PBR. SoCal proposes to credit its customers with one-half 

of the gain, but SOCal could request, on a case-by-case..basis, that the Coinmission 

authorize a smaller sharing of gain from the sale and replacement of a particular parcel 

of land, when the benefit (rom the sale and replacement to SoCal is less than the 50% of 

gain that it would otherwise ha\;e to refund in rates. Sales of all or a portion of a 
distribution system qualifying (or allocation to shareholders under the holding o( 

Decision (D.) 89-07-016 (City of Redding 11),32 CPUC2d 233 (1989), would not produce 

any reduction in rates under PBR. There \\'ould be no adjustment in rates for purchase 

or sale of land acquired after implementation of PBR. 

g) Cost 01 Capital 

SoCal does not propose to make any changes h\ PBR 

indexed rates in response to changes in cO$tS 0.£ capital, except in the event that the 

12-month trailing average yield on long-terin-Treasury Bonds" increases or decreases 

radically, i.e, more than 250 basis points hom the DRI average rate (or the calendar year 
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e 1997 (orc-cast, as adopted in SoCarsl997 cost of capital proceeding.» During at least the 

minimum five-year ternl of PBR, SoCal proposes not to file annual cost of capital 

applications, and rates would not be adjusted (or changes in the cost of debt, preferred 

or common equity capital, or char\ges in capital stmcture, unless variation exceeded the 

250 basis point "trigger." 

In the event that the trigger is exceeded by an increase in 

interest rates, SoCal propOses to have the option to file a cost of capital application; in 

the e\'elliof a 250 basis point dec'rease, SoCal would be required to file a cost of capital 

application. In either event the ConunissiQn ,,·/Ould determine whether any change in 

rates \\'as appropriate in light of all factors af(~ting the cost of capital. Any rate change, 

whether all increase or decrease, would be prospective only frolll the effective date of a 

CommiSSion decision. 

h) Effective Date and Term of P8R R8tes 

SoCal initially proposed that its PBR mechanisn\ would 

become effective on January I, 1997, and would continue for a minimum ternl of five 

years, through year-end 2001. However, the time required to process the application 

has not permitted implementation of a PBR by the original target date, necessitating an 

adjustment of the proposed implementation schedule. Under the revised schedule 

SoCal continues to propose a five-year minin\um ternl for PBR, and thus the original 

dates for all events would be extended to dates cortesponding to the additional time 

invoh'ed in concluding the proceeding. Assuming the Coinmission issues a decision 

placing I'BR rates in effect on July 1,1997, the minimum tenn of the PBR would expire 

on June 30, 2002. 

So(al proposes that no change be Inade in PBR indexing 

during the five-year minilllum term of the proposed mechanism, except to the extent 

such express (eatures as Z factor adjustments and cost o( capital revisions require. SoCal 

therefore asks that we forgo provision for any (onnal midterm review process, 

» See D.96-11~060_ 
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continuous "(orum" proceeding,. or "ofC-ran\pJI that would permit or r~uire e 
suspension of the PBR during the initial five-year tern" 

SoCal proposes that the PBR continue auton\atkally beyond 

the minimum period, unless changed at the behest of a party or the Conul\ission. At any 

time after June 30,2000, any party, or the Commission 01\ its own motion, «mid 

institute a proteeding to change or replace the PBR mechanism dfective on or after the 

expiration date_ 

J) Maintenance of Service Quality 

In order to insure that SoCal's focus on increased 

productivity through cost reductions dOes not have a deleterious e((ed upon the quality 

of sen'ice, SOCal proposes a mechahismto ensure the maintenance of service quality 

during the period when the PBR rates are in effect. Originally, SOCal proposed a sen'ice 

quality guarantee for core customers based upon rand()n) customer telephone survey 

responses to questions c:oncerning customer satisfaction with SoCal's call center 

response time; caU center employee performance; field service ernplo)'€'e response time; 

and field service employee perlonnance. SOCal proposed the adoption of a benchmark 

for its performanCe, namely, the average recorded level of customer satisfaction for July 

1993 through June 1996 in random sunteys on these (our Sl'rvice dimensions. A 

"deadband" below this benchmark would allow {or some san\pling error, but below the 

deadband the cornpan)t would be required to reduce rates in increments of $1 million 

per year up to a maximum o( $4 million per year for failure to meet the criterion. No 

incentive was proposed for exceeding the benchmark fot custon\er satisfaction. SoCal 

proposed to retain its existing $en'ice Interruption Credit (SIC) mechanism for service 

to 110noore customers, but did not propose any other secvice guarantees {or n()ncore 

customers in recognition that competition provides an incentive for SoCal to assure 

adequate, efficient, just, and reasonable sen'ice to nonCOre cllstomer. 

Subsequent negotiations among the parties produced a 

proposal for a somewhat different customer satisfaction measure. Theconcept of this 

proposal is essentially the same as that of the one it replaces in the Original application. 
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J) Employee Safety 

Originally, SoCal did not propose any spedfie safely 

performance measures for public, cuslon\er, or employee safety, on the assumption that 

existing federal and state safety laws and regulations mandate standards with which 

SoCal must comply. However, SoCal, TURN, and ORA have agreed to propose an 

annual en'lployt'e safety standard which would be used to adjust rates if Socal's 

performanc:e fell below or above the siandard by a material margin. 

The proposed standard is 9.3 incidents per 200,000 hourS 

worked, with a deadband of 1.0 incidents in each direction, measured annually frorn the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Recordable Injury and Illness 

Rate. Should the annual rate exceed. 10.3 inddents~ customers wOuld reeeive a rate 

reduction through the annual rate adjustn'lent filing process. Con\'ersely, SoCal would 

receive a reward through the annual rate adjustment filing process if its performance 

were better than an annual rate of 8.3 incidents. The custorner rate adjustment wOllld be 

based upon $20,000 (or each 0.1 point above Or below the deadband. 

k) New Products and Services 

In its application SOCal seeks authorization to offer on a 

competith'e and unregulated basis products and services that it has not previously 

offered. SoCal also seeks the authorizattOJ\ to proVide support to its non-regulated 

affiliates in connection with their offering of new products and services. SoCal states 

that these new products and sen-ices would be provided entirely at shareholder risk, 

and would not be funded by the rates charged for utility services. 

/) Rate Design Changes 

SoCal proposes to include several changes in rate design in 

its program for PBR. These include changes in residential rate design, alld a proposal 

for fleXibility to negotiate rate discount agreements and offer optional rate schedules [or 

certain core customers. 

Currently, the ~6mpany#s monthly residential custOmer 

charge, which went into efEect in 1996, is $5.00. EUective with PBR implementation, 
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SoCal proposes to charge single-family and master meter residential customers a 

monthly customer charge of $7.11, and multifamily customers $5.47 per month. By 

Januar}' 1,2001, SoCal proposes to charge a single-family and master meter residential 

customers a monthly custOMer charge of $13.57 ilhd tnultilamily customers $10.35 per 

month (stated in 1996 dollars). Customer charges upon PBR implemehtation, and on 

each January 1 thereafter through ~OOJ, would be increased by 1/5 of the difference 

between the 1996 customer charge of $5 and the aforementioned 2001 charges.n 

Corresponding reductions would be made in residential volumetric rates. 

UpOn implementation of PBR, SOCalaiso proposes to reduce 

the differential beh\'een residential volumetric Tier I ahd Tier II rates front the current 

35% tQ 10%, and to maintain thIS relationship at least throUgh the end of the miniinlun 

PBR periOd. Socal claims that these proposed residential design changes are necessary 

to bring rates more into line withcoslS, as fixed residential customer-related costs are 

currently understated, and that the intreased CUstomer charges and decreaSed 

volumetric rates will reflect the hue long-ion marginal cost of gas service.U 

SOCal proposes to be granted authority to negotiate rate 

discount agreements \~'ith indi,:idual core customers, and to of(er core rate schedules 

that customers meeting the applicability requirements would have the option to select. 

The proposed discounting fleXibility would apply only to the "base ratetl element of 

core bundled rates. Under SoCa}is proposal, negotiated agreements of less than five 

years' duration would not reqUire Commission approval prior to beCOIl'ling effective. 

11 SoCal re6.)nunends that these customer charge rate le\'el adjustments be made on January 1 
of each year in order to coincide with the other annual rate changes underthe PBR index 
formula. 

n Socal proposes Certain other changes in rate design in additi6n to these basiC ch~nges. SoCal 
proposes to update the submetering credit fOr n'las~er meter (ustomersl and to inde5{ that credit; 
to. red.u~ baseline allowances in cliri\atezon~ 1 ftori\ the CUrrent 50 thern\S to 46 thetms in 
winter and fron\ the CUrrent 15 therms to 14 them\S in summer, with similar reductions in 
climate zones 2 and 3; and to modify non·residential ~()re rate design'e 
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Optional core rate schedules would become ef(ecti\·~ upon filing 

with the Conlmission without the requirement of prior Commission approval, and 

could be withdrawn by SoCal upon 30 days' notice to the Commission, unless 

othen\'ise specified by the terms of the schedule. SoCal's authorized rates would be the 

default rales for qualified customers who do not want to avail themselves of the 

optional schedules. 

m) Storage Costs 

SoCal proposes to apply the PBR rate index to the base rate 

elements that recover the cost of storage which is currently btmdled in core and noncore 

rates. This request was not in the original applicatioll, but was later included in its 

request in response to a proposal by ORA to eliminate the Noncore Storage Balancing 

Account (NSBA) and put SoCal "'holly at risk (or market demand for the costs allocated 

to unbundled non core storage service when the PBR rates become effecth'e. SoCal 

asserts that its request is c~nsistent with the overall concept that PBR substitutes lor a 

general rate case, in which the reVenue requirement (or bundled storage costs WQuld 

othen\'ise have been adopted by the Commission. SoCal states that because it is 

proposing to be at risk for throughput under PBR, it would also be at risk (ot the 

recovery o( the portion of storage costs that is bundl~d in transmission rates. 

n) Monitoring and Evaluation 

SoCal states that it recognizes the need for the Commission 

to monitor the functioning of the" PBR mechanism and to be prepared to evaluate the 

program at the conclusion of the minimum term. Nevertheless, SoCal urges the 

elimination of a significant number of existing reporting and record keeping 

requirernents, and ad\'ocates the avoidance of new reporting requirements insofar as 

pOSSible, in the interest of simplifying and streamlining regulation. 

0) Base Ma;gln 

SoCal initially proposed a starting base margin which 

represented a $61.2 million reduction as compared to its 1995 authorized level. 

Following several revisions intesponse to discussions with ORA, SoCal's final position 
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is a $110 million reduction in margin compared to thc 1995 authorized lc\'cl SoCal and e 
ORA ha\'e agreed upon a \'aricty of base margin items, and the individual items are 

described, along with our resolution, in the discussion below. 

III. Discussion 

A. Introduction: performance-based Ratemaking 

In general, performance-based ratemaking refers to any of a variet}' of 

ratemaking mechanisms designed to improve utility pcrformance and also return 

financial benefits to the utility's ratepayers. Its purpose is to break the direct link 

between costs and rates by inserting "an independent and explicit incentive ((or the 

utility) to increase efficiency through lowering costs/' so that ratepayers will not have to 

bear the risk of inefficient utility operation. (0.96-09-092, mimoo., p. 14, September 20, 

1996.) The ntechanisll\.itseH is intended to emulate an unregulated n'tarket. 

The basic PBR concept in\'oh'es two basic steps: 

"First, the PBR regulator sets an iIlitial price based on the utility'S 
observed and projected costs. Next, the regulator prOVides the 
utility with incentives to reduce these costs and pass some of the 
resulting savings onto the consumer. To assure that the utility does 
not achie\'e costs savings simply by cutting safety, reliability or 
quality, the PBR systen\ nlust also include it quality-contro) 
mechanisnl." Navarro, liThe Simple Aualylics of Performallce-l>astd 
Ralemakiug: A Guide for the PBR Regulator'; (Yale Journal on 
Regulation 13:1 (\Vintef 1996), p. 107.) 

The hallmarks of the PBR system under the previous practice of this Conlmission are an 

incenth'e device to encourage cost reduction and re\'enue enhancement, and a device to 

enSllre sharing of the savings produced thereby '\'ith customers. 

\Ve first replaced traditional rate case regulation with PBR in D.89-10-031, 

which placed the two major California local exchange telecommunications companies 

under an incenti\'e (orm of regulation. The mechanism we adopted is often called 

"CPI-X" regulation. As we explained in our nlost recent PBR decision, D.96-09-092, 

which adopted PBR regulation (or SCE: 
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"This form of PBR regulation adopts starling rates based on an 
analysis of utility costs with these rates then updated in each 
subsequent year by a nile which includes expected changes in 
input pri((>s, CPI, and productivity, X .••• [\VIe refer to this price 
less productivity adjustment, or CPI-X, as the update nile. 

"To make this update of utility rates independent of the utility's 
costs, the price and productivity valueS should come from national , • 
or industry measures and not from the utility itself. The 
independence of the update nile from the utility's own (Osts allows 
PBR regulation to resemble the unregulated market where the firm 
faces n\arket prices which develop independently o( its own cost 
and productivity. In contrast, traditional regulation often updates 
rates through a revjew of the Utility's own costs and productivity. 
The fOm\ of this PBR update rule of IIprice less productivity" or 
CPI-X ariseS (rom the unregulated market where, b\dependent of 
demand response, a firm's output price will change to reflect 
changes in its input prices less its change in productiVity, where 
productivity is Simply the change in the firm's outputs less its 
cha]\ge in inputs .. bOth value weighted. 

"Finding a measure for the price term ill the update rule requires a 
choice between a general price index such as the well-known CPI 
or an industry specific index. The fomwr choice involves less 
controvers)' but uses a general approximation to industry spedfic 
prices, and this approximation can work reasonably well during 
periods of generally low infJatl())l. \Vhile the latter choice dearly 
tracks industry costs n\ore closely, it does engender more 
contro\'erS)' because often it requites construction of a new 
industry specifiC price index to track mdustry price changes closely. 
Complexity rcadit}' arises in the construction of price indices; (or 
example, an accurate current price index [or Jabor requires a 
weighted average wage (or ... many different classifications of 
workers from clerks to system engineers. 

"The productivity measure should come from a forecast of 
industry-specific productivity. However, such studies are not 
common and most published econometric studies not only assume 
efficient 6petation but also use hisJorical data. In 0.89-10-031, we 
relied on a s~~y of AT&T's historical productivity and expert 
judgment in S:etting the productivity value fOr the local exchange 
utilities. Realizing that technological change in telecon\nulI\icatiofiS 
offered the opportunity [or substantial productivity and wanting to 
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ellCOllrdge increased efficienc), in utility operations, we added a 
"stretch" factor to set the producti\·it}, value or X. . 

"\\'e note that improved efficiency can arise from three sources: 
adopting l1\ore effident technology in meeting current denland, 
realizing economies of Scale when expanding the operation, of 
reducing existing inefficiencies in the (Urrel'lt operation .... 
(P]artkularly in the distribution business, the first source of 
productivity may contrlbuteonly sele<tively tow~rd greater 
efficienty and lowet rates. The incentives of this PBR should 
discover the opportunities to increase the efficiency of the current 
operation and thereby lo\ver rates. 

"In 0.89-10-031, we -also adopted a net revenue sharing ~ule which 
allows the utility to keep some of the ir\crea~d net revenite which 
occurs if the utility can reduce its costs. Adoption of this rule 
should increase the utility'S mcentive to redure costs. Allowing the 
utility to retain some of the net revenue from cosheduction efforts 
also resembles the competitive mark~t where a (irm. can increase its 
profits by IO\\ferirtg its costs. CoIl:tpined with the USe of 
independent-prices, the use of a net te\'enue sharing rule emulates 
the out<-onle of a competitive market. 

"Thus, we see PBR as emulating the Competitive process to 
en<:ourdge utility management to make decisions which resemble 
an efficient or competitive outcome. An efficient utility will control 
rates which benefits ratepayers. However, we want to ensure 
fairness to ratepayers, employees, and shareholders in the PBR 
procesS. This reqUires balancing potentially conflicting interests. 
The utility can increase short run profits through reducing variable 
costs, but without revenue sharing such cost reductions will not 
lower ra.les. Moreover, such reductions not only can affect staff 
immediately but the service quaHty impact may only appear much 
later." (0.96-09-0921 mimeo., pp. 14-16.) 

\Ve have already expres...<>ed our preference for replacing traditional cost

of-service regulation with perfomlance-based regulation in those areas of the ele<lric 

services industry which exhibit natural monopoly attributes. See Order Instituting 

Rulemaking and Order Instituting Investigation in R. 94-04-031 and 1.94-04-032 ("Blue 

Book"). Oui policy favoring -that dep)6yment of PBR reflects our successful experience 
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e with it in the ficld of telecommunications. Certainly, we arc favorably di~posed to using 

PBR where\'cr it would lurther our regulatory goals and policies. 

At the commencement of 1.9.J·().t-003, the SeE proceeding, supra. we 

stated our goals (or \indertaking the development of PBR. These included: 

• Improving the efficienc)' and per(omlance of the utilit}'; 

• Improving incentives and removing disincenth'es (or utility cost 
reductions; 

• Sin\plifying and streamlining the regulatory process; 

• ~lo\'ing rates (or all customer classes, in real dollars, steadil)' 
down the national average (or irWestoN)wned utilities; 

• Maintaining a reasonable opportunity (or the utility to eain a 
fair rate of rehun; and 

• Maintaining and improvmg quality of service. 

\Ve still regard these as our general goals in evaluating any P8R proposal, and as the 

policy yardstick (or measuring SoCal's proposal in the present instance. 

"'e have embraced P8R in concept with the dear recognition of our 

"fundamental and endudng duty to proted California's consumers of (energy)," a duty 

which we have pledged not to change during the transition to a streamlined and more 

efficient regulatory approach. (Blue Book, p. 34.) This means that, despite our 

preference {or PBR, we will not approve any PBR proposal just because it encourages 

efficienC}' on the part of the utility. The other part of the equation, protection of 

ratepayer interests, n\ust also be satisfied. 

B. The SoCal PBR Proposel Must be Modified to be Acceptable, but 
Much of SoCal's PBR Proposal Is Consistent with Our Stated Goe/s 
/orPBRs 

\Ve have examined SoCal's proposal on the threshold question of whether 

elements of the proposed mechanism conflict wit~ existing Commission decisions and 

orders, or with the policies we have articulated above. Consistent with the parties 
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testimony, wc conclude that in sen'ral re-sp<xts it docs. \\'e must thereforc modify 

SoCal's PBR to conform to the-sc overriding principles. 

1. The SoCal PBR Proposal Violates the Terms of 
the Global $ettlement . 

Both the Commission's Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) and 

The Utility Re(om\ Network (TURt'1) criticize SoCal's proposal as being inconsistent 

with the Global Settlement. 111at agreement was adopted in final (Oinl by the 

Commission in D.9.J-07-06!, 55 CPUC2d 452 (199-1), and governs a number of aspects of 

ratemaking for SoCal's gas utility operations for the period (ron\ August 1, 199-t 

through July 31, 1999, when it e!\]>lres. 

TURN asserts that there are five inconsistencies between SoCal's 

PBR proposal and the GlobalSettlement \\'hkh preclude adoption of SqCal's proposal 

in its present form. First, TURN states that SoCal's proposal to base rates upon 1996 

adjusted throughput violates a provision of the Global Settlement that requires rates 

instead to be based upon 1991 throughput. Second, TURt'J argues that SoCal's proposal 

to extend the cost allocations adopted by the Global Settlement beyond the term of that 

agreement would violate a provision requiring cosl aUOcations to be determined in the 

1998 Biennial Cost Allocation Proceeding (BCAP). Third, TURN alleges that the 

proposal to use one defiIlition of a "noTft,a)" temperahuc year for setting rates, and 

another (or allocating costs between classes, to the detriment of the core class, also 

violates the Global Settlement. Fourth, TURt'J claims thai SoCal's proposal to index 

rates, thus d()ing away with the authorized revenue requirement allocated by the 

Global Settlement, violates the settlement. Fifth, TURN argues that the proposal to 

eliminate the CFCA violates the Global Settlement, because the continued operation of 

that account was a basic assumptiOll underpinning the settlement. \Ve conclude that 

SoCal's PBR propQ~1 cOhflicts with the Global Settlement at least in some of these 

respects, and that the proposal will have to be mOdified to avoid these conflicts. 

_ Section II, paragraph 1, of the Global Settlement states: 

"SoCal shaH calculat~ rates based OIl 1991 actual throughput, 
with (sped(ied adjustments] for the Ih>e--year period 
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commencing upon the date that this [settlement) becomes 
cffe<th'e." (55 CPUC2d 458.) . 

Notwithstanding this language, SoCal proposes to use 1996 customer count and core 

thro\~ghput, normalized (or average temperature conditions, to set throughput because 

it would be "lair and reasonable" to do so. This would \'ary the express language of the 

Global Settlement. ~foroover, it would n()t be consistent with the table of specified 

average year \'olumes and cust()mer counts for basing cost allocation and calculating 

rates during the period covered by the Global Settlement. see Global Settlement 

Implementation Appendix, Section C.I, paragraph 2 (55 CPUC2dat 469). 

As justification for this variance, SoCal argues that its proposal 

would also eliminate the CFCA, and that Use of the Global Settlement throughputs 

would impose upon it a $39 million annualte\'enue penalty ~ecause of the resultant 

under(ollection. \Ve do not find SoCal's position to be persuasive. The Commission has 

a strong policy (avoringsettlements as a means of resolving issues in it~ proceedings, 

and we will not undermine that policy by changing the tem\s of a settlement after it 

becomes a Commission order. 

In addition to expressly providing that cost allocation and rates 

during the five-year term of the Global Se«lement would utilize spedfie throughput 

volumes based upon adjusted 1991 data, the Global Se«lement also reflects the parties' 

intent that the cost allocation be tennJnated by the 1998 BeAP. Under the PBR, by 

contrast, the cost allocation would continue for the entire PBR period, some two and 

one half years beyond th~ term of the Global Settlement. The significance, as explained 

by TURN witness Florio, is thatSoCal's approach would ham\ core customers because 

of the underlying temperature assumption used to develop the throughput for the' 

purposes of calculating core rates. The company now uses 1506 annual heating degree 

days (HODs) to define an average temperature year under the Global Settlement. 

SoCars suggested reduction would redure the average year (orecast of throughput by 

5%. The lower measure of HODs suggested by SoCal (or use in designing core rates 
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would deny ratepayers the benefit of the lower throughput forecast for purposes of cost e 
aHocation.u 

The Global Settlenlent rontempla.t('S that there will be a specific . 

allocation of costs to customer daSS{'S during its fivC'-year term. Section III paragraph 3, 

sets up a memorandum account to track the variance between costs allocated to nonrore 

and wholesale markets and SoCal's actual noncore and wholesale re\'enues. By contrast, 

the PBR would not ha\'e explicit costs allocated to nonoore and wholesale markets, or 

an annual cost used to de\'elop the effective rates for nonoore transportation service. As 

explained by witness Florio, the Global Settlement, 

"plainly contemplated that there would be an authorized 
revenue requirement that was allocated beh\'een the ('()te 
and Ji.oncore markets during the entire tetin of the 
settlement. The fact that SoCat would I\OW like to shift to a 
program of rate indexing cannot (wercome the deal that the 
company n\ade/' (Ex. 55, p. 20, I. 11-16.) 

Consequently, we cannot accept this feature of the PBR proposal. 

TURN argues that the Global Settlen'l.ent mechanism implies that 

revenue variations are to be passed onto cote ratepayers through the CFCA, and that 

elimination of the CFCA would therefore violate the intent of the Global Settlement. \Ve 

agree. The Global Settlement would be lUlworkable without the CFeAI and &>Cal's 

proposal would therefore violate the ternlS -of ~hat agreement. 

2. The Absence of a Sharing Mechanism ts 
rnconslstent with C6mmlssfon policy 

In most respects, SoCal's proposal fils our model of PBR. However, 

the proposal omits any mechanisn\ for sharing the savings between shareholders and 

ratepayers. Instead~ Seeal argues that the productivity factor (or "X" factor) utilized in 

adjusting rates annually, and particularl}' the "stretch" component incorporated into 

that productivity factor, should be considered an I'upfront" device that will adequately 

U SoCal is now willing to aocept the figure of 1330 HODs in plare of the 1316 BODs it 
originally propOsed; but the result is essentially the same. 
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e compensate for lack of an after-the-fact mechanism to allocate savings, because it 

([cates a downward pressure on costs and, therefore, rates. \\'e disagree. 

In pre\'ious PBR proceedings we ha\'e rejected substitution of a 

producth·ity factor fot a sharing nlechani~n\ for SDG&E and for SCE. There are 5e\'eral 

reasons for this. First, PU Code § 728 impO~s upon us a duty to insure that utility rates 

are maintained at a le\'el that is just and reasonable. This can only be assured if the 

oyerall level of profits is effecth'ely rontrol1ed by placing a practical limit on how far the 

utility is willing to go to earn a share of the marginal profit. The consequence is that 

profits, and therefore rates, are nlaintained 'at reaso~able le\'els. 

A sharing mechanism is the,ultimate "safety net'" for ratepay~rs, as 

it corrects for the possible adoption of a productivityfactor that tUrns out to be overt). 

conservative, understathlg the prOductivity increases which the utilitf is actually able t6 

achieve. \Vith a sharing mechanism, if the utility a"ains productivity increases that 

exceed the adopted pttXIuctivlty factor, the result(tl1t profits lnust be shared \~ .. ith the 

ratepa},ers rather than going solely to the utility. SoCal argues that this would "dilute" 

its incentives to achieve greatet productivity goals, but we see no reason why we • 

should flx a productivity irid~x based upon imperfect for('(asting techIliques
l 
and 

permit it to remain undisturbed (or a five-year period, based upon specUlation that this 

mechanisnl will adequately benefit the ratepayers. If the utility is actually able to reap 

benefits above the le\'el reflected by the adopted productivity factor, it would not be 

"just and reasonable" to require ratepayers to be satisfied with only the share of savings 

based upon attaining the productivity estimate made at the outset of the program. 

SOCal admits that the reduction in its rate base alone will result in 

an increase in its rate of return of 87 basis points. This is simply a consequence of 

depreciation of its rate base rather than (Ost-cutting. A sharing mechanism \,'ould 

insure that the ratepayers will receh'e their fair share of the te\,tards of improved 

productivity, however those rewards ate, achieved. Because a PBR with a sharing 

mechanism simultaneously allows higher ptofits than at present, and lower rates due to 

e increased productivity, a sharing mechanism creates the potential (or a "win-win" 

situation. 
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3. The SoCal PBR Must b$ MOdified Because 
It Does not Simplify RegulatiOn 

Certain (eatures of SoCal's PBR proposal would also be contrary to 

the Commission's goal of simplifying regulation under performance-based ratemaking. 

Rather than eliminating balancing accounts and reducing the degree of Commission 

oversight, SoCal's proposal introdlt~ altogether nc\\' concepts, the \VNl\1 and the 

EEAF, to reduce its le,'el of risk. Monitoring the operation of these new devi((>s will add 

to, rather than lessen, the Commission's regulatory tasks, representing a movement 

awa)' from the Commission's goal of lessenin~ the regulatory burden that is ultimately 

borne by ratepayers. 

4. CertaIn Feature$ of the Prbposal are not Related to . 
Performance-based Ratemaking, arid Should not be Adopted 
by the Commission as an Aspect of SOCars PBR proposal 

SoCal's proposal includes some features that are extraneous to a 

scheme which encourages efficiency on the part of the utility through a system of . 

intenth·es. Instead, these additional features appear to h,we been included b}' SoCal as 

a "wish list" of items which, if authorized l would enhance the potential profitability of 

SoCal without rewarding ratepayers in kind. Specific examples include the proposals 

for major changes in residential rate design, and gain on sale exceptions, which appear 

to be designed only to enhance SOCal's profitabilit}, without any relation to rateparers' 

interests. Residential rate design issues \"ere addressed by the decision in SoCal's 

HeAP, adopted on April 23, 1997. 

\Ve are also mindful that we should not make any major changes in 

general industry policy in a proceeding which invoh'es a single utility, such as this one. 

Questions of new products and services and gain on sale are broad ones which 

potentiallyapply to an entire class of utilities, and any major changes should be 

adopted in a generic proceeding to insure that they will apply evenhandedly to all 

utilities in the class. \Ve rriust therefore refrain from addressing such proposals in this 

proceeding .. 
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5. Conclusion: The $oCal PBR Methodology must 
be MOdified fOr Adoption by the CommIssion 

11\ rcoognition of these conceptual problems, we cannot adopt the 

PBR proposal advanced by SoCa1. Doing so would rontradicl important Commission 

policies and orders, and would represent an abdication (If OUr responsibflity to 

ratepayers. Although we favor performance-based ratenlaking as a tool tor regulating 

utilities in the current regulatory environment, we must in some respects replace 

SoCal's proposal with a program which more a.ccurately advances our regulatory goals. 

C. The Commission's Adopted PBR 

In this section we enumerate the E"SSential leatures of our adopted PBR for 

SoCal. This PBR will become effedive immediately. Insofar as possible it retains the 

elements ot the SoCal propOSal, but it includes changes that bring it into conformance 

with other decisions, goals, and policies of the Conuuission. 

The features we adopt are: (1) the productivity index (inflation less 

productivity); (2) the quantity indexed; (3) exclusions and adjustments; (4) offramps and 

termination provisions; (5) ServiCe quality, customer satisfaction, and safety incentives; 

and (6) monitoring and evaluation provisions. \Ve also estabHsh the amount of the base 

margin for indexing. 

1. Indexing Method 

As earlier ex:plainedl we nlust first select the overall index (price 

index minus "X") to be applied to the indexed quantity in order to obtain the 

subsequent years· base rates. 

a) Inflation Measure 

SoCal is proposing an inflation nleasure (the GUPI) based 

upon a weighted average of the recorded indices of labor O&M. nonlabor O&M, and 

capital-re1ated costs. In the GUPI, the measure for labor O&l\.{ is the index of average 

hourly earnings of workers in gas production and distribution as reported by the U.s. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. The measure for nonlabor O&M is theDRI/~icGraw Hm 

nonlabor O&~I index for gas utilities. The inflation measure for capital-related costs 
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would be based on the DRI/~fcGraw HH1 b\dices for capital sen'ice pri('('s and for the e 
price of gas distribution capital goods. Tht"se measures would be weighted according to 

the a\'eragc of expenditllrt~ in cach category for the past fh'c years. 

SoCal proposes that rates {or a year would be set using the 

latest a\'aiJabJe forecasts for the GUPI elements {or that forthcoming year at the time 

that SoCal makes its annual PBR rate formula rate filing, but that the next year's rate 

filing would include an adjustment to "true up" any difference between the forecast 

and actual GUPI. 

SoCal originally proposed to use a weighting of input price 

inflation based on SoCal's own historical ratio <?f labor expense, nonlabor expense and 

capital inputs to total costs. ORA proposed using a weighting that was the average of 

gas operations for SoCal, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&'E), and Stx;&E. The 

rationale for ORA's rerommendation Was that it would make it easier for the 

Commission to administer PBRs for the three major gas utilities it regulates. In an}' 

event, a broader-based price index is consistent with the COJl\missi~nis disinclination to 

use company-specific irtdexes.u $oeal has accepted ORA's altemaU·ve. 

\Ve adopt the approach to price indexing proposed by ORA. 

b) Productivity Factor 

As e),:plained earlier, the productivity or "X" factor consists 

of two parts. Thefirst component is a historic measure of industry productivity. The 

second component represents an additional productivity target, or aspiration measure, 

which is based upon potential incremental productivity improvement that the utility 
. 

can expect to achieve over and above the historical average. SoCal refers to this as the 

"stretchlJ (actor~ or "consumer.dividend," because it creates downward pressure on 

costs and, by extension, on rates. 

U SCUPP/IID propOse a weighting based on five to ten western U.S. gas utilities. This proposal 
is vague arid undefinedj the exact comparues are not Identified and there is no basis tor 
comparing it to other parties' positions. It "'ould not simplify the CommisSion's adrr'l.irustration 
of PBR, and we will not adopt it. e· 



(1) Industry Productivity Measure . 
SoCal propoS€'s using a historical industry 

producti\'ity measure of 0.5%. This figure was dc\'c1opcd (rom the Christensen 

Associates study, and elicited little criticism from the parties. \Ve adopt the 0.5% 

historical industry producth·ity figure. 

(2) "Stretch" Factor 
The 5e(ond component, the "stretch" factor, is "'ore 

problematic. SoCal propoS€'s that this component also be fixed at 0.5%, and claims that 

this is a liberal figure in relation to the productivity gains it expects to be able to achieve 

beyond the historical average. 

ORA advocates a 1% stretch factor, double that 

proposed by SoCal. This would produce a total productivity factor of 1.5%. 

TURN/Department of General Sen'ices (OGS) supports ORA's estimate as reasonable 

in the long rUIl, but believes that the pendency of the Enova-Padfic Enterprises merger 

will callse an increase in productivity. This is based upon the experience of witness 

l\farcus, who testified that during the period of the SCE-SDG&E merger proposal, 

(1) staff members sought jobs outside th~ company because of organizational 

Uncertainty and were not all replaced because of the possibility of postmerger job 

consolidations, and (2) capital spending was curtailed. Thus, TURN/DGS recommends 

adoption of a 1.5% stretch factor while the merger application is pending~ 

Although the subject of merger savings is not a part 

of our consideration here, we believe that the pendency of the merger proceeding 

distinguishes this period of time from that \\'hich \\'as examined in developing SoCal's 

productivity and stretch factors. Given the nature of managen\ent's motivation, it is 

indeed likely that capital spending will be curtailed and expenses othen·;ise forgone 

before the merger is consummated or diSapproVM. \Ve therefore believe that the stretch 

factor proposed by SoCal is likely to be (:onservati\'e. 

SoCal's objection to the adoption of a stretch factor 

greater than 0.5% is based primarily on the number of multiples of historical 
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productivity that each figure represents. Thus, SoCal states that ORA's s~ggestion of a e 
1.5% lotal productivity (actor would be three times the historical average, and 

TURN/DGS's 2.5% figure would be [h'c tim('s the historical a\·erage. SoCal argues that 

this would not be reasonable. 

\Ve find that ORA's suggestion comes as dose to the 

mark as any, particularly in view of the likelihood that disproportionately large 

producti\rity gains may be on the near-term horizon. It is appropriate to "set the bar 

high" in the expectation that SoCal will, indeed, stretch to maximize productivity. \Vcre 

we to set t(6)ow a goal, SoCal's benefit (QuId come at the expense of the ratepayers, 

even allowing (or a sharing mechanisnl. There would be no a.d\rantage to adopting such 

a PBR o\'er traditional ratemaking methodology. Ne\'ertheJess, we reCognize that 

productivity improvements are not likely to OCcur all at once. Both cost reductions and 

re\'enue enhancements may take sc\'eral years to come to fruition. \Ve recognized this 

in D.9-09-092 in SCE's PBR when We adopted an I·X" (actor, including a stretch (actor, 

which ramped up from 1.2% to 1.6% over the life of the PBR. \\'e belie\'e it is 

appropriate to take a similar approach here. 

\Ve will adopt a stretch factor that increases 

incrementally over the initial five-year PBR timetable resulting in an X factor of 1.1% in 

Year 1, 1.2% in Year 2, 1.3% in Year 3,1.4% in Year 4, and 1.5% in Year 5. 

c) Quantity Indexed 

SoCal proposes to index rates directly, rather than indexing 

total authorized margin or authorited margin per cllstomer, {or several feasons. First, 

SoCal contends that this mechanism \\till put It at risk for the le\'el of cllstomer demand 

(throughput), and that this is the direction in which the Commission wants to move; 

$oCal points to the Commission's reCent adoption of rate indexing for seE to support 

this contention. SoCal also argues that this mechanism will best prepare it (or the 

transition to a competitive marketplace, and will change its corporate culture. SoCal 

claims that rate indexing will allow the elimination of a major balancing account, the 

CFCA, and thus simplify regulation. Finally, $oeal argues that this approach is . 
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e consistent with the direction the Commission has already taken by putti!'g SoCal at risk 

for a specific throughput for nlost noncore (ustomerS under the Global Settlement. 

·.e 

\\'e do not find SoC'al's arguments persuasive in relation to 

its unique circumstanres. First .. the probability of risk to the shareholders is (ar lower 

than SoCal suggests, because realistic throughput forecasts indicate a growing core 

market.u In addition, SoCal's president, Mr. ~'fitchell, acknowledged on cross

examination that the company continues to seek new throughput opportunities, such as 

business ,'entures in Mexico. Under traditional regulatio~ .. a portion of the cost of these 

\'entures would be allocated to the resultant new loads, reducing rates for existing 

customers. This would not be true under PBR. In light of theSe realities, we prefer n6t to 

give SoCal carte blanche to increaSe its throughput and apply what will almost surely 

be a posith'e index each year (reflecting inflation in excess of productivity) to actual 

throughput. 

Preservation of the CreAl at least through the period 

covered by the Glotlal Settlement" is Central to this indexing method. The Global· 

Settlement establishes throughput based on the 1991Ieve1. SoCal has agreed to this 

through the term of the agreement. Although the Clobal Settlenlent does not 

spedfically refer to the CFCA, as SoCal says, once throughput is fixed in this fashion, 

the CFCA handles overcollection or undercollection from sales variations. ReterttiOl\ of 

CFCA is therefore implicit in the Global Settlementl as the mechanism will not work 

properly without it. 

As we have already explained, retention of the CFCA in 

connection with throughput variations requires the use of revenue indexing. This is 

required by the Global Settlement. Other provisions of the Global Settlement also 

require the existence of a re\'enue requirement. These include "a memorandum account 

to track the variance between the costs allocated to the noI\Core and wholesale markets 

a ~. (or ex~mpte, Exh. 62A, Attachn\ent 7, p. 25: Socal proje<:ts systemwide sales growth of 
3.4% between the years 1996 and 2()O(). principally in the high-margin residential sector. 
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and (SoCal's) actual noncore and wholesale mechanisms," which is calcu~ated using "a e 
debit entr), equal to one twelfth (1/12) of the authorized annual cost used to de\'elop 

the ef(e<tive rates for noncore transportation service including EOR (Enhanced Oil 

Recovery)." (TURN/DGSOpening Brief, p. 9, quoting GJobal Settlement, Section II, 

para. 3 and Implementation Appendix, p. 21.) These features preclude rate indexing, 

and must be retained until expiration of that agreement. 

Another circumstance unique to &>Cal Compels us to adopt 

indexing of the te\'enue requirement, rather than rates. Specifically; the proposed 

Enova-Padfic Enterprises merger will create a need to track savings,· which cannot be 

accomplished with rate indexing. Although the merger application is riot directly 

relevant to the $Oeal PBR proposal, We take notice that if we approve the merger, We 

will have to determine the amount of merger savings in that proceeding. ThoSe savings 

are expres.sed in the sante terms as the total reVenue requirement. Indexing the total . 

revenue requirement will enable that sum to be deducted (ton\the pre-merger totals. 

On the other hand, if rates are indexed where throughput fOrecasts are no longer 

calculated, then savings canno·t be passed back to customers: This means that il We were 

to adopt rate indexing now, we w6uld ha\te to revisit the subject in the merger 

proceeding and translate the PBR results in order to insure consistency after the merger 

takes place, if it is apprO\'ed. 

Finally, we conclude that revenue rather than rates must be 

indexed because SoCal's rate base is declining at the time the PBR is to go into effect. 

SoCal's proposal to index rates, which would fix SoCal's rate base at the 1996 level and 

index it for at least five years thereafter, faUs to recognize this fact. Rate indexing would 

benefit SoCal's shareholder because its capital spending is declining. This is an 

important fact, as SoCal's earnings will consequently increase by 87 basis points more 

than its currentl}t authorized rate of return as the sole result of depreciation.16 

U SCUPP IUD considers this fact 'sufficient to justify retention 01 traditi6nalratemaking for 
SoCal rather than moving to a PBR system at this time. That course would be contrary to our 
policy of favoring PBR, and we believe it is too extr(>me. Alternatively, SCUPP IUD proposes a 
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e TIle operation of depredation is best understood in relation 

to the le\'e1 of a utility"s capital e:.:penditures. If a utility's plant additions increase more 

than its plant is depredated, rate base and associated taxes wiH grow. On the other 

hand, if the utility's plant additions are lower than its depredation exJX'nSe, the le\'el of 

depredated plant., and hence rate base, will decline. SoCal's additional capital 

expenditures ate less than depredation, thus significantly troudng rate base as well as 

the anlount of return and of associated taxes. This is because SoCal is experiencing low 

custon\er growth (Exh. 52, pp. 4-5). The 10\" cust()mer growth rate is redudng 

investment requirements to a le\'ellower than its depredation expense, and its rate base 

is declining. 

As explained by SCUPP I I10-,vitness Yap, SoCal's 1995-1999 

Financial Plan sets out the Company's projection of the de(:}ine in its average rate base. 

The table aI\d chart on page 8-5 of the Financial Plan shows a dedme begtnning in 1995, 

ackno\\"ledging the trend: "Depreciation exceeds capital expel\ditures in traditional 

nlarkets beghming in 1995.~' See Exh. 52, p. 5 (SCUPP /110 - Yap). This projection is 

consistent with SoCal's 1995 to-K report to the securities Exchange Commission (SEC), 

which reflects it 3.4% decrease in rat~ base foJ' 1995. The IO-K report projects 1996 capital 

expenditures of $224 n\il1ion, while Socal's Summary of Earnings Table for 1996 (iled in 

this proceeding projects$255 million in depredation (Exh. ~4., Table l~-A). \Vhen 

compared to the $231 million capital expenditure level and $237 million depredation 

le\'el that accompanied the 3.4% reported decline in rate base during 1995, it is clear that 

the decline in rate base is accelerating. (Exh. 52, p. 5 (SCUPP 11ID - Yap.» 

Under traditional ratemaking, declining tate base tends to 

reduce rates. De<:lining rate base results in lower depredation expenseJ rehlrn, and 

methodology which would separately index the O&M por.tion and the capital portion of the 
base margin rate. This "'ould Cottect for the d~lining rate base, but would prOVide an incentive 
(or SoCal's n'tanagemenl to substitute capital for OhM expenSeS wherever possible, thus 
perpetuating one of the disadvaittages of traditional ratetnaking. . 
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associated taxes, which are refle<l~i in lower rates. But if rate base is "frozen" and rates e 
are indexed, they will rise despite the tact that rate base is de<lining. 

d) Adopted Indexing Formula 

For the reaSons we have described, it is necessary to index 

SoCal's Tel.'iIlUtS, rather than rates. SoCa)'s rate indexing proposal, however, is easily 

adapted into an equivalent revenue-indexing mechanism. SoCal's rate indexmg 

proposal is 

PBR rates (year 2) = PBA rates (year 1) x(1 + inflation - productivity) 

this is a standard price tap formula, in its basic tonn 

identical to the'ones we have adopted (or Pacifit Bell and GTEC, and (or Southern 

California Edison." Re<:ogniZirig that by definition SOCal's rth'enues are the product of 

rates and the quantityof gas sold or tranSported (throughput), this (ormula Caf\ be 

translated into an equivalent revenue settingme<hanism: 

paR revenue requirement (year 2) = PBR revenue requirement (year 1) 
)( (1 + itiflation • prOductivity + growth 

In throughput) 

Since throughput by definition is average throughput per 

customer times the number of customers, the last term-growth in throughpul--can be 

decompOsed furthednto the sum of customer growth and growth in throughput per 

customer.~1aking this SUbstitution in the revenue indexing formula results in SoCal/s 

proposal fOi rates translated into its equivalent tor indexing revenues: 

PBR rev. req. (year 2) = PBR rev. req. (year 1) x (1 .. fnflation • prOductivity 
+ customer growth 

+ growth In throughput 
per customer) 

a; Typically such formulas iTKtude as wen a leon for so-called liZ lactors/' The Z-factor leon is e ' 
ignored in the above discussion just to keep things simple. 
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Finally, this formula ('an be con\'erted into its equivalent for 
. 

revenue r&luirement I'u customer II by deleting the customer growth lenn on the right 

hand side: 

paR r&v. req. per customer (year 2) = paR rev. req. per customer (year 1) x 
[1 +Inflation • productivity 

+ growth In throughput per customer) 

Like SoCal" ORA proposes to index rates using the same, 

standard inflation minus productivity format. Its proposal, translated into the 

equivalent revenue per customer indexing (ormula, therefore looks exactly the saine as 

SoCal's depicted above. The only difference--as described earlier--is that ORA proposes 

a 1.5 percent productivity factor, while SoCal's is 1.0 percent. 

Unlike SoCal arid ORA, TURN/DGS proposes to index 

revenues directly. Like the two othet parties' proposals, its indexi!\gmechanism is 

driven by inflation, productivit)t and customer growth. However, be<-ause the proposal 

is not based on indexing rates, it does not reward the utility \\'ith addttional revenues 

from increasing throughput per ('ustomer. AdditionaJl}t, it includes a minus 1.41 % 

constant term in the foro\utaU that is missing from the other two. Perhaps O\ost 

importantly, it does not give the saine It'(igM to the con\mon factors it shares with the 

SoCal and ORA proposals-inflation, productivity and customer growth. TURl'J/DGS's 

indexing mechanism assigns less we!ght to inflation and the productivity offset .. and 

mote weight to customer growth, in determinbtg the utility's revenue requirt'ment. 

TURN/DGS's revenue indexing proposal for revenue per cuslon\er is:N 

IS Actual customers are used tocdkulatecustomer growth and com'ert re\'enue per customer 
into total revenUes. 

If This number, because it is negath'c, could be interpreted as an additional productivity offset. 

:!l) TURN/DGS provide formulas both (Or indexing total reVenu~ and revenues per customer. 
The dilferel\~ in the patameters, hOwever, are insignificant. TURN/DGS argues that a IOl1g-
11m PBR indexing mechanism should index revenues per customer. Ste Exh. ~, p. 2:0 
(fURN/DGS· Marcus). 
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PBR rev. req. per cust. (vear ~):; PBR rev. req. per cust. (year 1) 
x(l + 0.610 xlnfJation· 0.610 Xproductivit)' 

+ O.60Sxcust. growth ·1.41%) 

Although the lURN/DGS formula relies upon essentially 

the same set of factors as SoCa}ts and ORA's the difference in Tt'Sults is not insignificant. 

\\'ith the throughput per cuslom€'( term dropped in the SoCal and ORA proposals for 

direchless of comparisonl the rt-suIts for a to percent customer growth rate and 

inflation of 3 percent are:u 

~ 
PBR Rev. Req. per cost (year 2):: (1 +.03 •. (1) xP8R Rev. Req. per cost. (year 1) 

::: 102% of PBR year 1 Rev. Req. per CUstomer 

ORA 
PBR Rev. Req. per cost. (year 2) ::::: (1 + .03 - .(15) x PBR Rev.R&q. per cost (year 1) 

::: 101.5% of PBR year 1 Rev. Req. per Ctislorner 

TURNlDGS 
P8R Rev. Req. per cost (year 2) 

::: [1+ O.MOo x (.03 - .(15) + 0.605 X .01 - .(141) XP8R Rev. Req. per cost. (year1) 
::: 100.11% of PBR year1 Rev. Req. per customer 

A PBR mechanism provides an incentive to utilities to cut 

costs by disconnecting their rates from their aclrlal costs. Traditional ratemaking sets 

rates and revenues 01\ the basis of utilities' actual oosts. The poor cost-cutting 

incentives provided by such ratemakmg are too well known to repeat here. A PBR 

mechanism, on the other handl sets a limit (or revenues or rates-independent of the 

utilities subsequent actual ~ost performance-based on the general factors that drh-e 

~osts: inflation, cllstofner a~d output growth, with an offset for productivity gains. 

This does not mean" however, that we calUlot ignore special 

circumstan(es that may affect a specific utilit}'ts costs. \Ve agree with TURN/DGS thai 

11 The onUssion of the average throughput per customer factor is not trivial. SoCaJ Gas' 
forecast of throughput growth is 2 percent pet year; fotcustomers, 1 percent growth. The 
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e an indexing mc.hod should bc choS('n which, among other things, would lea,'c 

ratepayers at Icast as well off under PBR as the}' would have b('('n under traditional 

ratemaking. \\'ithout some assurance to that e((ed, there is no real"consumer 

dividend" for r~ltepa}'ers (rom adopting PBR. 

In this context, SoCal (and ORA's) approach fails to take into 

account its spedfic circumstances, and therefore omits an important consideration that 

rieeds to be taken into account in setting its indexing (om\ula. As noted in the previous 

section, SoCal's projected plant expenditures are less than projected depreciation, thus 

significantly reducing future rate base and the associated amolmt of return and taxes. 

The low customer growth rate SoCai is e).-perienting is reducing in,'eslmcnt 

requirements to a leyellower than its depredation exJX'nse, and its rate base is 

declining. 

Two utilities CQuld tace the same inflation and have the same 

le,'el of productivity (X), but could have very different trajectories in revenue 

requirements if one was growing more rapidly and had an increasing rate base and the 

other was growing more slowly and faced declining rate base. A simple inflation minus 

X indexing forrnula-for reyenue per customer-would gi\'e the same revenue increase 

to both utilities, possibly yielding a windfall tor one and a loss (or the other. 

Thus, if on~ is constructing a single" X" faclor, it may not be 

sufficient to constmct that faclor from a historical factor productivity stud)' plus a 

stretch, as SoCal and ORA ha,'e proposed. Neither SCE nor SDG&E claimed that they 

would face rate base declines, as SoCal forecasts that it will. TURN/DGS's 

methodology attempts to take into account SoCal's current investment plans o\'er the 

next five years. However, while we agree with the basic logic of the TURN/DGS 

approach, we are unwilling to go so far as to adopt its proposed formula. The fonnula 

relies on a complex regression analysis, underlying whkh is a set of assumptions and 

variables. One important assumption is that the projected rale base decline ,,-ill occur as 

implied growth in throughpllt per customer therefore is 1 percent. When this effect is induded 
in the SoCal and ORA proposals, the respective escalation factors be(ome 103% and 102.5%. 
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SoCal has projC<'ted in its 1996-2000 financial plan. SoCalts futufC in\,est!llenl plans mar e 
well var}' due to a variety of factors, including the rate of customer growth and the 

incentives afforded by this PBR dedsion. The TURN/DGS approach assumes that 

SoCal's managenlent will ha\'e no cOlitrol over the extent of future capital im·estments. 

\Vhile we agree that the genecallrend is likely to be as presented in the 1996-2000 

finandal plan, we cannot rely on the exact numbers in that plan as the mathematical 

basis (or the indexing formula. 

As noted earHer, the indexing formula is intended to give 

utility managemel\t the incentive to in\prove productivity through reasonable 

manag~ment of costs and practices that are within its control. Thus, the productivity . 

factor takes into account expected gains on an industry-wide level, and adds a stretch 

factor to proVide a "consumer dividend" and account for the fact that implementation 

of the PBR necessarily will reqUire increased productivity if the utility is to receive a fair. 

benefit from. the new s}'stem. \Ve also adjust the base margin to ensure that the utility is 

starting ftom a reasonable startmg point, just as we would under traditional _ . 

ratemaking. TURN/DGS makes the case that the same concept should be applied to 

rate base. If rate base is falling due to factors extrinsic to the PBR, returns will increase 

unless an adjustment is made, and vice versa. \Vhile this issue was not introduced in 

other PBR cases, it is a legitimate consideration. 

\Ve would prefer to adopt a n\ethod to take rate base 

changes into account outside of the indeXing fonnula. A methodology such as a direct 

revenue offset or adjustment of the benclunark rate of return could accomplish this. 

However, no parly has proposed such a method, and we must rely upon the indexing 

methodology, in whtch rate base factors are effectively translated into productivity. 

SoCal estimates in its comments on the' Proposed Decision (p. 4) that the impact of the 

TURN/DGS [omwla may result in an effedh'e producti\'it}, factor as high as 

2.9 percent, which is 1.4 percent above the 1.5 percent final stretch "X tt factor. This 

suggests that it may be possible to translate directly the tuRN/DGS formula into a 

straight productivity figure and thus roughly re(oncile the TURN/DGS concept with 

the indeXing methodologies adopted in other PBRs. 
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Since some of the capital spending decisions .in the future are 

presumed to be under SoCal management's control, we find it reasonable to adopt a 

lower effecth'e X factor than the 2.9 percent imputed from the TURN/DGS 

methodology. Accordingly, we will adopt a 1.0 percentage point increase to the 

ramped stretch ptoductivit}' factor. Our final adopted productivity "X" factor will be 

2.1 percent in year Ii 2.2 per(ent in year 2i 2.3 percent in year 3; 2.4 percent in year 4i 

and 2.5 percent in year 5. 

The PBR indexing forn\ula therefore that we adopt is: 
• 

PBR rev. req. per customer (year 2) = paR rev. req. per tustomer (year 1) x 
. (1 +innation • Xl, 

with our adopted "X" factors described in the previous paragraph. 

2. Shining Mechanism 

SoCal proposes that there be no adjustment in rates during the 

minimun\ five-year PBR period to share with ratepayers any difference between its 

recorded rate of return and a benchmark rate of return. \Ve reject this aspect of SoCal's 

propOsal, and require a sharing mechanism as part of the PBR for SoCa1. 

ORA, SCUPP /110, SeE, and TURN/DGS advocate the inclusion of 

a sharing mechanism as an integral feature of SoCal's PBR, and two spedfic proposals 

have been ad\'anted for our consideration. ORA's prOpOsal would aHow SoCal to retain 

aU profits up to the level of 75 bas!s points above authorized rate of return (ROR), and 

50% of any profits earned above that benchmark level. ORA states that earnings at the 

75 basis point benchmark level,will enable SoCal to keep $37.5 million of its revenues as 

a reward for its efforts, and above this level SoCal would net additional rewards, albeit 

at a proportionately lower rate. By contrast, TURN/DGS urges us to adopt a 

n\echanisn\ which shares cost savings with ratepayers on a progressive basis. This 

approach affords better insurance for ratepayers in the event that the productivity 

factor turns out to be unrea.listically low, and profits therefore to be eXcessive. 
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TURN/DGS rccomm('nds as our basic model the paR we adopted e 
(or SCE in D.96-09-092. Ihat nlechanism shares both profits and losses within 'bands" 

abo\"e and below the benchmark return on equity (ROE). Under this approach, 

shareholders receive aU of the gains and losses up to 50 basis points above and below 

the benchnlark rate o( return, which we tem'led the inner band. Our intent in $0 doing 

was to assign shareholders the responsibili~y for the gains and losses associated with 

routine operation. (Id., mimeo., p. 42.) Beyond the inner band, from 50 to 300 basis 

points, the shareholder share of gains rises continuously from 2.5 through l00%~ while 

the ratepayer share correspondingl): declines from 75 to 0%. This \\'e defined as the 

middle band. The shareholders receive all gains 300 basispohus above the benchnlark 

and remain responsible (or all losses mote than 300 basis points below the benchmark. 

TURN/DGS proposes one alteratioI'i to thIS mechanism. In 

recognition of the fact that SoCal wilt not be exposed to reVenue fluctuations"due to 

short-run temperature based sales fluctuations if we retain the CFCA, TURN/DGS 

recommends that the level of the inner band should be reduced to no more than 25 basis 

points, or be eliminated altogether. We agree. The allowance of the inner band for SCE 

was partially to ~ccount for weather-based sales fluctuations that were beyond the 

discretion of utility management. For SoCal we will retain the CFCA as part of the PBR 

and limit the inner band to 25 basis points to account for minor fluctuations in 

operations. Thus shareholders will receive 100% up to the level of 25 basis points abO\'e 

the benchmark ROR, and an increasing percentage in steps from 25 up to 300 basis 

points, above which level they will receive 100%. We refer to a mechanism of this type, 

where the utility share of net revenue increases as its earned return becomes greater 

than the benchmark return (and the rateparer share correspondingly decreases), as 

progressive sharing. 

Between 25 basis points above the benchmark ROR and 300 basis 

points above the benchmark, we will adopt 8 bands. The more bands that exist, the 

greater the 'pOtentiafto move into a new band and for shareholders to conect an 

increasing marginal share of the higher profits. The first band \\'ill be from 25 to SO basis 

points above the benchmark. In this band, shareholders will receive 25% of the marginal 
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e re\'enues in the band and ratepayers 75%. Each successive band will see an increase of 

10% in the incremental share allocated to shareholders and a decrease of 10% in the 

ratepayers share. The sixth band will fall between ISO and 200 basis points above the 

benchmark, with shareholders receiving 75% and ratepa}'ers 25%. The seventh band 

will be between 200 and 250 basis points above the benchmark, and shareholders will 

receive 85% and ratepayers 15%. The eighth band will be between 250 and 300 basis 

points abo\'e the benchmarki shareholders will recelve 95% and ratepayers 5%. 

Under this systern, shareholders may gain up to 68% of the 

increment up to 300 basis points above the benchmark. However, as shareholders may 

keep all of the increment above 300 basis points above the benchmark (subject to the 

offramp discussed below), it is possible for shareholders to gain significantly mote than 

68% of the increment. For example, if returns are 400 basis points above the benchmark
l 

shareholders would retain 76% of the increment. Thts systenl gives an extellent and 

increasing incentive to shareholders, and is fair to ratepayers who receive both the 

"consumer dividend" in the productivity formula and a larger share of early (and 

presumably easier) productivity gains. 

\Ve do not perceive a need to impose any sharing below the ROR 

benchmark, except for the offrarrip provisions discussed below. Even under traditional 

cost-of-service ratemaking, we have never guaranteed the utility its authorized ROR. 

Out PBR mechanism is designed to <1)low SoCal to IIs tretch" for higher levels of 

revenue, and to keep a ptogressively greater amount of what it is able to earn. By 

setting the proper ROR benchmark, we will calibrate the mechanism so that it rewards 

improvements which exceed that baseline, and accomplishes the efficiency gains that 

,,·le intend for the benefit of the ratepayers by prOViding for progressive sharing above 

the benchmark. \Ve will set the ROR benchmark at the current ROR. 
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e \\'c ha\'e focused on the question of how cost changes arc 

dealt with in a rate PBR \'ersus rc\'enue PBR. Out decision to adopt a rcvenue PBR has 

much to do with our \'iew of thc appropriate treatment of cost reductions. 'Ve now tum 

to the treatment of revenue increases (also caBed revenue enhcmcements) in this PBR. 

SoCal nlay be able to increase net revenues in sc\'eral ways. As discussed elsewhere in 

this order, SoCal may be able to expand current service offerings unrelated to the 

provision of natural gas (such as meter repair), or of{er new prOducts or services. SoCal 

may increase revenues through pricing flexibility approved in this order. SoCal may 

also experience customer growth or increases in us.lge per customer. 

\Vith the exception of throughput increases, SOCal can 

benefit from each of the methods of re\'enne enhancement discussed above. Re\'enue 

enhancement increases productivity, and improved productivity is one of the primary 

goals of perfomlance-based regulation. \Ve believe the adoption of this PBR will _ 

encourage SoCal to seek out both cost reductions and reVenue increases. If reVenue 

increases occur, the}' will b~ factored along with associa:ted costs into the total rate of 

return calculation that is a part of the reventle PBR. If any reVenue increases push SoCal 

into the sharing range, or further into the sharing range (as discussed below), both 

SoCal shareholders and ratepayers will benefit from the productivity increases. 

3. ExclusIons 

SoCal proposeS that sevetal cost categories handled by existing 

regulatory mechanisrlls be excluded from the PBR. These would be preserved, and 

would maintain their separate existence for adjudication b}' the Commission. The 

proposed exclusions arc as follows: 

• Catastrophic Event Memorandum Account (CEMA). 11\e 
Commission authorized aU utilities to establish this account 
under Resolution no. E-32380uly 24, 1991) as a reaction to the 
1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake to record the costs of restoring 
utility serviC(~ to customers; repairin~ replacing, or restoring 
damagedl;ltility fadl~ties; and complying with goven\n\ent 
agency orders iesu1tiitg Irom declared disasters. It· was designed 
to expedite and facilitate prompt response by utilities in 
restoring services disrupted by declared disasters. SoCal 
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proposed to ~);dude CEMA frOom I'BR so that it will fulfill its e 
intended purpose, ORJ\ initially recommended Olat CE~fA 
expenses be reviewed using Z-faCt6i criteria to determine 
potential rerovery (Exh. 107,'p. 63), but subsequently stipulated 
that CE~fA be treated as an exclusion. 

• Hazardous Substante Cost R~tovery Account (HSeRA>.' This 
mechanism is a lorig-t(>!11\performance-ba~ed cost feOOvery 
mechanism tor hazardous substance and insuranCe litIgation 
cOsts related to hazardous substance sites identified by the utility 
(or rost re(overy from third parties, inSurance carriers and 
ratepayers. 

• Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) Program. In D.93-07-Ost, 
SOCpuc2d 452, the Commissionordeted that aU fuflding for 
utility LEV programs was t6 be established separate (rol11 the 
normal general lale case prtXeedings, and required 'all energy 
utilities to file Separate applications for funding 6f six-year LEV 
'progtAms under spetified guidelines established'in that decision. 
SoCal complied \vith thatiequirement. In 0.95-11-035, 
- CPUC2d -'- (1995), the CommiSsion allowed continued 
ratepayer fwi.ding of LEV fleet expenses subject to a orie-way 
balancing account, a~d specified the treatment of the rests of 
customer-sitestations. SoCal proposes that capital-related costs 
for utility LEV and customer-site stations remain in the PBR Base 
Margin showing, and that all expenses covered under the 
one-way balancing account be excluded from PBR and continue 
as a separate regulatory funding mechanism. 

• 'Regulatory T~~ .. nsitioI\ Costs. SoCal pi6poses that all regulatory 
transition costs \vhose regulatory treatment IS in the ptocess6f 
being determined at the federal and local levels to be excluded 
from the PBR to be separately resolved by the Commission. 
These matters are not subject to reasonable estimation, and SoCal 
describes them as both significant and pOtentially vplatile. .. . . 
Transition costs identified by SoCal consist of Take-6t-Pay (TOP) 
costs, Minimum Purchase Obligation (MPO) Transition c6sts, 
PITCO/POPcau Transition costs, and the Interstate Transition 
Cost Surcharges (ITeS). 

n These atronym.s~ respectively, refer to Pacific Int~rstate TransmiSsion Company and Pacific 
Offshore Pipeline Company, both of which are SoCal affiliates. 
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• Wheeler R1dse Interconnection Costs and Revehues. 
0.95-04-078,~· Crt)C2d ~ (1995), in SoCalisl994 BCAP, sets 
(orth thcadopted iiu:remental ratemakingtteatment (or the 
\Vheeler Ridge fadlitie;s. SoCal states that implementation 
requires that \VheeJer Ridge interoonrtection rosts and revenU~ 
be excluded fron\ PBR. -

• Mattdate:d Social PrO&ram~. s6cal propOses thatmandated 
social programs such as Ca-liforniaAlterttate RateS f6r Energy 
(CARE) arid the Ic)\'{·income Direct Assistante Program (OAP) 
should be excluded from PER because they are created by 
legislative or administrative mandate, an(iare not within SoCal's 
control. 

• Gas COsts artd pipeline" Dem~nd char&e~ Cas COsts artd pIpeline' 
demanci,c:hatges.ior .core Salescus(orriersa;re fotecasted and 
recovered through tates adopted.inIlCAPs. SOCal proposes to 
exclude these chargeS from -PBR to main~ain the existing BCAP 
cost recovery system . 

• C6sts Ifuposed hy th~'C(,'mmisston.SoCaJ ptoposesthat certain 
costs imposed by the C6ptii\issi.on, such as intervenor _
com~~tion f~ and ros-.s rel~ted to COmjI'lission stat( - . 
superVised management of financial (6sts should be exduded " 
(rom PBR because they ilt¢ subject to Separate cost recovery 
trea.tm.ent. 

There is no longer any serious dispute cOncerning ~xcluskm of 

these items. AU of t~em. appear to be app~()priate (Of exclusion from the PBR 

me<:hanism, beCause they ateb~yond" the control of Socal's managementl orate subject 

to recovery through other existIng ratemaking mechanisms. \Ve will approve these 

propOsed exclusions. 

4. uzu Factors 
We agree with SoCal that events which quallfy ~s Z (actors should 

be handled outside of the PBR meChanism. We also agree-that the-adopted pr&:edure 
• ,"? 

must insure thatthete is n6 double:<oUriting cii Z fa~toteveI\ts b\ the inflation index. 
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We will adopt the foUowing procedure proposed by SoCal to handle Z factors under e 
rBR. 

\Vhen a potential Z factor event occurs, SoCal will promptly advise 

the Commission of its c>('('urrence and establish a menlorandun't account for the e\'ent. 

The notification ot the event will provide all relevant information about the event, such 

as a description, the amount involved, and the timing. and wiU advise of the 

establishment of the memorandum account. This notification will be followed b}' a 

supp]en\ent to the annual rate adjustment pr<Xedure for Commission review. 

For each event, Socal's sh~reholders wm absorb the first $5 million 

per e\'ent of otherwise compen.~ble Z factor adjustments. This will be accomplished 

through the operation of a "deductible." The deductible is cumulative fOr each Z factor 

e\'cnt from }'ear to year, and is exhausted when the cumulative Z lactor cOsts exceed the 

deductibJe amoUnt. The deductible is separately applicable to each Z factor e\'ent. 

To in\plement the adjustment, ",'e adopt SoCal/s proposal for use of 
- . 

a formula baSed On the level of integration with the GUPI to avoid double-counting the 

Z factor e\rent in the inflation index. This formula is based upon the extent to which the 

Z factor in\pa.ct is captured in the GUPI, and excludes that amount. SoCal will have the 

burden of proof in a Z factor proceeding to demonstrate both the total cost of the 

Z (actor e\'ent, and the per~ntage of such cost estimated to be captured within the 

GUPI. 

ORA initially rtXOmmended that CEl\.iA become a Z factor. 

Howe\'er, ORA and SoCal have agreed to recommend that CEMA be treated a an 

exclusion rather than a Z factor. As part of the agreement SoCal will maintain 

commercial insurance for earthquake and other disaster roverage unless major adverse 

changes to premium levels occur in the future. \\Fe wiJI adopt the agreement between 

ORA and SoCal. 

5. Core PriCing Flexibility 

SoCal has proPosed that it be given the fleXibility to.offer optional 

tariffed rates and to negotiate discounted rates with (Ore customers. Any discounts 
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e would be applied to the base rdte portion of the default PBR rdte (i.e'l gdS costs would 

not be discounted). \Vith its proposed elimination of the CFCA, SoCal's shareholders 

would be at risk for any discounts provided to customers. SoCal proposes that optional 

tariffs and discounted rdtes be priced no lower than short-run. marginal cost and go into 

eUed on. the date of filing. 

ORA supports SoCal's request to be able to offer disrounted rates 

provided that shareholders bear 100% of the risk associated \,:ith revenue shortfalls and 

that the price floor for contrdcts is long-run marginal cost. ORA also supports the 

COl\~pl of optionallariffs for the cote but opposes authorizing them at this time, . 

because SoCal has provided insufficient infonnati6n. Therefore, ORA rcCommends that 

SoCal either submit an application that w~uld aUow for consideration of specific 

optional tariffs, as occurred for SCE, or to appto\'e optional tarifts on a case by case 

basis. 

Allowing for negotiated rates and optional tariffs will prOVide 

SoCal with opportunities to increase utilization of its system, which benefits ratepayers. 

Under our adopted sharing meehanism, incren\ental rc\'enues translate into benefits for 

both ratepayers and shareholders~ providing SoCal with the incentive to more 

effidenll}' operate the system. Therefore, allowing SoCal to enter into negotiated 

contracts and offer optional tariffs is consistent with our PBR goals. 

\Ve would prefer to authorize optional tariff offerings with rnOle 

details than $oCal has provided in its application. Howe\'er, because shareholders will 

be entirel), at risk for the re\'€nue shortfal1s~ we will allow $oeal to negotiate discounts 

and offer optional tariffs, provided thai the price floor is above class a,'erage long-nm 

n\arglnal cost (LRAtC) and allow the tariffs to be effeeth'e upOn 20 days after filing 

unless protested on the basis that the price floor is below class average LMtC.D If 

protested, the optional tariff filing will proceed through,the normal advice letter 

D Nothing in this decision is intended to pre\'ent parties from protesting such filings on any 
other basis, as well. . 
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process. The optionallariffs must be available to all similarly situated customers that e 
meet the eligibility criteria. If SoCal wishes to offer rates that are customer spedfie or 

targeted at some subset of a class and therefore below the class a\'erage LRt\tC, then 

additional1nfomlation must be submitted, consistent with inforn'\ation I'\.~uircd (or 

long-tem\ contracts under the Expedited Application Docket (EAD), and the contract or 

tariffs will be subject to Commission approval through the EAD process. Contracts with 

terms of fi\'e years or longer .. nust be approved by the Commission. Consistent with 

allOWing SoCal to offer core customers discounts, we \\,iIl also allow SOCal to offer lim\ 

noncore customers negotiated discounts of less than. five years' duration. Negotiated 

contracts must be filed with the Con\mission, but the confidentiality provisions in place 

for noncore contracts will also apply for core contracts. 

Electric utilities who retain the Elt'<:tric Revenue Adjustn1ent 

Mecha~ism (ERAM) and offer discounted rates for which shareholders are at risk must 

currently include an adjustment to ERAM to ensure that ratepayers are not at risk (or 

any te\'enue shortfall associated with discounted rates. Because we have retamed the 

CFCAI we direct SoCal to develop an adjustment mechanism to the CFCA to ensure 

that ratepayers are isolated from any risk of revenue shortfall associated with 

discounted core rates or optional tariff Offerings. 

6. Implementation Date 

The rates based llpon our adopted base margin shall become 

effective July I, 1997. \Ve recognize that changmg objectives as a result of implementing 

PBR mid-year may create implementation problen'\s and therefore the PBR mechanism 

shall become effective as of January 11 19981 unless SoCal elects to operate under the 

mechanism effective as of January 1,1997. 

7. uOfframp" Provisions 

SoCal proposes that the Commission not temlinate or modify the 

PBR mechanism before its minimum term, even If SoCal's recorded rate of return falls 

below 01' rises above any particular level during that period, and proposes to take full 

risk for the level of its earnings under PBR (or at least the proposed minimum duration 
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e of the PBR mechanism. For the protedion of both SoCal and its ratepayers, we conclude 

that this should not be the case. 

.• ::-

a) Cost of Capital Trigger 

Although-SoCal propoSeS not to make an}' changes in PBR 

indexed rates for changes in cost of capitat it proposes an exception in the e\'ent that 

the 12-nlonth trailing a\'t~rage yield on long-term Treasury Bond increases or decreases 

more than 250 basis points (ton\ the forecast average rate (or calendar year 1997, as 

adopted in D.96--U-060in SoCal's 1997 cost of capital application. Thus, Sotal 

acknowledges the need (or an escape \'alve, or offramp of sorts, in the event of a 

dramatic change in the rost of capital. 

Under the proposed mechanism, SOCal \\'ould have the 

option to file a rost of capital application in the event that the 250 basis point "trigger" 

were exceeded. In the event of a 250 basis point decrease, SoCal wo~ld be required to 

file a cost of capital application. In either e\'eilt, the COil\mission would detennine 

whether any change in rates \Vas appropriate in light of all factors affecting the cost of 

capital. Any rate change, whether an increase or decrease, would be prospective ftom 

the effective date of a Commission decision. 

ORA generally supports the trigger mechanism concept, but 

proposes a somewhat different approach to cost of capital. The principal differences 

between SoCa}1s proposal and ORA's proposal are that: (1) ORA's mechanism would 

not be triggered unless actual interest rates changed by mote than 150 basis points and 

the then-current DRI forecast ' ... ·as for interest rates to continue to be at least ISO basis 

points different from the benchmark interest rate under PBR; and (2) it ORA's threshold 

were triggered, there would be an automatic adjustment of rates according to a 

pre-established fomlula. SCUpp 1110 also supports the basic concept of using a 

triggering mechanism with a single-index PBR, and prefers ORA's proposal over 

SoCal's. 

\Ve prefer ORA's approach over that proposed by SoCal for 

. e two reasons. First, that approach is more sensitive to a realistic level of interest·rate 
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savings. Secondly, it is a system which will not bwoh'c as great a Icvel of regulatory e 
burden on the Commission, because a cost of capital application would not have to be 

filed when the trigger Ic\'el was reached. 

\\'e adopt for SoCal thc ORA triggering mechanism (or 

changes in cost of capital during the PBR period, coupled with the "~UCAM" 

mechanism lor rate adjustment that we recently adopted for SDG&E in D.96-06-055. 

b) Rate of Return Off ramp 

SoCal opposes any ofiramp which WQuld have th~ effect of 

allowing or requiring suspension or rnodifkation of the PBR mechanism before the 

expiration of the five-year minimum tern\ in the event that SoCal eams a specified 

amount more or less than the bencrunark rate of return. SoCal argues that this would 

result in dilution of the penalties foci' poor performance and rewards for superior 

performance, and tend to deleat or impair the incentiVe provided by the nlechanism {or 

the utility to operate effidently. 

As part of its proposal (Or a sharing mechanism, ORA 

ad\'ocates an offramp mechanism to protect both ratepayers and SoCal from significant 

deViations from anticipated earnings under this new and untested PBR system. For 

upside deviatiotll ORA proposes an of(ramp trigger set at 300 basis points abo\'e 

authorized earnings lor two consecutive years. For downside deviation
l 
ORA proposes 

an o[framp at 175 basis points below authorized earnings for two consecuth'e years. 

This proposal confom\s welJ to the sharing mechanism We adopt and is very sim~lar to 

the approach we have taken with SDG&E. \Ve also prefer an offramp "trigger" device 

to the adoption of an interim PBR with a shorter durationl ' .... hich is the approach 

espoused by TURN. 

\Ve will adopt ORAls rate of retum offramp proposal. The 

PBR mechanism will be subject to a motion {Or voluntary suspension if SoCal reports 

two consecutive years of net operating income that is at least 175 basis points below its 

authorized rate of return. Either SoCal ot ORA may file this motion seeking suspension 

of the PBR mechanism. If the motion is grantedl suspension of the PBR would be 
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e required. If SoCal reports return of 300 or mOre basis points abo\'e its au.thorized rate of 

. rehlm (or two oonse<uti\'e years, the PBR mechanism will automatiCally be suspended, 

and we will conduct a formal regulatory review to determine what, if an)', changes in 

the ratemaking mechanism are requited. 

c) Mld-cou;se RevIew 

Although SOCal opposes any reglllatory change to the PBR 

system. prior to 'expiration of the 5-yeat inini~uIl\ te.1m (except for 'the cost of capital 

trigger), the e~perimental nature of the PBR ari"d SoCal's ()'wi\'uruque circumstances 

compel us to conclude that there is a need for reexaminali~n of the'ptogrcurt before five 

years elapse. 

First, according to the Global Settleni.~nt, the expiration of 
- ~ . . ;. 

that agreement 61\ July 31", 1999, \"ilI, alterSOCal's rat'emaklng envirorurtertt and require 

the institution of a BCAP. As SOCal's \vifueSs Van Lier6p ackflo\vledges, . 

"The Global Settlemerit requites that (SoCal) file aBCAP 
. application in October 6i 1998 with tMes to beCome elfective ," 
on AUgust.tJ,I99?J:he,key purpose of th.is BCM filing is to 
tem\~atethe ptovis16n in the Global 5etllernent that rates 
artdcos\ all<)(atio)\ w: based 'on 1991 throughput. ••• (SoCal) 
propOses tha,t !'sha.d,Qw r~tes/ - adopted in this prOCeeding .. 
go into effect as actual base rates on August 1,1999, which 
willtenninate the 1991 throughput provision with respeCt to 
base rates. Th~~?98 BeAP filing is still required to replace 
1991 throughpiltj with a forecasted throughput level for the 
purp6se of determining exdusic)ns surch.arges. (SoCal] 
proposes that the, J998 BeAP be used to adopt surcharges 
and Cost-df-ga.s rates for the remainder of the PBR period, 
i.e.; fr6m August I, 1999 to December 31, 2001." (Exh. 11, 
PI" 69-70.) 

This in itselt establishes the need iota ~ld-course proceeding, currently anticipated to 

be in the form of the 1998 BCAP, to revisit certain of the issues in this PBR. 

NotWithstanding explicit language to the contrary in the 

Global settleme~ti $oCal's' PBR. p~opos~l i~premised upon ietainmg the inter-class cost 

e atlotation based on 1991 throughpuif6rthe entire PBR period, \vhiCh extends well 
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beyond the August I, 1999, expiration or the Global Settlement. TURN's witl't('ss Florio e 
testified that this would be particularly harmful to ('ore customers, because the effect of 

the SoCal proposal would be to rroure the average year (orecast of throughput by 5%, 

while at the sanle time denying core ratepayers the benefit ot the tower throughput 

forecast (or purposes of CQst allocation. (Ex. 55, pp. 16-17.) CO)lSistency must be assured 

through the 1998 BCAPor its equivalent. 

TURN asserts that there is another reason why cost 

allocation issues must be resolved in the 1998 BCAP. In the current (1996) BCAP, ORA, 

and TURN hav~ proposed certain refinements to the Con'lmission's Lru..rc 

methodology which SoCal claims to exceed pennissible cost allocation ch~nges as 

defined by Section C.S of the Global Settlement's Implementation Appendix. In the 

current BCAP we may conclude that these changes n\ust await the expiration of the 

Global Settlement. Howevetl &'>Cal's PBR proposal would preclude the allocation of 

base margin among customer classes from consideration in the 1998 BCAP, because the 

rates set in this proceeding (as indexed) will remain in force beyond the Global 

Settlement's expiration. Consequently, ORA and TURN ,,,(mId be (oreclosed from 

proposing adjustments to the L~tC methodology welt beyond the expiration of the 

Global Settlement unless there is a mid-course review. 

The merger application of Eno\'a Corporation and Pacific 

Enterprises, which is currently pending before US, also portends significant changes in 

SoCal's ratemaking environment. Approval of the merger application could result, for 

example, in alteration of the base margin, particularly if there are significant 

productivity gains due to what SoCal has characterized as "synergies" such as the 

~onsolidation of administrati,'e and general office functions of the merged parent 

companies. Although we have declined to examine the financial implications of the 

pending merger application in this proceeding, we cannot turn a blind eye to the 

probability that the merger may have considerable impact on SoCal, requiring some 

adjustment of the PBR. 

\Ve have also identified a rtunlber of features of SoCal's PBR 

proposal which are simply not appropriate (or inclusion. Among these features are 
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_ changes in residential rate d('sign, additional pricing fl('xibility, and gain on sale. To the 

extent that these hems were not addressed in SoCal's current BCAP, they should be 

addressed in the n('xt HCAP (or its successor proceeding). 

Finally, SoCal, ORA, and TURN have agreed to recommend 

that a mid-<ourse reView be undertaken to examine the status of cllstomer sen'ice 

quality indicators, including the penetration of the CARE program. The 1998 BCAP (or 

its successor) could be utilized as a \'ehide (or conducting this re\·jew. 

In recognition of these circumstances, we conclude that there 

is a need (or a mid-course evaluation of SoCal's PBR, and that SoCal's 1998 BCAP (or its 

successor) should serve as the forum (or that effort. In that proceeding, we will address 

the issues of SoCal's throughput forecast, cost allocation, rate design, and other matters 

which may come to light from the interinl results of SoCal's PBR experience. 

d) TermInation 

. Under SoCal'spI'oposal, the paR \"'ould remain in effect at 

least five }'ears from its inception. Based upon this minin\um. term, SoCal proposes that 

any party, or the Commission on its own motion, could institute a proceeding to change 

or replace the PBR mechanism upOn its expiration. ORA and SCUPP /110 object to the 

automatic continuation of SoCal's PBR. ORA proposes that the PBR be (ormany 

evaluated near the conclusion of the five-year PBR term to provide the Commission 

with a complete evaluation of the PBR mechanism. 

ORA proposes that SoCal be required to notify the 

Commission and all parties of rcrord of its intention to file either a general rate case 

application or a PBR application 24 months prior to the end of the PBR cycle. If SoCal 

indicates that it plans to tile a general rate case application rather than a PBR 

application, ORA will submit its master data request to SoCal within one month after 

SOCal notifies the Commission. Thereafter, the procedural schedule would follow the 

rate case plan in accordance with R.87·11-012. Alternatively, ORA proposes that if 

$oCa) notifies the Commission thal it desires to tontinue with a PBR program, SoCal 

should be required to file a PBR application no less than 18 months prior to the end of 
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the PBR C)'cle. In its filing, SoCal should provide both an e\'aluation of its existing PBR • 

program and a recommendation as to what modifications should be made to the PBR 

mechanism for the future. 

ORA witness Bower specifies the issues thatl at a n'l.inimunl, 

should be addressed in its filing requesting rontinuation of PBR. These ate: 

• \Vas SoCal successful in rrleeting or beating the adopted 
benchmarks? 

• \Vhat happened to system aVerage rates OVer the period 
of the P~R? Ho\v did this compare to the a\'efage national 
rate and to the overall rate of inflation? 

• If SoCal was su~cessful, how were the reductions 
accomplished? What typeS of ~xpenses were reduced? 
Were there any side'efle<:ts of the expense reduction? 

• What was the operating eI\VirOI\rr\ent of SoCal oVer the 
PBR period? Wet~ th<~re developments that either made it 
easier ot more difficult to achieve the established goals? If 
so, what were those de\felopments? 

• old the Commission and SoCal work together effecti\'ely 
in the protess of monitoring and evaluating the PBR? If 
not, what parts of the monitoring and evaluation process 
did not work? 

• Did the Commissionaftd SOCal wOrk together effectively 
in the event of any interim modifications to the PBR? If 
not, how could this process have been imprOVed? 

• Did the PBR demonstrate a more or less effident method 
of regulatioh than the conventional general rate case 
method~ What specific features of the PBR were either 
better or worse? 

• \Vere the specific performance indicators in this PBI{ 
adequate to ~easure the elfeqiveness Of the PBR? If not, 
how should the perfonnanre indicators be modified? 

• Was &:leal sl;lc(essilll in.rnamtaining a stable credit rating 
OVer the tenn of the PBR? What other financial measures 
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should be examined? \Vhal was SoCal's annual ROB and 
ROR performan(e over the PBRI and how"did that 
compare to the con\paI\)';s authorized numbers? How did 
this pcrfom'tance (ompare to SoCal's historical record for 
periods prior to the PBR? 

• \Vhat othet (OnSet.luences of the PBR WE're identified, if 
an)'? lVhat \\'as the impact of those consequences on the 
PBR? lVhat ","'as the impact of those consequences on 
SoCal, its ratepayerS, the environment, and others? \Vere 
the consequences positive or negath'e1 

• Considering the results of the PBR, what should be the 
next steps? Should the PBR be continued? If so, what 
"start up'" conditions should prevail? Should those 
alternatives include a return to the general rate case or 
attrition process? (Exh. 107, pp. 16-18 -16·19.) 

ORA's proposal is \"ell considered. Although we have no 

disinclination to continue SoCal's PBR beyond the fwe-year minimum, there is a need to 

insure that the system does not continue indefinitely without being subjected to one 

scrutiny, and to inSure that it is meeting its intended goals and furthering our 

regulatory policy. The procedure for continuing the PBR outlined by ORA is far less 

onerollS than the requirements (or filing a GRC, and is apptopriate for evaluation of a 

program that has been in force for five years, as contrasted with the three-year life of a 

GRC. 

\Ve will adopt ORA's proposal. 

8. S~rvlce Quality. Customer SatisfactiOn, and Safety Incentives 

By its nature, customer satisfaction is difficult to n\easure and to 

quantify. SoCal's original prOpOsal to measure ongoing customer satisfaction by using 

an index figure generated considerable controversy, resulting in a gr("at deal of 

discussion among the parties during the COurse of the hearing. The outcome of these 

negotiations was a joint position On behalf of SoCa), ORA, and TURN, which is set forth 

in Exh. 210. That exhibit provides a comprehensive joint recoI)\mendation tor measures 
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to ensure that custemer satisfaction, service quality, and employee safety performance e 
wiU be nlaintained in 5ocal's PBR environment. 

The four primary features of this Comprehensive plan ar~: 

• Individual target~ would be established fot eacho! the lour key 
sen'ice attributes, with ~ach sentice attribute, carrymg a potential 
rate reduction should the p'erformanre le\'el fot that attribute ian 
bele\v its pt~ribed target and deadband. These four key service 
attributes are: 

(1) Customer satisfaction \vith the telephone customer service 
representative (CSR)i 

(2) Custotner satisfaction with the SCheduling of an 
appointment tor a field service calli 

(3) Satisfaction \.nth the field Appliance Service Representative 
(ASR); and 

(4) Percentage of on-time arrival for the service calli 

• An ad4iHonal ~aU center IIprescriptive" perfonntmte standard 
would. require SOOIo of aU telephone calls to. be anSwered within 
60 ~eronds (or regular caUs, and 90% of all leak and emergency 
telephone caUs t6 be a.I1$wered within 20 seconds. &>Cal would 
be subject to rate reductien fer failure to meet these targets. 

• 'In "ddition to rate incentives, SoCal weuld assume responsibility 
to provide repoitsto the Commissionl on a quarterly basis, 
containing iit_oilthly data on several service quality indicators, as 
lollows: le\'~19f telephone busy signals, percentage o.f estimated 
meter readings, leak response time, percentage of missed 
appointments, and percentage of customer problems resolved on 
the first servke call. 

• The Commission will undertake a mid-«nirse review ef the 
status of the customer service quality indicators. 

The piOgram specifies penalties lor failure to. attain geals below a deadband. Aggregate 

penalties of mere than $4 mUllon will trigger an investigation by the Commission. 

SCE objects that ~~e service program does not provide tor rewards 

. for attaining levels above the g6als. This overlooks thepuipose 6i our quality control 

e((orts, which is to ensure that standards of servke are upheld at least at current levels 
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e despite the adoption of PBR, and particularly that cost cutting will not result in the 

degradation of service and safety. \Ve are concerned that if we pro\'ide rewards (or the 

attainml'nt of higher levels, we will encourage efforts to o\'erddi\'er service, thereby 

increasing the cost to provide service. The cost of the rewards would be passed along t() 

customers through higher rates. This would be contrary to our purpose in adopting 

PBR. "'e have already d('Scribed the terms to which SoCal, ORA, and TURN have 

agreed relative to attainrnl'nt of the employee safely standard. As Contrasted with the 

customer satisfaction provisions, this part of the agreement provides tor both rewards 

and penalties. 

·e 

The program agreed to by SOCal, ORA, and TURN is a rational and 

systen\alic approach to insuring the maintenance of service quality, customer 

satisfaction, and safety. \Ve adopt that program as part of our order.u \Ve also adopt the 

parties' recommendallon to conduct a midterm review of the operation of these 

features. As stated above, we have selected the 1998 BCAP (or its successor) as the 

\'ehicle for conduding this re\'iew. 

9. Additional Customer Service Issues 

SOCal states that there are two additional unresoh,oo issues which 

pertain to the customer satisfaction measure. First, in the e\'ent that $oCal is authorized 

to i~1plement a late payment charge with respect to its core customers, TURN proposes 

additional service quality measures, with po-lential monetary penalties, pertaining to 

the mailing of customer bills and the posting of customer payments. Second, 

scupp 1110 seeks to increase the amount of the SIC, which $oCal offered to its noncore 

customers as part of the Capacity Brokering Settlen\ertt in 1991. SoCal opposes both of 

these measures. 

SoCal's proposal to impose a late payment charge on o\'etdue 

balances for both core and nonCOre customers bears no immediate relationship to its 

24 The portion of Exh. 210 which sets forth that program is induded in Our Order as 
AppendixA. 
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proposal to movc to a rBR system of ra.temaking. Accordingly, TURN's responsi\'e 

proposal to impose standards On the datc of bill mailing and payment postin~ and 

penalties in the c\'ent that those standards are not met, is equally in\n\aterial for this 

PBR. There is no logica.l nexus between the economic incentives under PBR, or the 

related provisions to insure service quality, and this controversy over administrative 

processing of bills. \Ve therefore decline the request for additional service in(enth'es 

relating to billing and payment, and defer the matter of instituting a late payment 

charge to a more appropriate Commission proceeding. 

SCUpp /1I0's request for an increase in the SIC is apparently 

intended to protect 1100i.core customers from service interruptions caused by deferral of 

maintenance, replacements, and expansion of facilities. l11e SiC was originally 

negotiated as parlof the 1991 Capacity Brokering Settlement, which was approved by 

the Commission in 0.91-11-025, 41 CPUCid 668 (1991). Specific provisions which apply 

to $oCal in that settlement aHow SoCal to offer a performanCe guarantee in its tariffs by 

providing the customer with a credit equal to $2.50/dth of gas for curtailmertt episodes, 

with a maximum credit of $5 million in any calendar year. SCUPP /110 proposes that 

we make this penalty mandatory, adopt a higher $10 million initial penalty, and 

increase the penalty ceiling every time the maximum penaltY is triggered. 

\Ve perceive no reason to adopt this measure as part of the quality 

assurance measures (or SoCars PBR. SoCal states that there have been no curtailments 

of intrastate transmission service since the SIC was implemented, and SCUPP Ino has 

not demonstrated any change in circumstances which would justify an increase in 

SoCal's penalty exposure. ~10rro\'er, (or noncore business, $oeal faces significant 

compelith'e threats in the (orm of interstate pipeline bypass, alteina~e fuel 

consumption, and cheap impo~ted electricity. Thus market forces, rather than penalties, 

will provide the impetus for service quality assUrance for noncore customers. 

10. Monitoring and Evaluation 

Because PBR is intended as a means to reduce the need for periodic 

reexamination of a utility's financial results through the GRe process, its success 
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e depends upon an effective program of monitoring and e\'aluation. In order to discharge 

our responsibility, we must be in a position to understand and evaluate the 

perfomlance of $oCal's P8R during interim periods between fornlal proceedings. 

SoCal proposes to file a detailed annual advice letter to impJement 

the annual PBR rate adjustment and report on the customer service perforrnance 

measures, including any rate adjustment associated \\'ith customer service measures. 

This annual advice letter wouJd be comprehensive in that it would include all elements 

of the PBR indexing and adjustment mechanisms, i.e., inflation, productivity, .z factors, 

and customer service tefunds, if any. SoCalproposes to file this annual advice letter on 

October 1 to allow sufficient time for review and approval so that ~he rates can become 

effective January I, and to furnish suppOrting documentation and workpapers to the 

appropriate staff divisions on CA"tober 1. 

Apart from this advice letter filing, SOCal's proposal (or monitoring 

and evaluation consists principally of terominendations for the discontinuation of 

many current reporting requirements in the interest of streamlining the regulatory 

process. SoCal proposes to eliminate or modify approxio\ately ten reports. (See 

Exh. 107, TabJe 16-1.) FOur of these reports are requited by Commission General Oiders 

and apply to all energy utilities. 

ORA in its roil\o\ents states that a procedural mechanism is needed 

so that SoCal can report its earn.iilgs annually. ORA does nOt object to the annual 

October 1 filing proposed by &>Cal, but propOses that an additional annual filing be 

made to review the perfonnance of the PBR during the previous calendar year. ORA 

notes that both telephone and energy utilities which currently operate under adopted 

PBR mechanisms ate required to make annual filings to report on the performance of 

the PBR during the previous year. Telephone utilities are required to file sharabJe 

earnings advice letters evaluating the prior year's operating results no later than April 1 

of each year. (0.89-10-0311 Ordering Paragraph 16.) SDG&H must file a draft of its 

performance report by April 15, and a final version of the report by May 15. 

(0.9-1-08-023, p. 80.) SDG&E/s tiling indud~s a revIew not only of an}' sharable 

eanlings, but also reviews the reliabilityl safety, customer satisfaction, and price 
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pcrfomlance componcnts of the SDG&E PBR. SCB is required to file an annual 

performance report similar to the SDG&E report by ~(arch 31 of each year. (Advice 

lettcr 1191-E, as adopted by Resolution E-347S.) ORA also requests an extendcd time 

period for the re\'iew of the perforn\ance report to allow partit'S more time than the 

usual amount for advice letter protests. ORA suggests the following schedule: 

April 1 • SOCal providcs a draft sharable earnings 
advice letter to appropriate Commission 
staff, which includeS workpapers detailing 
operating results for SoCal's base rates. 

July 1 - Con\miSsion staff can submit a report on its 
audit or analysis of SoCal's draft sharable 
earnings results. 

July 10 - SoCal files its final performance advice 
lettet, with supporting workpapers. 

July 31 - Protests in accordance with General 
Order 9frA can be filed. 

ORA, SCUPP /110, and seE object to the modification or 

elimination of eXisting reporting requirements. As ORA witness Bower states: 

"If the Commission is to successfully implement a 
monitoring and evaluation plan, it must continue to receive 
these reports. These reports will be essential tools in 
evaluating Soca}'$ performance under the PBR mechanisnl. 
The Commission will ha\'e the opportunity to evaluate the 
usefulness of these reports in a PBR environment artd 
determme whether the reports should be modified, 
eliminated, or expanded. Some reports may prove to be 
essential while others may prove to be unne<:essary. ORA 
[now ORA) recommends that SoCal continue to provide 
nine of the ten reports it proposes to eliminate.1I (Exh. 107, 
pp.10-11.) 

\Ve acknowledge that reduction of regulatory paperwork in the 

interest of in\proving efficiency is certainly a \vorthy goal. It is not, however, an integral 

part of PBR. \Ve would like to reduce the volume of reports fot aU utilities, not just 

SoCal. Particularly for those which are required by a Comn\ission general order, a 
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e generic proceeding would be required in order to change the requirenlent. \\'e cannot 

discdminate in (avor of SoCal by eliminating reporting requirements in this proceeding 

merely because it would reducc SoCal's regulatory burden. The proposal to do so bears 

no direct relationship to the institution of a PBR system. 

\\'e will adopt SoCal/s proposal for an annual PBR advice letter 

filing but deny its request to modify or eliminate any current reporting requirement in 

the interest of maintaining out ability to monitor and e\'aluate Soeal's performance 

under PBR (or the present.~ The existing ref?Orting requirenlents, plus SoCal's annual 

PBR advice letter filing, will enable the Commission to monitor and evaluate SoCal's 

PBR program, and should remain in place until changed through mid-course review or 

other proceooing,as appropriate. \Ve will also require an annual PBR performance 

repOrt similar in scope to the SDG&E annual performance reportJ and will adopt ORA's 

suggested schedule for review of the iiling. The filing should not only review the PBR 

perfomlance including a report of any sharable earnings, but should also report on the 

service quality, customer satisfaction, and safety incentives which we have adopted. 

Finally, any party who Wishes to re(eive a copyof the draft filing to be made on Aprill 

should make such a request to SoCal, and such requests should be honored by the 

Company. 

o. New Products and Services 

As we summarized earlier in this decision, SoCal seeks the ability to offer 

new produ(:ts and services, either itself or through an affiliate, without prior 

Commission approval. It also asks us to agree that the Commission not regulate the 

prices, tern\s, and conditions for new products and services; that the profits or )05...<;(,s 

from new products and services flow entirely to shareholders; and that existing 

products and services that are offered on an unbundled basis in the future be treated in 

~ Other requirements, such as that which obligates Socal to 6blain our express permission 
before dosing any branch olfiees, are also unaffected h}t this decision. (See D.92-08-038, 15 
CPUC2d 301 (1992).) 
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the $..lme manner as new utiHty·reJated products and secvires. ~al's I>roposal is 

opposed by ORA, seE, TURN, and otht'rS, on a nUlhber of grounds. 

On De-cember 9, 1996, Enroll. Capital and Trade Resources, New Energy 

Ventures, Inc., the School Project fot Utility Rate Reduction, and the Regional Energy 

Management Coalition, TURN, UCAN, and XENERGY, Inc. (cotrecth'ely, Petitioners) 

filed a petition which, for procedural reasons, was accepted as a n"lotion in the electric 

restructuring docket. In their nlOtiOn, the Petitioners requested the Commission to issue 

an order instituting a rule making to establish standards of conduct governing 

relationships bet"'een natural gas local distribution cornpanies (like SoCal) and electric 

utilities and their affiliated, unregulated marketing entities. The Petitioners also 

requested that the utilities be required to have their nonregulated activities conducted 

by their affiliate companies, rather than the utility itself, subject to the affiliate 

standards. The Petitioners slated that the utility providing services within a monopoly 

structure should be required to limit its actions to those services, SO that equal treatment 

among competitors can be ensured. It was pointed out in response to the motion that 

the Petitioners' motion Was opposed to the prOpOsal offered here by SoCal. In the 

rulemakirtg drafted for the Commission's consideration, staff recommended that this 

aspect of SoCal's proposal be con..~1idated with the rulemaking to assure that SoCal 

and its affiliates would not be placed at an unfair advantage {,is a vis the other California 

energy utilities and their affiliates. ; 

In the rulenlaking and investigation docket (aIR) opened April 9, 1997, in 

respOnse to the motion, we provided instead " ... that our decision in the PBR docket on 

flexibility in introdUcing new products and services may be interim." (R.97-04-011, 

1.97-().t"()1~.) \Ve also stated that "[elntry by the energy utilities and their affiliates into 

the unregulated market for energy products and services should be on an equal footing 

with respect to regulatory pOsture." (Id.) 

Although the OIR explicitly presented the opportwlity in this proceeding 

to adopt an interim order with respe<:tto SoCal's proposal for fleXibility in introducing 

new products and services, We decline to do so at this time. Now that we haVe carefully 

rC\'iewed SoCal's proposal and the opposing pleadingsl we believe it \""ould be 
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premature, at best, to allow SoCal to offer new products and services in competitive 
. 

markets on an unregulated basis while requiring SoCal's competitors; the remaining 

energ}' utilities; to participate in the rulemaking and investigation before allowing them. 

to offer the same services into the same markets on an unregulated, untari((ed basis. 

SoC~1 may choose to make the same proposal, or to rnodify it, in our 

affiliates rulemaking and investigation. A number of questions arise from this proposal 

that n'la}' need further consideration. 

First, SoCal has not clearly specified the types of prOducts or serviCes 

which it seeks authority to offer on an unregulated basis. During the ('ourse of this 

proceeding, SCE and Enron each raiSed legitima.te concerns about th~ types of services 

that SoCal would seek to offer on an unregulated basis, particularly concerning the 

unbundling of traditional services. In response, SOCal stateS that with respect to the 

service unbundling of concern to Ellron and SCE, SoCalllexpects" to file separate 

regulatory and ratemaking applications. This pledge leads to two further questions: 

(1) J( SoCal will not be offering on an unregulated basis the services and products which 

are of cort(ern to seE and Enron .. what products and services will it seek to offer? and 

(2) Is SoCal's lIexpectation" that it \vill seek further authority befote unbundling any 

traditional services, a binding pledge not to do so, pending further regulatory 

approval? 

Second. SoCal has not offered explicit criteria to define the relevant 

markets into which SoCal seeks entry on an unregulated basis. \Vhat criteria and 

process should the Commission utilize in determining the relevant market .. the degree 

of competition or the extent of SoCal's market power? For example, SoCal has asked 

that it be able to unbundle existing electh'e after meter services (such as pilot lighting or 

appliance inspection) and offer these services on an unregulated basis "where there is 

no market power." (Exh. 144, p. 2.) Hm\'ever, SoCal has not explained how to 

determine, or who will detennine, that SoCal has no market power with respect to a 

particular product or sen'ke. 

One particular aspect of SoCal's proposal which is of Concern to us is 

SoCal's assertion that it is considering offering new products and services in "either 
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competith'e markets which already exist ... or are ripe for competition." (Exh. 7, p. 27.) e 
As SCE observes, "Plainly, the fact that SoCalGas believes a market is 'ripe for 

competition' is a far cry (ron, finding that it. market is, iJ~ lact competitlve ... UndeT this 

proposal SoCalGas could conceivably unbundle a regulated monopoly bundled service 

into several unregulated monopOly unbundled services and then charge monopoly 

prices for them." (Exh. SO, pp. 17-18.) This issue needs further review. 

\\'e al56 note SoCal's argument that the Commission should presume that 

if SoCal does not currently offer a service, it cannot have {narket power with respect to 

it, and it is therefore it. competitive service. By the "€l)t nature of SoCal's monopoly 

position in the energy and energy sen'kes market, its a«ess to comprehensive 

customer records, its access to an established billing system .. and its "name brand" 

recognition" it may be that SOCal enjoys significant market power with respect to any 

new product or service in the energy field. 

Third" SoCal has not proposed what regulatory tools \"ould be used to 

prevent cross-subsidization between the services SoCal \\tOuld continue to provide on a 

monopoly basis and those it would provide as competitive services. In jts rebuttal 

testimony to ORA" SoCal argues that the opportunity for a utility to cross-subsidize the 

launch of competitive services would be virtually eliminated. (Exh. 119, p. 11.) SoCal's 

argument seems to rest on the premise that because its PBR proposal contains no 

sharing mechanism" all profits would accrue to shareholders" and management is 

consequently free to distribute aU re\'enues which it derives from the monopoly 
, 

enterprise in any manner it sees fit. Elsewhere in this decision we expressly require 

SoCal's PBR to contain a sharing mechanism. But even if the absence of a sharing 

mechanism, cross-subsidization cannot be pemlitted. 

SoCal may renew its request along with its competing utilities, properly 

defined and detailed" in the newly instituted OIR. The level of detail which we would 

expect of a proposal to oller new products and senrices is equhtalent to that \vhich we 

set forth when we adopted the three categories of sen'ices for telecommunication 

products and accompanying aCCounting safeguards. (See 0.89-10-031.) 
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\Vhile we are deferring consideration of $oCal's proposal regarding new 

products and serviceS, we are not changing anything in this d('(ision with regard to 

SoCal's ability to pro\'ide services currently of(ered or to appl}· to offer new products or 

sen·ices. SoCal currently offers certain services be}'ond the provision of natural gas. For 

example, SoCal currently provides meter repair servi«'S tor SDG&E at its shop. This 

sen·ice, and others like it, may continue (subject to our jurisdiction). SoCal may also Use 

the appropriate application or advice tetter process to seek our approval to "offer new 

products or services. 'Ve will consider any such filing in the normal C6Ufse of re\'iew, 

and we will coordinate any such dedsion with oUfconduct of the proceeding oil 

affiliate tra"t\..c;.actions, R.97-().I-Ql1 and 1.97·04-012. 

If SoCal expands its current service offerings and/or gains approval [or 

new products or Services, SOCat ~ay be able to increase net revenues. \Ve see this as a 

type o( proouc"tivity improvement that \,'ould be consistent with the goals of PBR. 

Under the PBR we adopt in this order, returns above the target arising (rom either cost 

decreases or reVenue increases will be shared beh\'een ratepayers and shareholders. 

E. Bastl Margin 

1. Introduction 

SoCal now propOses that the base rates for 1997 be developed b)' 

applying the PBR index to a starting level of rates based--upon SOCal's 1996 operating 

budget. After SoCii iil~d its supplementalsh6wmg in ~fa}' 1996, its proposed base 

margin was $1,451,98U)OO, which represented a $61.2 million reduction in gas margin 

as compared to the 1995 auth6rize"d level. ORA's Base Margin Report (Exh. 106), with 

errata filed December 21 1996, proposed a starting rnargin of $1,235,376,000. ORA's 

propOsal excluded Oen\and-Side ~fanagement (DSM), Resear<:h, Demonstration & 
. " 

De\'e!opment (RD&D), and Diie<:t Assistance Program (DAP) expense from base 

margin, but even allowing f6r thi~, th~ gap beh\'~n ORA's and SoCal's position was 

$170 million as the proceeding entet~ the eVidentiary hearing stage. 

As the heartrtgneaied ltS ~nclusion .. several of the parties filed 

joint testimony which re<:ommended the reSOltHion of eight base margin and h";'o policy 
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issues (Exhs. 200-210). Thts reduced the differenCe between ORA's and $oCal's position e 
to $71.7 million. \\'e must now consider the recOmmended reso)ution of thf?Se issues and 

resolve those issues as to which there is stili no agreement. 

As is our practice with general rate case orders, we ~ddtess these 

items on an exception basis. \Ve do not address accounts or funding requests which 

were not at some point excepted to, or those which do not require our attention in order 

to ensure that they comply with the Jaw or CO~\n'ission polley. In such instan~ we 

implicitly find the utility'S proposal to be reasonable. 

2. Non'ab6t Escafati6n Rate 

In developing their estii'nates of reasonable base ra'tes for the 

various cost categories, parties used a base year and esca1ated or deflated it to 

correspond to the test year, depending on the base year applied. ORA proposes a 

nonlabot escalation rate of 2.23% for such purposes. SoCal p~oposed a rate 6f ~.7i% but 

did not oppose ORA's recommended rate. SoCalr('Commelids, however, that the 

Commission use the same value to deflate 1996 dollars as it uses to inflate 1995 dollars 

in order to make consistent the showings of ORA and SoCal. \Ve adopt ORA's 

proposed inflation rate as reasonable as well as ORA's recommendation to use the 1995 

numbers in the record. 

3. Customer Accounts (Accounts 901 f 902, 903, 904, 
Sub-Account 184.103) 

For customer accounts generally, ORA, TURN, and SoCal 

ultimately agreed to a level of expenses for custon\er accounts. They jointly rctOmmend 

a level of$lll.77 million {or accounts 901, 902, and 903 and sub-account 184.103. They 

also recomh\end a reduction of $0.3 milliol\ (or account 904 to nxognize a reduction in 

industrial urtcollectibtes. The parties' joint I'eton\inendation recognizes $7 million in 

estimated benefits derived from SoCa]'s implementation of its Customer I~(ormation 

System (CIS). It also prOVides that costs (or the administration of the CARE program 

would be appropriate until and unless a party other than SoCal administers the 

program. \Ve adopt these reoommendations. 
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4. late Payment Charges 

SoCal proposes a late payment charge to be assessed on customers 

who do not pay their bi11s on time. The parties recommend different approaches with 

regard to the implementation of a late payment charge and the appropriate late 

payment charge rate. As we have already stated, however, the institution of a tate 

payment charge bears no direct re1ationship to the PBR propOsal, and therefore should 

not be a part of this proceeding. \Ve decline to adopt that part of SoCal's proposal here. 

5. Gas St6rageJ TransmIssion, and Distributlon Expenses 

SoCal, TURN, and ORA agreed to total expenses of $20.37 million 

for gas storage and $25.017 million for gas -transmission. SoCal obsePo'es that the 

amounts are in 1995 dollars and must be adjusted to account for inflation. lVe adopt the 

stipulated amounts and adjust them consistent with SoCal's recommendation. 

SOCal and ORA do not dispute the estimated expenses {or gas 

distribution. ORA's estimate is somewhat lower than SoCal's as a result of its estimated 

escalation factor, which SoCal does not dispute, and which we have adopted. \Ve 

therefore adopt gas distribution eXpenses of approximately $176 n'lillionl which is a 

reduction in these ac<ounts of about $35.3 million hom levels recorded {or 1994. 

6. Marketing Expenses 

ORA, 'TURN, al'ld SoCal resoh'ed any differences that initially 

existed (or expenses associated with DSM, other marketing expenses not related to 

demand side management ("non-DSM marketing"), and the DAP, which is designed to 

provide conservation measures to low-income customers. The parties rec:ommend DSt-.f 

costs of about $27 million be included in a one-way balancing account rather_than as 

part of base rates. TURt"l and DGSsupport this proposal. 

The stipulation between ORA and SoCal also recommends that 

other marketing costs be reduced (rom the existing level 0{$29.14 million to 

$24.136 million and that capital costs for the Energy Resource Center would remain in 

base rates. Consistent with the parties' recommendations, we adopt total base rate 

-e marketing expenses of $24.136 million. 
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Funding and administration (or OAP was not fully resoh-ed in the e 
stipulation. SoCal proposes a reduction in direct assistance funding from $18 million to 

$12 n\ilIion. SoCal observes that the program is not rost-effecth'e and that it is ha\'ing 

difficulty finding new DAP customers because of prograrn ~turali()n. 

Natural ResourCes Reference Council (NROC) proposes retaining 

the $18 million funding level, arguing that the cost-effectiveness of the program has 

always been marginal arid that SoCal has not justified changing fttndingon this basis. 

NROC al$() obsen'es that only ~% of income eligible households have received DAP 

help, contrary to &>Cal's view that the market has been saturated. 

lVe adopt SoCal's reduced funding levels in rerogniti6n that (ewer 

customers are available to take advantage of the program as a result of the program's 

. success. \Ve also grant SoCal's request for increased program flexibiHty which would 

pern'l.it it to put the ,,'eatherization component of the program out to bid, an\ong other 

things. \Ve do not adopt any flexibility whiCh \~ould change SOCal's discretion to use 

the funds (or other ptograIris. 

7. Administrative and General Accounts 

a) Consultant Fees (Account 920) 

'ACCOUJ\t 920 inCludes funds lor outside consultants. oRA 
recommends disallm ... ·mg $94iXX) for a consultant hired for this proceeding because the 

consultat:lt's work appears speculative aftel- the teM year. SoCal replies that it requires 

the funding lor monitoring andevaluatioI\ of its PBR mechanism. \Ve.tejecl SoCal's 

argument} which appears to presume regulatory activity will increase as a result of PBR 

regulation. We adopt ORA's adjustment to this account. 

b) 'Executive Compensation (Account 92IJ and 921) 

TURN recommends adjusting labor costs by $0.606 million 

to reflect what it believes to be excessh'e compensation to eXe<-utives. TURN observes 

that ORA'scompensatiqn. Jtudy finds exc<:utive·cornpensation to be almost 13% above 

in~rket e\fen though ORA does 1\6t recominend ~ny reduction ·in SoCal's labor cost 
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e request. TURN's adjustment WQuld amount to. about 0.19% of SoCal's tQtal request (or 

employee compensation. 

SoCal argues that its executi\'e compensation rates are 

cQmparable to. those Qffered to. individuals working in markets from which SoCal 

recruits. It does notl however, present any evidence to support its argument. \\'e 

therefore adopt TURN's adjustment to executi\'e compensation. 

oj OutsIde Expenses 

(1) Stock Options Expenses (Account 923) 

SoCal offers high level employees stock options as 

part of their compensation plans. ORA recommends that the Commission disallow 

expenses associated with stock options for executives, which ORA believes raises 

SOCal's long-term in~ntive levels to. 21% above marke~ levels. ORA observes that SCE's 

and PG&E's stock options pr6gran\s are funded entirely by shareholders, and that the 

incenth-es are rewards fot iinancialaccomplishments \"hkh do not benefit ratepayers. 

SoCal responds that ORA has improperly isolated a 

single element of SoCa)'s total compensatio}'l. package. SOCa) observes that ORA does 

not dispute that total compensation at SoCal is not above market levels. Isolating stock 

options expenses would therefore reduce the package of tolal compensation further. 

\Ve concur with SoCal that as long as its total 

compensation levels are appropriate we will not dictate -hoW SoCal distributes 

compensation arnOI'tg various types of employment benefits. 

(2) LObbying Expenses 

Follo\ving some initial disagreement regarding 

appropriate lobbying expenses, SoCal and ORA resoh'oo their diUerences, proposing to. 

reduce SoCat's request by $OA million. _\Ve adopt their agreement. 

(3) Affiliate Transactions 

SoCal pays its parent company for some services 

pursuant to direct billings which reflect specific services. ORA recommends a 

disallowance of $1.924 million of such affiliate costs sought by SoCal following an audit 
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of related eXp<'nses. ORA propost'S the disallowance on the basis that $oCaI had failed e 
to provide any meaningful docurnentalion of $4.02 n\mion worth of services provided 

to it by its parent, Pacific Enterprises. It is especially concerned with the Jack of 

documentation for $3.3~ million of law department charges. 

SoCaI replies that ORA and its auditors are not the 

"arbiters of how much documentation is 'enough.ill It argues that the law department of 

Pacific Enterprises could be expected to spend most of its resoUrces on SoCal's needs 

because SoCal is the largest of the Pacific Enterprise companies. Finally, the SoCal Je\'e) 

of funding for legal expenses is an estimate of 1996 expenses, not an accounting of 

aeh.tal expenses for 1995. 

SoCal has the burden to demonstrate the 

reasonableness of its requests. In this illstance, SoCal tailed to provide sltfficient 

documentation to support its request. Howe\'er, SoCal submitted SOme documentation, 

which is adequate and to justify some payment by rateparerS lor the services of SoCa)'s 

parent company. \Ve therefore adopt ORA's recommendation of disallowing 

approximately 50% of SoCal's request, and allowing the rest. 

(4) Multifactor Allocation Formula (Account 920) 

$oCal pays its parent company for some services 01\ 

the basis of indirect allocations to SoCal in caSes where direct billings (or specific 

services are not practical. ORA opposes elements of the forn'\Ula SoCal uses to allocate 

such costs. Specifically, ORA would weigh operating expenses and payroll more 

heavily than assets. Applying ORA's methodology to the relevant costs, ORA 

recommends a disallowance of $2.939 million less than SoCal requests. 

ORA believes SoCal's aUocation to new lines of 

business -less than two tenths of a percent - is wuealistic. It would increase the 

amount to 20%. 

$oCal responds with various arguments, al1\ong 

which are that its forrtlUIa is used by other utilities and other jurisdicti~ns, and that its 

other business units are designed to assist in new product development tor sister units 
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e and are not independent of SoCal. $oCal also argues that its affiliates are considerably 

smaller than SoCal in temlS of employees and assets. 

-e 

TIle record suggests that the pUrpOse of SoCal's 

affiliates is to promote new product development which is not related dir.xtly to utility 

expenses that would be reco"erable here. If that were not the case, there would be scant 

reason to create such entiUes, considering the potential inefficiencies of having utility 

operations in two separate units. \\'e are not concerned with how other jurisdictions 

view SoCal's allocation methods so much as we are inclined to consider the inethOd on 

its n\erits. \Ve find that ORA's method is superior to the one ptoposed by SoCal, and we 

adopt that method. 

(5) law Department Rent (Account 923) 

SoCal re<eives Its legal services ftom its parent 

compan}', Pacific Enterprises, which biHs SOCal tor related Costs. ORA recommends an 

adjustment of $889,669 to reflect billings by Pacific Enterprises (or rental 01 property to 

house the Legal ~partment. The billings are in excess of the actual costs of the Gas 

Company Tower lease. SoCal responds that the adjustni.ent WQuld be unfair because the 

rate is .learly identical to that paid at the Gas Company Tower. SOCal believes ORA 

should not be able to penalize the company (or a lease cost that was reasonable at the 

time $oCal entered into il, even if prevailing market rates ate considerably lower. 

\Ve have made adjustments to the Gas Company 

Tower lease to reflect unused space, and by implication the effects of the Law 

Department's remaining at another location. ORA has not demonstrated that the Law 

Department's lease is unreasonable. \Ve therefore adopt SoCal's request for the costs of 

the Law Oepartn\ent's lease. 

d) Insurance Expenses (ACcount 924) 

ORA believes cOrpOrate reorganization will cause eight 

facilities nO longer to be useful. Elimination of these (acilities and the costs to insure 

them, accotding to ORA, will offset increases in insuring remaining facilities. ORA 

e recommends a $16,000 reduction over SoCal's estimate. 
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. 
SoCal responds that it is not anticipating a reduction in these e 

costs in the near future. Although they might decrease at SOme poilU as a result of 

corporate restructuring, SoCal argues that it has not asked for recovery of (ost increases 

which might occur at some unspt:-dfied point and should therefore not be required to 

forgO. uncertain. decreases. 

\\'e reject ORA's adjustment in this account on the basis that 

ORA has not demonstrated that SoCal will stop using the facilities in question durmg 

the test year. 

e) Injuries and Damages (Account 925) 

Account 925 indud~ funds for compensating employees for 

injuries and damages sustained at the workplace. ORA recommends a $1.9 million 

reduction in Socal's estimate for ACcount 925 to rerognize employee redu~tions and 

associated reduced costs fot this account. SOCal argues ORA inappropriately reached its 

estimate by applying yearend actruals of employee settlements in lawsuits rather than 

looking to actual cash payn\ents to estimate these reVenues. 

Consistent with existing p6licYI We adopt SoCal's 

recommended level of funding in this account using actual cashpayn\ents as the basis 

for estimating net costs. 

f) FranchIse Fees (Account 927) 

ORA and SoCal resolved most issues cOncerning franchise 

feesl arguing that this proceeding should not be a forum for changing the franchise fee 

methodology, and that estimates adoptedJn this proceedirig would include 

$23.31 million in revenues from miscellaneous serviteS. SoCal and ORA did not agree 

on the appropriate rate for franchise fees. \Ve adopt Socal's nUInber, because ORA's is 

based on an assumption that the methodology \\'ould be changed. ORA stipulated to 

retain the methodology in deriving a level of revenues;'we therefore apply SoCal's rate 

for c6nsistency.-
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e and are not independent of SoCal. SoCal also argues that its affiliates arc considerably 

smaller than SoCal in tem)s of emplo}'~s and assets. 

The {{'(ord suggests that the purpose of SoCal's 

affiliates is to promote new product de\'clopment which is not related dirC(tly to\ltility 

expenses that would be rero\'erabfc here. If that wete not the case, there would be scant 

reason to create such entities, considering the pOtential inefficiencies of having utility 

operations in two separate units. \Ve are not concemed with how other jurisdictions 

view SoCal's allocation methods so much as we are inclined to consider the method on 

its merits. \Ve find that ORA's method is stlperior to the one proposed by SoCal, and we 

adopt that n\ethod. 

(5) law D~partm&nt Rent (Account 923) 

SoCal receives its legal services fiom its parent 

company, Pacific Enterprises., which bills SoCal (ot related costs. ORA rffOmnlends an 

adjustment of $889/669 to reflect billings by Pacific Enterprises (or rental of property to 

house the Legal Departnwnt. The biJIings are in excess of the actual costs of the Gas 

Company Tower lease. SoCat responds that the adjustment would be unfair because the 

rate is near)}' identical to that paid at the Gas Company Tower. SoCal believes ORA 

should not be able to penalize the company for a leaserost that was reasonable at the 

time SoCal entered into itl even if prevailing market rates are considerabl}~ lower. 

\Ve have made adjustments to the Gas Con\pa.ny 

Tower lease to reflect unused space, and by implkation the effects of the Law 

Department's renlaining at another location. ORA has not demonstrated that the Law 

Department's lease is unreasonable. \Ve therefore adopt SoCal's request (or the costs of 

the Law Department's lease. 

d) Insurance Expenses (Account 924) 

ORA believes corporate reorganization wiU cause eight 

facilities no longer to be useful. Elimination of these (acilities and the costs to insure 

them, according to ORA, will offset increases in insuring remaining facilities. ORA 

recommends a $16,000 reduction over SoCal's estimate. 
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g) Regulatory Commission Expenses (Account ~28) 

ACCO\m1928 includes funds for the costs of participating in 

regulatory commission acti\'ities. ORA reromn\ends about $26,000 less in this account 

than SoCa1. ORA uses the 1994 level and adds inflation (or 1996. SoCal adds certain 

expenses and 1995 inflation to the 1994 level. 

\Ve adopt ORA's adjustment to recognize the likelihood that 

regulatory Commission expenses should not ~ increasing in the foreseeable future. 

h) Rents (Account 931) 

(1) Gas Company Tower 
ORA recotnmends a disaUowa.nce of $5.384 million to 

reflect unused space at the Gas Company Tower, SoCal's corporate headquarters . 

. ORA's recomn\ended disallowance is based on. ORA's assertion that 131i)63 square feet 

of the site's 550,000 square feet is vacant. 

ORA's rero~runendation is based on the analysis of its 

auditor, (h;erland. In its audit, o.·erland found that about 2:5% of the rentable spate at 

Gas Compao}' Tower was vacant, assuming that 375 employees would be moved to the 

Gas Company Tower. Based on SoCal's records, Overland concludes that SoCal has 

conducted lI(onlinuing review" of excess real estate rather than dispose o( it or use it (or 

company opera tions. ORA rejects company promise~ to IllO\'e Ji'lore employees to the 

Gas Company Tower, because such promises have not been fulfilled in the past. 

Specifically, ORA refers to SoCal's stated Intent to move its law Department to the Gas 

Company Tower during SoCal's last general rate ease, which the Commission relied 

upon in granting associated hmds (or the Gas Con\pany Tower. 

SoCal respOnds that it has developed plan to occupy 

97% of the Gas Company Tower in 1997. It presents a timeline which it deve10ped 

shortly prior to hearing in this proceeding. Its witness asserts that at the time of the 

hearing the Gas COmparl}t Tower was 89% OCcupied. SOCal arSl'-es that it would not 

make sense (or it to have sublet the unused spate at the Gas.'Company Tower in the 

depressed Los Angeles rental market. SoCal states it attempted to sublease Gas 
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Company Tower space but, at a market rental "alue of $13 to $15 a square foot, thc e 
re\'enue would have barel}' covered SoCal's building operations costs. 

SoCal claims that the ract_ that the la,,,' Department 

did not reloc"te to Gas Company Tower is irrelcvant. SoCal states that the relocation 

was deferred because of the need to house displaced employees at the Gas Company 

TO\\'er, and because of the Uextraordinary'l cost of relocating the Law Department 

library. 

ORA responds that the Comnlission should give no 

weight to the move plan, because the moves have been previously (ound to be 

uneconomic Of are lor perSonnel from CIS who ate to be temlinated. ORA argues that 

SoCal's analysis of future use of the Gas Company Tower assun\es the conlpany 

requires 120 workstations for eqUipment that is appropriately located on employee 

desks and 273 spaces for contractors, though only 140 contractors were expected to 

work for the company after December 1996. ORA also observes that Overland's report is 

generous because it does not aCcOunt for 153 employees who have left the company 

since the audit was compJeted. 

SoCal leased the space m\der a 20-year contract 

beginning in 1991. \Ve originally reviewed the costs of the Gas Compan)' Tower lease in 

0,92-11-017. In that order, we disallowed a portion of the excess space at Gas Company 

Tower on the basis that SoCal had n~ demOli.strated the reasonableness of the costs. 

Subsequently, ' ... e reinstated much of the disallowance in 0.93-12-043. 

\Ve begin by rejecting SoCal's argument that ORA is 

improperly relitigating this matter. As SoCal itself observes, 0.93-12-043 permitted a 

reconsideration of the findings of that order with a showing of changed circumstances. 

ORA is seeking to demonstrate changed circumstances which would justify additional 

disallowances. 

Indeed, circumstanc('s have changed since 1994. 

Occupancy in the Gas Company TowerJ assumhi.g SoCal's anal}rsis IS correct, was 85% 

in 1995 and less than 80% in 1996. SoCal's assertion that the Gas Company Tower was 

89% occupied at the time of hearing was refuted b}' ORA's auditors after a physical 
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e inspt'(tion of the building in November 1996. SoCal has not argued with Ovcrland's 

findings of that physic-a1 inspection. Additionally# SoCal has presented no evidence to 

demonstrate that market prices would not pem,ith to recoVer oper<ltional (Osts. 

SoCal has presented nothing but a promise that the 

occupancy rate at Gas Con\pany Tower will increase to 97% in 1997. \Ve have relied on 

promises with regard to Gas Company Tower occupanC)' in the past. The result is that 

ratepayers ha\'e paid at least $4 million annually in 1995 and 1996 for space at Gas 

Company Tower which is vacant and therefore 1101 "used and usefu1." 

SoCal must assume some portion of the risk for the 

long term lease it signed lor its corporate headquarters, just as all businesses must . 

aSSUIlle such risks. Rather than make the best use of the Gas Company Tower under 

changing cirCUrllstances, SoCal appears to ha\'e deferred company consolidation and 

rejected oppOrtunities to mitigate its losses by subletting portions of the Gas Company 

Tower. 

ORA and its auditors have presented a reasonable 

analysis of the Gas Company Tower occupancy whichl as SoCal observes, gh'es "partial 

credit" for the utmtts plan to occupy the Gas Company Tower. \\'e therefore adopt 

ORA's position to disallow recovery for 131,063 square feet of vacant space at Gas 

Company Tower at a cost of$41.OS per square foot# for a total disallowance of $5.384 

million. 

(2) Other Lease Savings 

ORA proposes to exclude $1.02 million in costs 

related to leases for six facilities. ORA states SoCal will not be using these facilities 

beginning in 1997. SoCal replies that ORA has improperly violated test year ratemaking 

pOlicy by applying 1997 savings to 1996 costs. 

\Ve conCUr with SoCal's position. The test year is 

1996. \Ve therefore will not adjust rates for 1997 cost savings. 
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(3) Other Net SavIngs 

ORA reoomrnends adjusting base rates by 

$0.74 million to account (or ongoing sa\'ings associated with SoCal's restnlCturing 

efforts. SoCal repliC's that the amounts, which were referenced in an ~ntemal memo, are 

mainly (or the six facilities which it "'ill no longer use beginning in 1997. 

Consistent with OUr detennination above (or the SL'I( 

(acilities, we decline to make this ORA adjustment. 

/) Maintenance of General Plant (Account 935) 

SoCal seeks $6.723 million (or plant maintenanCe in 

Account 935, the same an\ount it recorded in 1995. ORA recommends a reduction for 

Account 935 that is $1.296 million less than SoCal's request. ORA's adjustments result 

from its removal of nonrecurring costs. ORA argues that the Commission's policy does 

not permit such costs in rates. SoCal responds that it has already removed the 

nonrecurring costs to which ORA objects, that is, the costs aSsociated with real estate 

moves. \Ve ate persuaded that SoCal has removed nonrecurring costs froni. its estimate 

of expenSeS, and we therefore rejed ORA's adjustment. 

I) Employee pension and Benefits (Account 926) 

ORA originally proposed disallowances in pension and 

benefits funding of $44.39 million for certain costs related to pension and pension 

benefits, certain medical benefits and miscellaneous benefits. SoCal and ORA settled 

their disagreements in these areas. As a result, the total amounts {or these expenses 

would be reduced fron\ SoCal's original estimate of $110.267 million to $82.124 million. 

The parties also agree that if the pension trust co~t[ibutions must exceed $12 million 

aI\nually, SoCal ma}' enter the additional funding requirement to a memorandum 

account and obtain recovery of the amounts in its subsequent PBR filing. \Ve adopt the 

provisions of SoCal and ORAls agreement in this account. 

k) PBOPs O"ercollectlons During 1992-1995 (Account 926) 

Account 926 includes funds (or post-retirement benefits 

other than pensions (PBOPs). D.93-12-043 required SoCallo return to ratepayers PBOPs 
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e re\'enuC'S collected in excess of amounts required (or the account. ORA rC("()mmends a 

refund of $3.5 million to recognize this requirement. SoCal opposes the adjustment on 

the basis that ORA in its view has improperly adopted an a®unt-spedfic n\ethod (or 

calculating the amounts. The approach results in the use of a 21% escalation factor, 

rather than an 11% escalation factor which is a composite rate. 

ORA's method appears consistent " .. ith the one We adopted 

in D.93-12-0-I3, and its results are COnsistent with those presented by SOCal's actuary. It 

is appropriate to calculate the overcollection using account-specific information because 

the Commission ordered an account-spedfic refund. \Ve adopt ORA's adjuShnent. ORA 

states in its comments that the decision should specify a mechanism for accomplishing 

the refund associated with PBOPs. ORA suggests crediting the CFCA and NSBA. \\'e 
requit-e SoCal to adjust the appropriate entries to the CFCA and NSBA. 

I) Capitalization of Administrative and General Expenses 

ORA rtXommends removing $7.245 million (ron\ 

Account 922 for costs which it believes sh6uld have been capitalized rather than 

expensed. ORA's auditors believe SOCal/s proposal to capitalize only 2.5% is contrary to 

industry norl'ns which are to capitalize more than 8% of administrative and general 

expenses. ORA proposes that expensing such a large portion of overheads creates 

intertemporal inequities between todayis ratepayers and tomorto\'·ls. SoCal responds 

that the Commission has historicall)' expensed most utility overhead costs on the basis 

that future ratepayers should not be saddled with past costs. 

\Ve decline ORA's proposal to modify our ratcmaking 

practice in this area at this time. \Ve adopt SoCal's proposal to expense administrative 

and general costs rather than include them in rate base. 

8. Clearing Acc~unts 

a) CalJ Center CommunIcation Expenses 
. (Sub-Account 184.003) 

The Call Center handles incoming calls from (ustomers 

needing assistance. ORA recommends a reduction of $1.8 million for caU center 
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expenses on the- basis that the average caU length is fout minutes rather than eight 

minutes, as SoCal estimates. ORA, TURN, and SoCal subsequently reached an 

agreement to reduce the funding le\'el for call center expense from $4.06 million to 

$3.46 miJIion. \Ve adopt the stipulated figure. 

b) Communications (Account 184.7) 

ORA recommends a reduction 6f $124,000 lot nonrecurring 

costs associated with past in\ptoVements to SoCal's miCrowave network. Removing this 

cost from communications expenses, ORA stipulated to in increase for this account of 

23%_ This is a substantial increase and provideS a cushion for future unanticipated 

expenses. \\'e adopt the ORA adjustment. 

cJ Calculation E;rors 

ORA idelltified several calculation errors in Account 163.0 . 

and Account 184.3 amounting to $15,000. SoCal does not dispute ORA's associated 

adjushnents. \Ve will therefore adopt them. 

9. Rate Base 

a) Beginning Plant 

Beginning plant refers to plant which is to be included in 

rate base at the start of the test year. Disputed amountate·usually related to plant tor 
. 

which construction was completed prior to the beginning of the test period. SoCal seeks 

$5.574 bllJion in rate based plant. ORA recommends $5.528 billion, a difference of about 

$4<> miUion. SCUPP /DD and California Manufacturer's Association/Califomia 

Industrial Group (C~iA/CIG) generally concur with ORA's recommendations in this 

area. The difference between ORA's and SoCal's estimates is attributable to the parties' 

respective recommendations regarding allocation of costs of new gas lines, office spa(e 

and noncore custOMer information systems, addressed belo,,,,,. 

(1) Lrnes 6902,325, and 6900 

In recent years, SoCal has constructed or upgraded 

certain gas lines. Based on its independent audit, ORA recommends that $29.028 million e 
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be excluded from rate base for new construction associated with Lines 6902,325, and 

6900. ORA argues these projects were built to sen'c incremental noncOl'e load. ORA 

obsen't:'S that the Global Settlement permitted SoCal to retain the profits from noncore 

load and to assume the risk for fluctuations in throughput. ORA believes that 

consistency and fairness demand that &>Cal assun\e the costs and risks associated with 

new plant which will serve noncore load: ORA does not recommend that the plant be 

excluded from rate base permanently, but only as long as the ratemaking treatment in 

the Global Settlement is in effect. 

ORA states that SoCal planning documents refer to 

Line 325 as necessary to serve a new hydrogen plant which is a noneore customer and 

recommends that 50% of the costs of the plant be Included in rate base to reflect the 

benefits of the upgrade to core customers. ORA cOntends that Line 6900 should not be 

included in fate base iri this case in any event because it was not scheduled (or 

completion until aftet the test period in Jate 1996. 

SoCal responds that the Global Settlement specified 

only that nonC()te load building (or marketing), but hot capital costs, were to be 

assun\ed by SoCal. It pOints out that Line 6900 is part of an integrated network 

deSigned to sente growth in the core market. It also argues that ORA's audit overlooks 

the benefits of Line 6902, which was designed to serve core and noncore growth in the 

Imperial VaHey. 'Vith regard to Line 325, SoCal observes that the area in which the line 

was constructed had been previously subject to problems because of low pressure, and 

the new line eliminated these problems. 

0.94-04-088 states simply and clearly that all capital 

costs and expenses related to increasing nonCOre load, and therefore earnings under the 

settlement, must be accounted for below the line. Construction of gas lines to serve 

noncore load pem\its SoCal to recover additional noncore revenues. Therefore, 

associated construction costs should not be included in rate base. 

SoCal has not (orWmced us that Lines 6900, 6902, and 

325 were constructed to sen/e.core needs. In each instance, the line appears to have been 

constructed for the primary purpose of senting the needs of noncore customers, and 
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an)' benefits the}' may provide to the core are incidental. ORA has refle<:too those . 
benefits in its re<:ommended disaUowanre-J. In any event, SoCal rna)' not include 

Line 6900 in 1995 rate base, be<:ause the proje<:t was not scheduled (or completion until 

1996. \Ve therefore adopt ORA's re<:Ommendation to exclude costs (or construction of 

Lines 6900,6902, and 325 (rom rate base. \Ve make associated adjustments in the' 

Construction "rork in Progress account (or Line 6900. 

(2) GasSelect Restructure PtoJect 

ORA recommends excluding from rate base 

$2.8 mIllion spent on upgrades to ~al's GasSelect Project. The project is an electronic 

bulletin board and information system designed to help customers with competiti\'e 

services make decisions regarding their gas purchase and transportation options. SoCal 

responds that the GasSelect upgrade will benefit all customers and that it is not, as ORA 

seems to assume, a noncore load-building project. 

SoCal's descnption of the GasSelect upgrades clarifies 

that the project is designed t6 pemit "customers to nominate transpOrtatiol'\ and 

storage .... view daily balance statements ... and create customized reports to n'teet their 

business requiremE>nls:J Cote customers do not use or require such services or 

infomlation. The project is therefore designed to serve noncore customers. 0.93-12-043 

disallowed associated project expenses on the bases that the GasSelect progritJi.\ offers 

"services that are available or potentially available from competitors ... customers who 

receive these services should therelore pay lor them so that SoCal does I\ot have a 

competitive advantage." SoCal has not distinguished the GasSelect upgr.ldes from the 

GasSelect project funding which We declined to include in rate base. Consistent with 

our previous order, \,'e exclude these rosts from rate base. 

(3) Gas Energy Management Systems (GEMS) 

The GE~iS project provides automated meter reading 

and related facilities to noncore customers. ORA proposes excluding $2.7 n\iIli6n from 

rate base for rusts aSsociated with the GEt-.,IS project on the basis that competitive 

services to noncore customers should not be included in rate base. SOCal opposes the 
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e adjustment to rate base on the basis that the GEMS project inlpro\'('S day-to-da}' 

operations which benefit core customers. 

The GEMS projed is designed to serve noncorc 

cllstomers who have conlpetitivc options. To the extent irnproyed monitoring and 

metering may benefit core custonlers~ it appears that the acti\'it}' would not be required 
. . 

but for the acti\'ities of nonrore customers. SoCal has not detnonsttated that core 

customers benefit from. the facmties~ except t() the extent non COre customer acth~ity 

might othenvise impose planning problems. I" SoCal's last GRe order we rejected 

SoCal's request to include these costs in rate base and thereby impose them on core 

customers. The Global Settlen\ent provided that .fadlities which may improve service to 

noncore cllstomers or increase throughput are the responsibility of SoCa], n6t its 

general body of ratepayers. \Ve adopt ORA's recoR1.mettded adjustment to rate base . 

. (4) T~rrtmce and M6untalr\ View Headquarters 

ORA recommends that the costs of the Torrance and 

Mountain View Headquarters fadlities, about $23.4 million, be removed {roin rate base. 

ORA argues that the facilities are to be sold or leased and are therefore not used and 

useful. ORA would defer the issue of gain on sate until and unless the property is sold. 

SoCal replies that ratepayers are not entitled to the 

gross cost savings associated with the tetiren'\ents, but only the net savings. Othenvise, 

SoCal would not be able to recover prudent costs associated with the restructuring of its 

operations. SoCal also states Commission policy is to adjust rate base for gains and 

losses only after they are accrued. 

During the test period, SoCal had not sold the 

Torrance and Mountain View ~eadquarters. Therefore, consistent with OUr policy to 

include those Investments made at the time of re"iew in rate base, we will not adjust 

rate base to reflect a future sale. 

(5) Pacer Project 

ORA has reCommended an increase of $2.762 million 

(or capitalization of the Pacer project based on the Overland audit. $oea} is asking for 
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an increase of $3.708 million. The difference between ORA and SoCars anlounts is in e 
the inclusion of 1995 costs. 

or..A's request takes into account the inlplementation 

schedule of the projed, thus allowing 100% of 1994 and 500/0 of 1995 costs. SoCal 

indicates-that errors were made regarding certain 1994 and 1995 costs for the Pacer 

project, which were against SoCal's capitalization policy. SoCal notes that certain cOsts 

should have been capitalized. rather than expensed. Accordingly, SoCal requests 100% 

of 1994 and 100% instead of 50% of 1995 amounts. 

\Ve agree with ORA's position regarding the project 

implementation schedule and ORAls treatmel\tof certain costs after th~ project was 

placed in operation. \Ve thercCore allow 100% of 1994 and 50% of 1995 amounts. 

(6) Overhead Capitalization 

ORA recommends an increase of $8.9 million to rate 

base, based upon the (h'erland audit. SoCal has indicated that it acquiesces In ORA's 

position and the r«ommended adjustment for distribution of dearing accounts costs 

between capital and expense. Although SoCal concur's with (h'erland's 

recommendation, it believes its existing procedures are adequate and reasonable. 

\\'e do not find ORAls recommendation of 

capitalization of the overhead costs appropriate. Moreover, we do not find SoCalls 

concurrence with ORA persuasive for ad6pting this recommendation. \Ve therefore 

reject ORA's and SoCa}'s recommendation regarding this issue. 

b) Ventura/Olal Prolect 
In 1993, SoCal customer appliances were damaged by 

nitrous oxides in gas received from certain of SoCa}'s producers. SoCal sued the 

producers, aJ'\d the suit settled in 1996. ORA propoSes to offset rate base and 

depreciation with the settlement proceeds of $3 million, on the basis that the}t \\'ere 

effectively contributions in aid of construction. ORA also recommends that the 

associated legal expenses of $0.8 million be disall~\\'ed on the basis that they are 

nonrecurring costs. ORA argues that S6cal has been compensated tor related costs, 
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e bN"ause its rate of rcturn has exceeded authorized amounts during the period in 

qucstion. 

SoCal responds that the costs associated with the project 

were nevcr in ratesl and any proceeds associated with it should accordingly accrue t6 

shareholders. 

ORA's ratcmaking theory is contrary to our usual policy. It 

SoCal has assumed the risk of the project, it is entitled to associated gains. The fact that 

SoCal's pre\'ious rate of rctum exceeded our expectations is not germane to our 

disposition of cost rerovery going fon\'ard. \Ve decline to adopt ORA's proposed rate 

base adjustment. \\'e Will, hoWever, reduce SoCal's legal expenses by $O.S million for 

the sake of consistency. SinCe SoCal's revenucs are below the line, its rates should not be 

increased to permit it to rec()\'er associated expenses .. 

c) CIS Costs 

ORA recolnn\cnds three adjustmcnts to CIS costs, all of 

which would reduce recovery of expenses and increase capital funding. SoCal concedes 

ORA"s recommendation to increase rate base to reflect $719,000 in "(onvcrsion" costs 

associated with computer software. &>Cal opposes ORA's recommendation to capitalize 

$1.45 "lillion in computer training and hardware maintenance costs. \Ve adopt ORA's 

pro.Po.sal for these costs. 

Except for these disputed itemsi ORA and SoCal reached 

agreement on the appropriate level of ratc base for CIS of $62.385 million
l 

with a 

twenty-year dcpreciable life. SCUPP lifO oppose the inclusion of 100% of CIS costs in 

rates since only 40% of CIS ~.nvestmcnt is included in the 1996 rate base. SCUPP 1110 

observe that the inclusion of all costs in 1996 rates undcr these circumstances is contrary 

to Commission policy. 

\Ve adopt SCUPP IIID's proposal to. include only 40% of CIS' 

costs in rate base [or the test period, consistent with our policy to include only those 

investments which have been made at the time of review. If We were to find otherwise, 
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we wO\lld have to reconsider our decision in other parts of this order which apply this e 
poHcy in SoCal's favor.' 

d) Working Cash 

\\'orking cash is funding for the cost of n)oney f('(}uired for 

day-to-day operations, upon which the utilit), eams a rate of return. SoCal seeks 

$35.996 million in working cash. ORA re<:ommends a reduction in revenue requirement 

for working cash oJ $33.021 million. Their specific disagreements ate discussed below. 

(1) Deferred Credits 

Like many businesses, SoCal sets aside funds in 

anticipatiol\ of litigation and regulatory losses. SOCat has set aside $.s8 million lor this 

purpose. ORA would exclude this sum from working cash, and thereby reduce rate 

base by the corresponding amount, because SoCal has notde.rtonstrated that the 

amount is not cost-free capital. 

SoCal refused to proVide infomlation to ORA and its 

auditors about the source or purpOse of the funds on the basis that the information is 

privileged. SoCal also argues that the amounts are not relevant to this proceeding 

because they ate not requested as part of base rates. ORA responds that the company's 

ac~ss to the capital a((ects the ' ... ·oeking cash calculation. 

SoCal has provided evidence which adequately 

refutes ORA's claim that its reserves are cost-free. Theretore, we do not adopt ORA's 

adjustn\enl to the working cash reserve. 

(2) Vacation Accrual 

Like employees 01 other companie~, SoCal's 

employees atcnte vacation time ratherthan'using it as they receive it. ORA 

reCommends reducing working cash by $18 million to reflect vacation accrual on the 

company's books. ORA states the vacation accrual represents cost-Iree capital. SoCal 

responds that it has not been reimbursed in rates for vacation accruals and that 

therefore the amounts are consequently not cost-tree. 
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SoCall"\."'«.'ives in rates all of the costs of doh\g 

busin('ssl including the costs of offering vacation time to its employees. To the extent 

that employees accrue vacation time rather than uSe it as it becomes available, SoCal , 

has acress to cost-free capital. 1his finding is C\)I\Sistent with our treatment of the same 

issue tor PG&E. \Ve adopt ORA's recommended adjustment for this item. 

(3) Workers· Compenstttlo'n Accrual 

SoCal accrues workers' c~mpensation funds which it 

pays out as needed (ot workers' compensation claims. ORA tecoininends an adjustment' 

to working cashof $21 million to refled workers' compenSation accruals. Itdoes SO for 

the Same reasons it ad~usted working cash (or vacation accruals. Socal responds by 

stating that workers' compensation is notcosFfreetapital,'and the amounts "have not 

been funded b)· ratepayers. ORA obsenfes th~t SoC'al ha's in lact requested oVer 

$1 million in this proceeding for workers' cori'lpensation3ccrua)s. 

For the same ie~$Ons we ad6pted ORA's adjustments ' 

for vacation a~cruals, we adopt ORA's adjuslttlents for workers' compensation accruals. ' 

(4) Customer AdvanCes for Construction 

ORA proposes disallowing $11.6 million from 

working cash fot unbilled customer advances~ SoCal makes these advances to 

developers who are constructing new projects requiring gas S€n'ke. ORA makes its 

recommendation on the basis that sOcal h~s in reeent years delayed its presentation of 

bills for customer advanc~s for construction. ORA states the average time tor such 

billings is required to be no later than six months, but that SOCal's average billing 

period is now twenty months. The average collection time period is 33 months. These 

delays represent mismanagement which in~rease"Working cash requirements, according 

to ORA. DGS and TURN concur with ORA's proposal. 

,SoCal replies that the $11.6 million d~s not represent 

cost-fr~ capital and must therefore be included mworking cash. SoCal statei the delays 

in billing and colle(06hS are in many caseS outside of its rontrol. 
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The periods between project completion and SoCal's tit 
billings and final collection of amounts owed are excessive. SoCal's ratepayers should 

not be required to subsidize either the mismanagement of SoCal's billing and collection 

system or the delays in remitting of amounts 0\\;00 by developers. In this procredin~ 

SoCal urges the Conlmission to adopt a tate payment charge (or its gas customers. A 

similar charge (or late paying de\'elopers would reduCe SoCal's liability (or these 

payments and promote timely payment. The encouragement of such effidency is at the 

heart of our PBR philosophy, and consistency compels us to adopt ORA's 

recommended adjustment to working cash. 

ORA recon'unends an additional $0.899 million 

reduction associated with customer advances for construction. SoCal does not oppose 

the adjustment. \Ve will adopt ORA's recOmmendation. 

(5) Customer Deposits 

Some of SoCal's customers provide security deposits 

to SoCal as a rondition o( service. TURN and rx;s recommend using customer deposits 

to reduce working cash. They observe that SoCal has $29 million in such funds as of the 

end of 1995, \\'hich constitute a permanent source of capital. SOCal pays the commercial 

paper rate on these funds, about 800 basis pOints below its authorized rate of return. 

The difference accrues to SoCal. 

SoCal responds that the matter has already been 

litigated in cost of capital proceedings and in Commission workshops. It proposes that 

the Commission reject the proposal on this basis. 

DGS and TURN have presented a strong argument 

that we should consider customer deposits as part ot working cash. However, because 

this issue has been pre\'iously deferred by the Commission to a workshop, we will not 

consider the matter on the merits here. A staff workshop on these issues was held in 

May 1996 and a workshop report is pending. \Ve will not prejudge the outcome of the 

workshop by ordering an adjustment to working cash at this time. \Ve make this 

determination suhjed to refund; if the Con'unission ultimately finds that customer 
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deposits ~hOlild be considen."'<i part of working cash, we will order DGS and TURN's 

adjustment (or the PBR period. 

(6) Materials and Supplies 

ORA proposes a reduction of materials and supplies 

costs in rate base of $202,000, reducing SoCal's request to $14.303 million. SoCal does 

not oppose this adjustment. \Ve adopt ORA's recomn\endation. 

~) 1996 Plant Additions and Retlrem~nts 

SoCal and ORA's estimates of 1996 net plant additions differ 

by $94.1 million. ORA utilized separate five-year ttend analysis of gross plant additions 

and retirements to develop its net plant additions estimate for 1996. SoCal's 

methodology averaged 3 yeats of net plant addition~ after retirements had been 

removed (rom rate base. \Ve find ORA's mcthodo!og}' of incorporating the nlost recent 

recorded data in. its estin\ating n\ethodology appropriate. Therefore, we will adopt 

ORA's estimate lor 1996 net plant additions. 

10. Depreciation Expenses 

Depredation expenses are calculated according to amounts 

pern\itted in rate base and are designed to pen'nit the utility to recover its capital 

in\·estm.ents over the period during which associated facilities are used and useful. 

SoCal seeks $254.79 million in annual depredation expense. ORA eslim.ates 

depreciation expense to be $17.097 million lower than SoCal, mostly on the basis of 

recommendations regarding plant which should appropriately be included in rate base, 

that we have addressed previously. 

a) Plant Balances lor 1995 Plant 

ORA proposes to reduce 1995 plant balances amount by 

$1.755 million assuming that the system average depredation rate equals 4.4%. SoCal 

eslimates the average depredation rate to be 4.41%. The difference between the SoCal 

and ORA results (rom disparities regarding items which should be appropriately 

included in rate base. \Ve addressed these items in portions of this order addressing rate 
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base and the depredation expense should be modified to correspond to the rate base e 
adjustments. 

b) Estimated 19!J6 Net Plant Additions 

SoCal and ORA's estimates of depredation for 1996 net plant 

additions differ by $7.433 million. The rontro\'ersy occurS mainly because of a 

difference of approach in how to apply the weighting factor used to calculate 

depredation expense on plant additions. 50cal recommends a 100% weighting {actor; 

ORA reconlfuends a 40.29% weighting factor. ORA states that SoCal's use of 100% 

ignores the {act that 1996 plant additions are unlikely to reflect actual plant additions in 

the subsequent five yeats because it is not a \veighted average plant additions OCcurring 

each year. r..fore iinportaritly, ORA claims that SoCal's methOd fails to recognize the fact 

that future year net plant additions will only have a weighted affect on that particular 

year's depredation expense. Thus, additions made in 1997 will only ha\'e a partial year 

e(fed on depredation expense for that year. SoCal's method assumes that all plant 

additions will occur on January 1 of each year. 

SoCal responds that the timing of the adjustinents in this 

PBR dictates a 100% weighting factor. Because the base rate adjustments will be made 

mid-year, a lower weighting {actor will not recognize all of the depredation expense. 

SoCal appears to propose that the net plant additions for every subsequent )'ear be 

treated as if they occurred on the first day of each yea r, thereby giving the company 

credit for a full year's expense when in lact plant additions are made throughout the 

year: ORA's methodology might fail to reflect a small portion of the 1996 plant 

additions. ORA appears to have adjusted for that effect h}' recognizing that SoCal's 

plant additions may be higher in 1996 than they are likely to be in subsequent years. 

SoCal has not provided any reasonable altemath·e to ORA's proposal. \Ve therefore 

adopt ORA's proposal, which is consistent with ou~ usual practice for estimating net 

planf and fairly reflects anticipated practice. 
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0) CIS 

SoCal observes that ORA Caned to adjust depredation in 

recognition of ORA's and SoCal's agreement to capitalize certain training Costs. \Ve 

adjust depredation by $36,000 ac«>rdingly. SoCal and ORA agree that the rest of the 

annual depredation expenSe associated with CIS is $3.119 million. \Ve adjust this 

amount consistent with oUr earlier finding that 40% of CIS investment rests should be 

included in rate base, rather than the full amount to which SoCal and ORA have 

stipulated. 

d) Torrance aiJd MtJuntain- View Facilities 

ORA ~bsen'es that if theConili\issloI\ adopts ORA's 

proposal to retite the Torrance and Mountain View facilities, it should alsO adjust 

depredation expenses by $0.46 miHion. SoCal argues that the amount must tenlain in 

rates until the faCilities are sold. 

\Ve have not adopted ORA's recommendations regarding 

retirement of these facilities, 50 wOe will not adjust the associated depredation accounts. 

e) CapItalized Overheads 

\. 

ORA'se5tiI'l'tate for capitalized overheads is $66,000 IO\\'er 

than SoCal;s due to its use of a 4.4% depredation expense rate, cornpared to SoCal's rate. 

of 4.41 %. \Ve adjust this iten\ to n\ake it consistent with the e>.:penSe rate \\'hich derives 

from allowable plant balances lor 1995. 

f) DeprecIation Reserve Account 

ORA proposM a negati\>e $50.939 million figure for the 

depredatioI\ reserve account, equal to retirements less net salvage. SoCal opposes 

ORA's reductions to this account, which derive mainly from dif(eten~s in 1995 plant 

balances discussed elsewhere. \Ve irtcorp6rate the (mdings on these issues in setting the 

appropriate level for the reserVe aC(x)\1nt. 
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11. Taxes 

SoCal and ORA rca.ched agreement rcgMding the appropriate tax 

rates. "'e adopt their rcroinmendation to apply a Califonlia Corporate Franchise Tax 

rate of 8.84%. 

SoCal and ORA do not agree to the ('Stimate (or ad "aloren\ taxes 

associated with construction. ORA reromn\ends redudng the SoCal request for tax 

expenses by $1.2 million and including the associated amounts in rate base. SoCal 

replies that the Commission has traditionally allowed utilities to recover ad valorem 

taxes as expenses rather than rate base. 

\Ve are not conVinCed that capitalizing ad "a10ren\ taxes offers any 

ad\·antage to ratepa)'ers or shareholders. \Ve reject ORA's proposal to capitalize 

ad valoten\ taxes. 

12. Research, Development and Demonstration (RD&D) 

SoCal and ORA reached agreement with regard to RD&D funds. 

They reeomn\end base n'largin funding of $7.8 million which would not be subject to 

prevailing Commission policy prohibiting SoCal from shifting RD&D funds between 

programs. They also propose $0.5 million (or "public goods,t RD&D which would be 

subjed to "one-way" balancing account treatment. Royalties attributable to RD&D 

projects undenvay Or completed prior to the impl(>l'nenlation of PBR would accnte 

100% to ratepa)'E~rs. Royalties from subsequent work would be shared equally between 

ratepayers and shareholders. 

N~DC opposes the proposal to eliminate the one-way balancing 

account for RD&D, believing thai shareholders will retain part o( the RD&O funding to 

accomplish short-term profit objec:th+es at the expense of long-ternl benefits. 

\Ve adopt the recommendations of SoCal and ORA (oi RD&D 

programs and hmding, \vith the exception that we will retain the one-way balancing 

account as NRDC proposes. SOCal did not make a cornpeUing case that it would 

actually spend the RD&Dfunds on RD&D efforts. 
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Findings of Fact 

1. On June 1,1995, SoCal med an application requesting adoption of PBR for the 

portion of its rates that recovers the costs of providing gas utilit}, service that the 

Com~nission normally reviews through the GRC pr~~. 

2. SoCal filed its recorded data for 1995 results of operations on February 14,1996, 

and a supplemental showing with respect to 1996 estimated results on June 6,1996. The 

parties agreed that this would be used to develop the base margin in this proceeding. 

3. on October 14, 1996, Pacific Enterprises, the parent of SoCal, and EnoVa 

Corporation., the parent of SDG&E, announced their intention to merge, and filed an 

application for authority to do $0 with the Commission (A.96-10-038). 

4. SoCal's proposal (or PBR is based upon a system of indexmg its base rates 

annually, using an index of recorded input price inflation less than a productivity 

factor. The inflation factor would be tnled up annually, btlt the productivity factor 

would remain constant throughout the lninimunl period that PBR reh'ains in effect. 

5. SoCa) proposes a minimum period of five };ears (or its PBR to be in effect. 

6. SoCal's indeXing proposal would put its shareholders, rather than its ratepayers., 

at risk or reward for any differences between forecast and actual throughput and 

customer count. 

7. For its inflation measure, SoCal proposes a weighted a\'erage of recorded indices 

of prices (or labor O&~f costs, nonlabor O&~t costs, and capital· related costs. SoCal 

refers to this as the gas utility input price index, or GUPI. 

8. For its productivity factor,. SoCal proposes to employ a constant factor of 1.0%, 

based upon a historical gas distribution productivity component of 0.5%, and a "stretch 

factor" or "consuhler dividend" of 0.5%. 

9. Under SoCal's proposal, only the base rate would be adjusted under PBR. The 

base rate is the part of rateS reflecting gas margin, and excluding gas costs, pipeline 

demand charges, and other specifically identified items. 

10. Under SoCal's proposal 1997 rates would be set by applying one year's PBR 

index to the reasonable level o( expense and rate base for 1996. 
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11. Under SoCal's proposal, costs which arc alread}' subj('(t to incenti\'c-type 
. 

mechanisms, arc beyond SoCal's control, or are specifically authorized at a given 1e\'e1 

under separate governmental proceedings would be excluded from PBR indexes. 

12. UndrT SoCa)'s proposal the cost of exogenous and unforeseen events largely 

beyond SOCal's control that ha\'c a material impact upOn its costs (Z (actors) would be 

subject to a special process of adjustment that w()uld tend to exclude them from rates. 

13. SoCa) proposes an adjustment in rates in addition to the PBR index for land sold 

at a gain Or loss. 

14. Under SoCal's proposal the benchmark (or cost of capital would be the OR! 

average tate (or the calendar year i997 forecast, as adopted in SoCal's 1997 cost of 

capital proceeding. No changes would be made in PBR indexed rates in response to 

changes in mst of capital, unless the 12-month trailing ~werage yield on 10ng-terin 

Treasury Bonds increases Or decreases more than 150 basis points from this benchmark 

during theminimuIl\ PBR ternl. 

15. SoCal, ORA, and TURN have proposed a recommended plan to ensure the 

maintenance of standards of service quality, customer satisfaction and safety during the 

PBRperiod. 

16. As part of its proposal, SoCal seeks authorization to offer on a competitive and 

unregulated basis products and services that it has not previously offered, and to 

provide support to its unregulated a(filia les in connectiOn with their o((ering of new 

products and services. SoCal proposes that these fie\,' products and services be 

provided entirely at the risk of shareholdersl and not be funded by the rates charged for 

utility services. 

17. As part of its prOpOsal, SoCal proposes se\'eral changes in its rate design, 

including residential rate design changes, rate flexibility, and optional rate schedules (or 

COre customers. 

18. The Commission's policy favors PBR for the utilities We regulate, where\'er it 

would further our regulatory goals and p6lides. 

19. lhe features of SoCa)'s proposed PBR that would base rates on 1996 adjusted 

throughput, extend cost allocations beyond July 30, 1999, alter the definition of a 
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e "normal" temperature year, and eliminate the CfCA would violate the terms of the 

Global Settlement. 

. e 

20. The Commission has a strong polky favoring settlements as a means of resolving 

issue in its procredings, and will generally not change the terms of a settlement after it 

becomes a Comn\ission order. 

21. Certain features of SOCal's proposal are unrelated to the PBR s}'stem of 

inren lives. 

22. The ~ndenc>' of the merger of Pacific EnterpriSes and Enovi\ CorpOration 

increases the I.ikelihood that capital spending will be curtailed and expenses othenvise 

forgone before the merger is consummated Or disappro\'ed. 

23. It is probable that SoCal will experience systemwide sales growth in the next five 

years. 

24. Consideration of the pending Enova-Padfic Enterprises merger requires U.s to be 

able to track savings. Savings with respect to SoCal cannot be tracked if ratesl rather 

than the revenue requirement", are indexed . 

25. SoCal's rate base has been declinmg since 1995 as the result of depredation. 

26. SoCal's prOpOsed indexing mechanism fails to recognize its unique 

circumstances, particularly its declining ratebase and the likelihood of increased 

throughput. 

27. SoCal's propOSCd PBR does not include a mechanism for sharing net savings 

with ratepayers. 

28. In R.97-04-011/I.97-04-012, the Commission Pleserved the opportunity to adopt 

an interim order with respect to SoCal's proposal for fleXibility in introducing new 

products and services. '." . 

29. It would be unfair to alJow one energy utility to operate on an unregulated and 

competitive basis white requiring the remaining energy utilities to participate in 

R.97-O!-Oll and 1.97-0-1-012 before allowing them to offer the same services into the 

same market on a detarif(ed",~on\petiti\'e basis. 

e 30. If the C6mmissio~ considers SoCal's requests with respect to the introduction of 

new products and services, there are a number of questions that would need to be 
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answered (or the Commission to (uHi11 its regulatory responsibilities under the proposal e 
and to ratepayers generally. 

31. SoCal and ORA reached agreement on several disputed issues during the course 

of the hea!ing. At the time of submittal, ORA and SOcal had disagreement over 

approximately $71.7 million in costs. 

32. SoCal proposes that the same rate be used to escalate and deflate the estimates 

presented in this proceeding to make them comparable. 

33. ORA, lURN and SoCal agreed to a level o( expenses for customer accounts of 

$il1.77 n\ilIion. They also agreed that costs for administration of the CARE program 

should be h\c1uded in SoCal's rates until and unless another party is responsible for the 

administration of the program. 

34. SoCal's proposed late payment charge is not necessary for the establishment of 

base margin. 

35. SoCa), TURN, and ORA agreed to total expenses of $20.37 I'nillion (or gas storage 

and $25.017 InilHon for gas transmiSsion. 

36. SOCal's request [or gas distribution costs is somewhat lower than ORA's due to a 

difference in their res}>C'live escalation rates. 

37. ORA, TURi'J, DGS, and SoCal agree to funding for DS~f in the amount of 

$27 million, to be included in a one-way balancing account. 

38. ORA, TURN, and SoCal agree to fund non-DS~'1 marketing at a level of $24.136 

million. 

39. SoCa1 proposes a le\'el of$12 million for funding direct assistance programs. 

NRDC proposes retaining the existing fundil1g level o[ $18 million. SoCal's requested 

(lIDding level recognizes that the direct assistance program market is becoming 

saturated. 

40. SoCal did not den\onstrate that its PBR will increase regulatory activity. 

41. SoCal did not demonstrate with evidence that its executive compensation rates 

are comparable to those offered to individuals working in markets from which SoCal 

recruits. 
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42. SoCal's total compensation ]eve}s arc reasonably dose to market levels . . 
43. SoCal did not present adequate documentation to support th~ reasonableness of 

biIHngs from Pacific Enterprises for the work of 50 attomeys. 

44. SoCal's affiliates promote new lines of bus mess that are not dirtXtly related to 

utility acthtities or that arc not activities (or which SoCal may seek lunding frolll 

ratepayers. 

45. SoCal and ORA reached agreement on issues regarding franchise fees with the 

exception of the appropriate rate. 

46. SoCal did not occupy or lease to others 15% of the Gas Company Tower in 1995. 

It did not occupy or lease to others 20% of the Gas Company Tower in 1996. &>Cal did 

not demonstrate that the Gas Company Tower will be 97% occupied in 1997. 

47. ORA proposes a disa1t(m;ance of Gas Company Tower lease costs which 

recognizes, in partl SoCal's plan to increase occupanC)'. 

48. The Commission's policy in general rate cases is to base revenue requirement 

changes on a test year forecast. 

49. SoCal appeal's to ha\'e removed non-recurring costs in its forecast of general 

plant maintenanCe costS. 

SO. ORA and SoCal agreed to an expense level of $82.124 million for various pension 

and benefits costs. The parties also agreed that, if aIU\ual pension trust contributions 

must exceed $12 million anrtually, SoCal may enter the additional funding requirement 

into a memorandum ac~unt and seek recovery of amounts in a subsequent PBR filing. 

S1. ORA's estimate of PBOP overcollections during 1992 through 1995 appears 

consistent with the one the Commission adopted in D.93-12-043 and the method's 

results are consistent with those presented by SoCal's actuary. 

52. SoCal shall adjust the CFCA and NSBA with appropriate entries to reflect the 

$3.5 million refund lor PBOP (or 1992-1995. 

53. SoCal's request for funding of non-recurring costs associated with its microwave 

network is excessive. Removing $0.124 mililon from the account results in an mcrease of 

21% to AlXount 184.7. 
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5-1. ORA made sc\'cr.ll adjllstments in Account 163.0 and Account 1&1.7 to refl~t e 
calculation errors, which SoCal does not dispute. 

55. The Glohal Settlenlent states that all capital costs and expenses related to 

increasing noncore load and related earnings are the responsibility of SoCal. 

56. SoCal did not den\onstrate that Line 6900, Line 6902 or Line 325 constnlction 

would 5et\'e corc needs except incidentally. 

57. D.93·~3-{).t3 determined that the GasSelect projed scn'ed non core customers and 

should therefore not be included in rate base. SoCal has not distinguished the GasSelect 

upgrade in ways which would change this determination. 

58. SoCal has not demonstrated that the GE~fS project will benefit core customers 

except inddentally. 

59. SOCal has not used half of the space available at the Torrance and Mountain 

View Headquarters and intends to sell or lease the facilities in the near future. 

60. SoCal appears to have aSsumed the risk associated with litigation arising from 

nitrous oxides in gas received (rom certain of its producers. Soeal would indude the 

costs of litigation in rates but not the settlen\ent proceeds. 

61. Only 40% of the CIS investment is included in 1996 rate base. For rate base 

calculations, Commission policy proVides tha't rates indude only those investments that 

are included in rate base during the review period. 

62. SoCal provided adequate evidence to refute ORA's claims that SoCal's deferred 

credits for regulatory and litigation losses are cost· free for purposes of calCulating 

working cash requirements. 

63. Vacation accruals represent cost-free capital (or purposes of calculating working 

cash requirements. 

64. \Vorkers' compensation accruals represent cost-free capital (or purposes of 

calculating working cash requirements: . 

65. The average time SoCal takes (Or billing and collecting customer advances (or 

construction is 33 months, an amount that is attributable either to mismanagerrumt or 

tolerance of subsidies to developers who arc latc in remitting payments. 
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e 66. SoCal does not oppose ORA's proposed reduction of $0.899 million in estimates 

of customer advances (or constmclion. 

67. SoCal has acress to about $29 million in (',"'pital attributable to cllstomet deposits. 

68. SoCal does not oppOSe ORA's proposed reduction of materials and supplies costs 

in rate base in the amount of $O.20~ million. 

69. SoCal and ORA's estimates of some depredation expellSes and pJant balances for 

1995 differ as a result of their differing estimates of rate base. 

70. SoCal/s methodology for calculating 1996 plant additions assumes that aU plant 

additions occur on the first day of the year, giving the company credit for rate base 

in\'eslments that are not made until subsequent ~rj6ds. 

71. ORA's method (or estin'Hlting 1996 plant additions is consistent with the 

COfi\tnission's usual prdctice and lairl)' reflects anticipated investments. 

72. The Commission has traditionally allowed utilities to recover ad valorem taxes 

as expenses rather than as capital costs. 

73. SoCal and ORA agreed to RD&D expense levels of $7.8 miUion. The}' also agree 

that 100% of royalties attributable to projects underway or completed prior to the 

implementation of PBR would accnte to ratepayers and that royalties from subsequent 

projects would be shared equally between ratepayers and shareholders. 

74. SoCal did not den\onstrate that it intended to spend all funds allocated to RD&D 

on RD&D projects. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. SoCal's proposed PBR conflicts with existing Commission decisions and orders
l 

or with policies we have articulated previollsly. In order to ensure that SoCal's PBR 

conforms to these principlesl ",~e n\ust modify the PBR program before we can adopt it. 

2. SoCal's proposal would conflict in certain respects with the terms of the Global 

Settlement. 

3. The absence of a sharing mechanism in SoCal's PBR proposal is contrary to 

Commission poticy,and the adopted PBR program shQuld therefore include a sharing 

_ mechanism. 
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4. The "'eather Normalization l'ofechanism and the Energy EfCieiency Adjustment e 
Factor proposed by SoCal would increase, rather than simpHfy, regulation. 

S. Features of SoCal's proposal ,\'hich are unrelated to the PBR system of incentives 

should not be adopted as par.l of our order in this proceeding. 

6. 'Ve should adopt ORA's proposal for price indexing, consisttng of a weighting of 

labor expense, nonlabor expense, and capital inputs to total rosts, that is the a,'erage of 

gas operations for SoCal, PG&E, and SDG&E. 

7. \\'e should adopt a Year 5 total productivit)' factor of 1.5%, consisting of 0.5% 

historical productivity and a 1.0% "stretch" factor (or "consumer dividend ll
) for factors 

within the control of utility management. The productivity factor should be "ramped" 

up in each of the five years of the PBR, so that year 1 will be 1.1%, Year 2 will be 1.2%, 

year 3 will be 1.3%, year 4 '''''ill be 1.4%, and year 5 will be 1.5%. Recorded data should 

be used to determine the 1996 customer count. 

8. The CFCA should be retained, at least until the expiration of the Global 

Settlement, in the PBR program we adopt. 

9. The PBR program we adopt for SoCal should index the revenue requirement per 

Cflstomer rather than rates. 

10. Establishment of the base margin for SoCal's PBR program should not place 

SoCal shareholders at risk/reward for variations in throughput at least until the 

expiration of the Global SeHlement. 

11. \Ve should not adopt SoCal's prOpOSed indexing n'le<:hanisrn. 

12. The adopted indexing mechanism should recognize the special circumstances of 

SoCal's declining rate basco In Order to con(onn the proposal tQ other adopted PBRs, 

while at the same time accounting for uncertainty in estimating the impact of this 

special circumstance, we should add 1.0 percent each year to the adopted productivity 

factor. The adopted "X" factor therefore should be 2.1 percent in year 1; ~.2 percent in 

year 2; 2.3 percent in year 3; 2.4 percent in year 4; and 2.5 percent in year 5. 

13. SoCal's PBR program should include a mechanism for sharing net savings with 

ratepayers. 
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14. \Ve should adopt a sharing mechanism as part of SoCal's PBR that will increase 

in eight steps SoCal's share of net revenue fron\ 25% to 100% (ron\ 25 basis points above 

the benchmark rate of return up to 300 basis points abo\'c that benchmark, and should 

not share the deficit below that benchmark. The benchmark rate of return should be the 

current adopted rate of return. 

15. \Vc should adopt the cost categories suggested by SoCal for exclusion from PBR. 

16. Z factors should be handled outside of the PBR mechanism and separately· 

adjusted in the manner proposed by SoCal. 

17. PBR rates under the adopted program should be implemented at the begiruling 

of the next calendar year but could, at SoCal's discretion, be implemented as of the 

beginning of the current calendar year if this program is adopted before the end of the 

calendar year. 

18. \Ve should adopt ORA's proposal (or a (ost of capital triggering mechanisn\ 

during the PBR period, coupled with the "MICAM" mechanism fot rate adjustn\ent that 

we recentl}' adopted in 0.96-06-055. 

19. \Ve should adopt ORA's proposal for a rate of return "offran\p," which would 

suspend SoCal's PBR program be(oIe the five-y~ar minimum term if rate of return 

deviates by 300 basis points above authorized earnings, or 175 basis points below 

authorized earnings, for two (onsecuth'e years. 

20. \Ve should conduct a midcourse review of SoCal's PBR program before the end 

of the five-year minimum tern\. SoCal's 1998 BCAP (or its successor proceeding) should 

serVe as the forum for that review. 

21. SoCal's PBR should remain in effect (or a minimum fh'e-}rear term, and should 

be terminable in the manner proposed by ORA. 

22. \Ve should adopt the program for ensuring maintenance of service quality, 

customer satisfactionl and safety that is proposed by SoCal1 ORA, and TURN, and set 

forth in Exhibit 210. 

23. We should adopt SoCal's proposal to implement the annual PBR rate adjustment 

e and "report on aU aspeds of the PBR program through the filing of a detailed arulUal 

advice letter and supporting workpapers on October 1. 
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24. \\'e should deny SoCal's request to eliminate or modify existing reports required e 
by the Commission at this tinle and require SoCal to file an annual PBR performance 

reporl, similar to that which is noW filed by SDG&E. 

25. SoCal should be allowed to offer negotiated rates and optional tariffs provided 

that the price floor is aoo\'e class a\'erage long-run marginal cost and shareholders are 

entirely at risk for re\'enue shortfalls. 

26. SoCal's request for flexibility in introducing ne\\' products and services should 

be considered in the affiliates nlleIl1aking and investigation (R.9741-o11/ 1.97-().t-012). 

27. The Commission should calculate non-labor cost fore<'asls by deflating the 1996 

dollars uSIng a factor of 3.72%, and inflating them by using a factor of 2.23%. 

28. The Commission should adopt aU matters resolved by way of stipulation 

between SoCal and ORA except as provided herein . 

. 29. The Commission should adopt ORA's adjustment to accoUnt 920 regarding 

consultant fees. 

30. The Cotnmission should adopt TURN's proposal to reduce Accounts 921 and 9~O 

to reflect excessive executive compensation .. 

31. The Commission should disallow $1.924 milliOn associated with affiliated 

transactions. 

32. The Commission should disallow $2.939 million for costs estimated lIsing SoCal's 

multi-factor allocation formula for caJcula.ting the cost of service provided to SoCal by 

its affiliates. 

33. The Commission should reduce Accolmt928 by $O:Oi6 million to reflect the 

lower costs of regulatory activity. 

34. The Commission should disallow $5.384 n'tillion attributabl~ to Gas Company 

Tower costs to recognize that substantial portions of the property is not used and 

useful. 

35. The Commission should calculate the PBOPs over(oUection for the period 

betw'een 1992 and 1995 using a 21% escalation lactor, consistent with 0.93-12-043. SoCal 

should adjust the CFCA and NSBA with appropriate entries t6 reflect the $3.5 inillion e 
refund for PBOPs {or 1992-1995. 
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e 36. The Commission should reduce funding for Account 184.7 by $0.124 million to 

reflect SoCal's ind\iSion of nonrecurring costs for maintaining its mkrowave network. 

37. The Conlmission should remove (rom rate base $29.028 million associated with 

construction on Lines 69001 6902, and 3251 and all costs associated with the GEMS 

upgr.lde and the GasSele<t project, consistent with COlnrnission determinations that the 

costs of serving nonoote customers in competitive markets should not be allocated to 

the general body of ratepayers. In addition, the Commission should remove 

$6.18 million associated with Pacer and overheads capitalization. 

38. The Commission shOUld not remove $23.4 million (rom rate base related to the 

Torrance and ~{()urttain View Headquarters. 

39'. The Commission should reduce Account 920 by $0.8 million to recognize the cost 

of litigating the Ventura/Ojai Proje<t bill perinit SOCa) to retain the proceeds of the 

settlement reached from associated lawsuits. 

40. The Con\mission should recognize in rate base 40% of CIS costs, rather than 100% 

as ORA and SoCal propose. 

41. The Commission'should not adjust SoCal's estimate of working cash to reflect 

$58 million in deferred credits, and $29' milliOn in customer deposits. 

42. The Commission should adjust SoCal's estimate of working cash to reflect 

$18 million in vacation accruals, $21 million in workers compensation accruals, and 

$11.6 million in customer advances for construction. 

43. The Commission should adopt depreciation expenses consistent with its findings 

regarding appropriate levels of rate base. 

44. The Commission should adjust SoCal's estimate of 1996 plant additions by 

$7.433 million to reflect a 40.29% weighting (actor rather than SoCal's 100% weighting 

factor, which assumes all plant additions are made on the first day of the year. 

45. The Commission should retain a one-\vay balancing acrount for RD&D. 
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The application of Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) (or adoption o( a 

systen\ (or performance-based raten'u\king (PBR), for the portion of sOcal's rates that 

recovers the costs of providing gas utility service which are normally reviewed through 

the general rate case (GRC) protess, is granted with the modifications set forth in the 

foregoing opinion, and in the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and appendices to the 

Order. 

2. Not later than July 23,1997, SoCal shall file a detailed advice letter \vhich shall 

include: 

.1. A revised set of proposed tariffs, constructed in accordance with paragraph 1 
. . 

of this Order for the portion 6( SOCal's rates that recovers the cost of providing gas 

utility service; and 

b. An election of the effective date of the PBR mechanism adopted pursuant to 

this Order. 

3. Within 30 days after the effecthte date of this order, SoCal shall file an advice 

letter to implement this PBR. This advice letter will be subje<::t to approval b); the 

Commission by means of a resOlution. 

4. The Commission staff shall monitor and evaluate the operation of the adopted 

PBR program throughout the period it remains in efleet. 

5. Midcourse revi~w of all aspe(ts of SoCal's PBR shall be conducted as part of 
SoCal's 1998 Biennial Cost Allocation Proceeding (BCAP), or the successor proceeding if 

the Commission no longer conducts the proceeding as a BCAP. 

6. SOCal shall file an annual PBR pert6rmance report as set forth in the opinion, [or 

processing on the following schedule: _ 

a. April 1 - SoCal shall furnish a draft sharable earnings letter to the 

Commission's staff, including workpapers showing detailed operating results for its 

base rates. 
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b. July 1 - Commission staff shaH submit its report 01\ its audit a~alysis of 

SoCal's sharable eaming~ results. 

c. July 10 - SoCal shall tile its final performance ad\'ire letter, with supporting 

workpapcrs. 

d. Jul}' 31 - Protests may be filed in ac«)rdance with General Order 96-A. 

7 .. On October 1 of each year, SoCal shall file an advice letter which will implement 

the annual PBR rate adjustment for the follOWing year. 

S. During the penod 'that SoCal's PBR program remains in effect, the requirement 

for SoCal to file a GRC is suspended, except as specifically provided under the teimS of 

the adopted PBR program. 

9. SoCal's request fot flexIbility in introducu\g new products and services, as 

described in Exhibit 7, section E, is denied. 

10. TIle proceeding is dosed. 

This order is e((edh'e today. 

Dated July 16, 1997, at San Francisco, CaHlomia. 

\Ve will file a joint dissent in part. 

/5/ HENRY M. DUQUE 
Commissioner 

/5/ JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
Commissioner 
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P. GREGORYCONLON 
President 

JESSIEJ. KNIGHT,JR. 
HENRY ~t DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAS 

Commissioners 
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• 

-e 

-e 

15 

16 

Measuring CUstomer Satisfaction 

Annual targets will be estabiished for lour service 

17 attribut~s: (1, customer satisfaction with the telephone C~stomer 

1S Service Representative (CSR" (2, customer satisfaction with the 

19 scheduling of the appointment for a field service call, 
.i 

20 (3) satisfaction with the field Appliance Service 

21 Representative (ASR), and (4) the percentage of on-time arrival 

22 for the service call. CUstomer satisfaction with these four 

23 service attri.butes is currently measured by way of question 

24 numbers 9, combined 19 and 2&, 23, and 29, respectively, in the 

25 SoCalGas' customer satisfaction telephone survey. 

26 The annual 

27 performance for 1994 

28 attributes, measured 

targets will be -based UpOn the average 
throUgh 199'6 for each of the four service 

as the percentage of customers UsatisfiedH 

·2· JOINT resTLMO~. CUS'r6MER 
- SA TlSfAct;ONlSEA..,;ce 



1 with the service provided (i~e., responding with an 8, 9, or 10 , 
2 on a 10 point stale) On the first three attributes, and the 

3 percentage of "yes u responses on th~ ~n-time arrl~al attribute. 

4 Each service attribute carries a potential monetary 

5 penalty. For pUrposes of determining whether a performance 

6 penalty will be impOsed upon SOCalGas, the target for each 

7 service attribute will have a one point deadband below the 

S target. 

9 As long as each performance level remains at or above 

10 the one point deadband, SoCalGas will not be penalized. Should 

11 performance decline below the deAdband, SoC~IGas will be 

12 penalized $10,000 per O. t point decline for the first point below 

13 the deadband. For any further performance decline, SOCalGas will 

14 be penalized $20,000 per 0.1 point decline. 

15 Based upon the average customer satisfaction telephone 

16 survey reSUlts for 1994 , 1995,· and thrOUgh November 1996, the 

17 current targets would be as follows: 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

CSR Performance (09) 

Appointment Scheduling 

ASR Performance (023) 

On Time Arrival (029) 

The ultimate target 

(019 & 28) 

amounts will 

Tar2et Deadband 

90.1 89.1 

79.1 78.1 

94.3 93.3 

95.2 94.2 

be based on averages 
24 including the entire year's results for 1996. Table 1 attached 

25 hereto contains the data that forms the basis tor the target and 

26 deadband calculations. 

27 

29 

Telephone ReSpOnse Time 

In addition to the foregoing customer satisfaction 

.. 3 .. JOINT tESTlM6N"(. CUST¢MER 
SAllSFACTlONlSERVlCt 



1 targets, an annual call center performance standard will require , 
2 eO\ of all telephone calls to be answered within 60 seconds for 

3 regular calls, and will require 90\ 6f all leak and emerqency 

4 telephone calls to be answer~d within 20 seconds. SoCalGas will 

5 be penalized $20,000 pet 0.1 pOint decline below each standard 

6 (i.e., SO% and 90%), with n6 deadband. 

7 

8 

Employee Safety Standard 

Also, an annual employee safety standard will be 

9 established at 9.3 incid~hts per 200,000 hours worked, with a 

10 deadband of 1.0 point in each direction. The annual measure for 

11 this standard will be the OSHA Recordable Injury and Illness 

12 Rate (Rate). Penalties would be paid by SoCalGas if the annual 

13 Rate exceeds 10.3. Rewards would be paid to SoCalGas if the Rate 

14 falls below 8.3. Penalties and rewards will be assessed at 

15 $20,000 per 0.1 point outside the deadband. 

Quarterly RepOrts 16 

17 In addition to the foregoing incentive mechanisms, 

18 SoCalGas will provide reports to the Commission, on a qUarterly 

19 basis, containing monthly data on the following customer service 
; 

20 qu"ality indicators: 

21 • Level of busy signals in the call center (number of 

~2 customers receiving a busy signal per each 100 calls) 

23 • Estimated meter reads (percentage of total reads that 

24 were estimated) 

25 • Leak response time (percentage of leak calls responded to 

26 within 30 minutes Monday through saturday between 

27 7:00 a.m. and 5:06 p.m.; and within 45 minutes during 

other times) 

JOINT TESTlM6N'f. CUSTOMER 
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1 • Missed appOintmeqts (percentage of appointments missed . 
2 due to utility error) 

. 
3 • Customer problems resolved on the first service call 

4 (percentage of survey respondents indicating their 

5 problems were resolved on the first service call) 

6 At this time, no penalties will be assessed with 

7 respect to these performance indicators. 

s The busy signals and leak response time report data 

9 would be available to the public. At the time of the initial 

10 filing of other reports, SoCalGas may elect to use Commission 

11 procedures to seek confidential treatment of the remaining report 

12 data, or part thereof. Any party may chailenqe SoCalGas' 

13 design~tion of material~ as cOnfidential. 

14 

15 

Review of Customer Service Quality 

These parties recommend that a review be undertaken to 

16 examine the status of customer service quality indicators, 

17 including the penetration of the CARE program. This review would 

18 be done either in a mid-course review proceeding or forum 011 if 

19 the Commission adopts such proceedings, or al ternatively, in 

20 another app~opriate Co~~ission proceeding. 

21 

22 

Penalty/Reward Treatment 

Penalties and/or rewards will be assessed as a part of 

23 the Annual Rate Adjustment Filing. The initial measurement 

24 period will beqin on July 1, 1997, or the implementation date of 

25 PBR if it is later. It will end on June 30, 1998. Any rewards 

26 and/or penalties will be reflected as an increase or decrease in 

21 rates on January 1, 1999. 

28 Table 2, attached hereto, illustrates the penalty 

·5· J()INT TESTtM¢I'N. tuS TOMER 
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1 amounts associated with yarious levels of performance on the four . . 
2 customer service attributes and the two telephone response time 

3 indicators. Table 3 illustrates the 'reward and pE;nalty amounts 

4 associated with vari6us levels of performance on the employee 

S safety standard. 

6 

1 pursuant to the forgoing mechanism in anyone year reach or 

8 exceed $4 mllli6n, SoCalGas ~ill refUrid $4 roill~on to ratepayers 

9 and an investiqation by the CPUC would be triggered t6 consider 

10 whether the penalty mechanism is working properly, and/or whether 

11 appropriate remedies are in place to address service 

12 deterioration. SoCalGas could argue that penalties b~yond 

13 $4 million should not be assessed, and other parties could oppose 

14 that request. soCalGas would be subject to whatever additional 

15 penalties the commission determined to be appropriate at the 

16 conclusion of its investigation. 

17 With the exception of the performance indicators 

18 recommended by TURN"that relate to the late payment charge (i.e., 

19 mailing bills and postinqpayrnents), the recommendations made 
« 

20 herein would be implemented in lieu of various satisfactionJ 

21 serVice, and safety measures proposed in the prepared testimonies 

22 described above. The performance indicators that relate to the 

23 late payment charge are not a part of this jOint settlement 

24 propOsal, and will remain subject to a litigated outcome. 

25 Accordingly, the joint recommendation does not inclUde an 

26 aqgregate customer satisfaction index; mandatory customer 

27 monetary credits for missed appOintments, deldyed leak respOnses, 

28 disconnects by reason of utility error, or winter outages greater 

- 6- JOINT TESTIMON'l'. CUSTOMER 
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1 than ~4 hours; a. mandatory customer sa~isfaction mail survey 

2 requirement; or, quarterly repOrts uPon any service quality . . 
3 indicators other than those identified hereih. 

4 

~ 7 ~ ~NTTESTUA6NV·¢USTOMEA 
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YEAR 
1991 
1992 
1993 
t994 
1995 
1996 YTO Novembet 

94·9& lvetaoe 

Dead bands 

So Cal 0 .. Co Conndentlal 

CustOMer _rvlce Attributes 
1991-1996 

Satisfaction SatisfatU6n 
II of Custome ... CSR Apt AtrantJtment 

Answerirlg 09 . Q19/Q28 
Question %8·10 %8·10 

11887 68.&% 
24145 89.2% 93Q2 
25707 90.8% 81.7% 
26859 89.9% 7&.3% 
29218 90.5% 79.1% 
2491~ 91.6% 19.9% 

90.7'" 79.1% 

89.7% 78.1% 

. , 

tpable 1 

Satlsfactl6n On Tfni~ 
ASR Appoh'lfment 
Q23 029 

%8·10 . %YES 
·93.2% 

94.5% 93Q2· 
94.3% 95.7% 
94.0% 94.7% 
94.3% 9S.4% 
94.6% 95.7% . 

94.3tA 95.2% 

9',3% 94.2th 



Deadband 

Target 

Deadband 

Table 3 
Example of Reward/Penalty Structure 

Employee Safety Standard 

$ 0 

$ 0 

$ 20.000 
$ 40.000 
$60.000 
$80.000 
$100.000 

OSHA RecOrdable Rate 

• • 
10.6 
10.7 
10.6 
10.5 
10.4 

10.3 

9.3 

8.3 

8.2 
8.1 
8.0 
7.9 
7.8 

·$20,000 penalty/reward p~r tenth of point decline in performance 

(END OF APPf.NDIX A) 

Penalt • 

. 
• 

$100.000 
$ 80.000 
$ 60.000 
$ 40.000 
$ 20.000 

$ 0 

$ 0 • e 
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Tabkl 
soornERN CAlIFORNIA o.-'.S CO!-IPA..~Y 

SUMMARY OF E.ARNINGS 
AT PRESENT A.~OAOOPTEORATfS 

TestYeu 19% 
(Th.."'U ssMS« I>.-.uus) 

AOOPTEO 
Lint E.-Itcms f'lts(Q\ 

No. Deso::rir6--"'IIl PRfSENT AOOPITO Nn..'UD.t rtf.cnt 

(A) (8) (C=B-A) (IKYA) 
Qrerlting Rt\'en1leS . 

I Gas Base }.fugift l,m,7(4 1,315,341 (229,363) ·IU" 
2 Other Re\t!lots 53,357 53,331 0 O,~. 

-- -- -- --
1 TC'W 1,59&,09) 1.365.118 (!29,363) -u.·m .. Less: C~t«Gas 0 0 0 tWA 

-- -- -- --
5 Nel Orerati!lg Revetl1les 1,598,091 1,368.11& (229,361) ·IH~' 

6 O;-enting E.~nscs 

1 Reassig.runcnts (39.~29) (39,"29) 0 OJI~. 

8 Clearing A«6\;Jnts SJ.019 51,079 0 O.~. 

9 UnokrpounJ S1<Ugc 20,173 2O,lB 0 O.~. 

10 Ttailsmission 25,016 25,016 ~ O.~. 

It Distn"butioa 170,599 110,599 0 O.O!' 
U Cu~r AC«'U..'lts 105,361 105,361 0 O.~l 
J) U~b1>les 1,3)2 6,3U (985) -B.·m 
14 MArhbng 2).40& 2·MO! 0 O.~. 

IS Admi.nistrali\'e &:. (knenl 211.468 2n ... ~ 0 O,~. 

16 Franchise Rrquirements 23,1·12 19,155 (3.387) ·U,6~' 
11 E..-.;.c.;: Coolp Adjustment (606) (606) 0 O.~. 

1& P &:. B Adjustmtnt 0 0 0 tWA 
-- -- -- --

19 SuN..-ut (1995 o...-.nm) 665,149 661,311 (Sot,) 12) -O.m 

20 Lab.."'C Escah.ti-.'"IQ Amount )0.115 10.115 0 O.~i 

21 Noo-Labcor Esc.alatioo Aroount 1.116 1.116 0 O.~. 

-- -- -- --
22 Subtotal (1996 o...--nan) ESl,9SQ 61&.001 (S-t,172) -O.6~' 

23 Proouctility Adjustment 0 0 0 tWA 
24 DeS'l~iati-.'Q 2·41.141 2-'1.141 0 O.O!' 
25 T L'I':tS Other Th.m On 1!K\.'Ime 61.011 61,011 0 O.~. 

26 CA C«r--'">r'OOO Fl'11lcbise Tu 48,572 2&.6U (l9.ts9) -to.~' 
21 FtJenJ loc«ne TLit 181.38.t 108,631 (i8.147) -U.o!i 

-- -- -- --
23 ToW C\>en'ling E..~nsu 1,221,095 1.1l!.(1&1 (SI03,003) -8.·m 

- --' -- --
29 Net Open'ling RC\~Ques $376,996 S2SO.641 (S126,355) -33.S!' 

30 Rate Base 2.660.13-1 2,(.60,13-1 0 O.~. 

31 Rate of Return tUm 9.4m -US!, -33.S!' 

(I-ni,,! C,'/111 ,.n N 
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TaNe I·A . 

SOUTHERN CALlFORNl' OASCOMPANY 
C«n~C>f 

Sll}.lMARY Of EARNINGS AT AOOPTED RA TfS 
TenYeu 1996 

(Tb..-.uS3."lJs of ~-.nus) 

line 
No. Dc~riptioo AOOPTEO SoC'~ 

( ..... ) (B) 
Operating RnC'tllXs 

-
1 Gas Bm "brgin 1,31S,J-I1 1.366.275 
2 Other RC\caucs SU81 53,381 

-"-- --
3 TCIW SI..J..<.3,12S $1,419.662 
4 US$: C.Q5t of Gas 0 0 . -- --
5 N tl Orcrating RC\C'tIUCs 51.363.728 $).419.662 

6 arerating E.~nses 
" -

1 Russi~ts (39.-429) (39.984) 

& Ck-a.ring ACfumts 53,079 53,291 
9 S10Cagt 20,313 2'0,313 
10 Transmissioo - 2S.01~ 2S.0J1 
11 DlstMutioo - 170,S99 171»99 
12 CUstoolct Aew.mts IOS,367 I05.U'() 
Il t..JocQl!«tiNcs 6,3-11 6,S66 
14 Mulcting _ 23,408 23,8JS 
IS Adminis1nti,-c &. OeocraJ 211.463 m,384 
16 Franchise Rt~irtmtntS 19,nS 21>,501 
17 EXC't Comp Adjustmttll (~) 0 
18 P &: BAdjustrnent 0 0 

-- --
19 Subtotal (l99S ~-xlus) $661.311 S676,328 

20 Lah..'lf EsCaIatico Amount 10,IIS 10)16 
21 Non-LaOOt Esulatioo Amount 1,116 7.300 

--- --
22 Subtotal (1996 DoIIus) S67S,608 S693,Mt 

23 rroducti'lty Adjustmtnt 0 0 
24 Dtpc«ia.tioa 2-U.lU 2S2.SO-I 
25 ra.:"es Otkt Than Oa incOme 61,011 61,383 
26 CCFT 2s,6U 31,311 
21 FNeoolDOOmc Ta..'C. 103,631 1l9.191 

-- --
28 Total Openti!le Expenses SI,1I3,081 SI,IS$.234 

-- --
-19 Net <>petating Rtvtmles $250,641 • t261.-428 

- " --
30 Rate~ 2,660,134 2.11S.698 

31 Rate of Return 9.·m~ 9..4~~ 

( .... ri •• ! .'_/tI) 



TaNe2 

SOOlllfm CAlIfORNIA GAS COMPANY 

ClF~O AC'CQtiNTS SUMl-t-'.RY 

(Th... .... .ls.m!s Of I99S ()..-.nm llokss OIhel'\\lse I~a!N) 
TtstYearl9% 

line A«c-unl 
No. No. Oescriptioo. ADOPTfO 

(A) 
C3t!ICm Scnk<"S . 

1 163.0 Stores E.-q>eMe ",4SO 
2 IS·U Sb."P~nse 8 
3 ISH T~ E.'q'CnSC S,4U .. ISH Auto &. Coost. £q>Jipment 27,~18 

S ISH ,.riSCeU&ne\.-.u$ Pipeline Materia) 626 
6 ISH PrintShc>p " 
1 TC'l!J General Set\ku 533,,240 

C«nmunkations 

& IS4.1 C«nmunkatio..;ru t.~nSc 14,336 

9 Te>W C«nmunkations 514,836 

Ortnl)..:'O.$ Suw<-"(\ 

10 IM.1 Other Shop E.~-B1dg Ora's 3 
II 1M.6 HQ Bkig £::ren~ 0 

12 TcbJ~r.tioos Suwon $3 

13 TOTALCLEARlNOACCOUNT(I99SS) $S3,019 

E..<cai1tica. Am.."Unts. 19S1S to 1996 
14 Lalx'C 49S 
IS Noo-Lat:« 826 
16 Other 0 
11 . TC>W 51,321 

1& TOTAL CLEARING ACCOUNT (l9%S) $>4,400 

19 LABOR ADJlISTMENT (J9%$) SO 

U. ... h.! I/t/lll 



TaNe) 

sournERN C.AI.1FORNLo\ GAS OOMPANY 

UNDERGROUND 0:\5. STORAGE EXPENSS 
Sln-llMR .... 

(fhoossnds of 1995 Dt-Dan Ulks$ Ot.~O\isc Indi<-~!N) 
Tr$l Yeu 1996 -

Lme ACWWlI 
No-- No. DesCription ADOPTED 

(A) 
.-; OperatiOO 

-~~--. -- . -
1 814.0 SrJptniskciand £nsiottring 2.63~ 
2 &U.O ~taps and R~$ 0 
) 81M Wells cXpenses 1.153 .. 817.0 lines eXpen.~ 852 
5 818.0 C«n~ Sts1ioO c~ 3.(J9o.) 
6 819.0 C'-6aiprtss6t StL fuel and PO"'"C"t 0 
1 82\).0 MeaSur1n8 &. Rtgula.\ing Ststica £'qI ISO 
8 821.0 , I\irifJCa~ E~ "-417 
9 U3.0· Gu~, - 9 
to .824.0 OthetE~ 1.7.67 
II 825.0 S~e Wen R6yamc-s 354 
12 826.0 Rtnts 212 

U Tota) Operation cxpenses' . $12)"9-1 
, 

Maint~.t 

1-4 ,,1.0 StnKturts aM hriS'C6'immts 76 
IS 832.0, Wells 2/.>60 
16 833.0 lints 649 
t1 834.Q C<>nipieS$Ot Statico Equipment l)63 
IS 835.0 MtaSuJi'l8 &. Rcg Stslioa Equip. &73 
19 836.0 PwifieatioQ &Pirmtnt 1.032 
20 837.0 OIhtr &zo..lipinCol 220 

21 Tota) MaintenanCe c~s S8.018 

22 TOTALUNDERGR STORAGE (I99SS) $20)13 

EsUlatioaAmoonls.19951o 1996 
23 LabOr 328 
2-1 Noo-labor 218 
25 Oth« 0 
26 ToW Ss.t6 

.. 
21 . TOTAL UNDERGR STORAGE (1996$) $20,919 

28 lABOR ADJUSTMENT (1996$) SO 

(:J. ... i .. lI "~'In) 



TaN¢.t 

SOUlltERN CAUfORNl' OAS OOMP~~Y 

GAS TRANSMISSION EXPENSE 
Smnl"-RY 

(Thoos.snJs Of 1995 o.."zba Unkss 0tMn\1se W~.!N) 
Ttst Ye.u 1996 

Line At«'Unt 
No. N~. DeKrir&a AOOPlED 

(A) 
Operatioo 
--

I 850M Supcni~ and ~eriDg 1.S1l 
2 151.e) System Coli &. Load Dispakhing 1.663 
) 55).e) C-oroprt$$l."'( StatioQ 1,638 .. Ut.e) au F(I( ComprtsS(\( Statioo Fuel 0 
S 1$6.0 MainsE.~s 1,692 
6 8$6.0 Remon] or~tt 0 
1 85M Mt$.S\Jr1ng &. Reg. Stl&.a Exp. 1)21 
8 IS!.O TraM &. Comp. oCGu by Others 0 
9 859.0 Transmissioo "bps 100 Reoocds 0 
10 859.0 Other Expenses 2,113 
II 859.0 Joint Exrensts 0 
12 860.0 Rents 3.208 

U Te>W Operalioo $19.812 

MaintecwKe 

--
14 861.00 Supenisioo and lilsi."l«Ong 0 
IS U,2.00 StnI(lUctS and lmprO\tmtnts 108 
16 U,3.00 M&ins 2.2VS 
11 U-t.00 C~pctSSOl Statioo £<:uipmmt 2.3H 
18 86S.00 Measuring &. Rtg Sta'ion EqI)ip. 411 
19 867.00 0tM1 EqJipment 129 

2Q ToW M&intcmtK:t $S~ 

21 TOTAL TRANSMISSION (19955) $15,016 

E..~~atioQ~ts, 199510 19% 
22 Labot 461 
23 N~Labor 12. 
2-1 Other 0 
2S TOOl 5688 

26 TOTAL TRANSt.flSSION(I9%S) SlS.1o.t 

21 LABOR ADJUSTMENT (19965) $I) 

(1nhd 1/'/") 



TableS 

SOUIHERN {'AUFORNl .... o .. \S cOMPANY 
('lAS D]STRIBlJ1l6N. MEASURUI~T.' rn:GrNI-fRINO.\ 

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPENSES Sm.{MARY 
(fh...--osands Of 1995 (}I)UA($ Unt«s OWcv.ise lodicaleJ) 

TestYur 19% 

I.1ne Ac.."X~l"lt 
N~. No. Description ADOPTED -

(A) 
Operatioa -: ~ 

• 870.0 SupenisioO and Engineering 31.163 

2 874.0 Ma!ns and Smites E..--q-<n.stS 0 

.3 815.0 Mus &: Reg Statiott E.-.;p 351 

.. 818.0 Mele; &: b-.""ase regulator expense 539 

5 819.0 CIlslomtt lnstall E.'l'. 63.1&3 

6 880.0 Othee expenses ~.)11 

1 881.0 . Rents II 

& ToW Opentico SI3-',82& 

Maintenance 

9 835.00 Suptnisioo. and Engineering 0 

10 831.00 Muns 13,861 
. 

II 889.00 Meas &: Reg Sta600 Equip lU 

12 $92.00 Seokes 15,456 

13 893.00 Meters &: House Regulaton . 5,135 

14 89H,() Other £qui{1(D(llt . 0 

IS T «.sJ MainteQ1Il(e SJS.l1 I 

16 TOTAL EXPENSES (I 995S) SnO,599 

Escalatioo. Arooonts. 1995 to 1996 
11 La'boc' ' ",562 
IS NOIl·Labor 513 
19 Othtt, 0 
20 ToW S5,07S 

21 TOTAL EXPENSES(l996S) S11S,674 

(I,nl .. ! .,,'U) 



TaNc6 

sotrTHEfU-l CAUfORNIA GAS OOMPAN\' 

CUSTO!.IER ACCOUNTs EXPENSE 
SUMMARY 

(Th.."VJ W\Js of 1995 Dolla.rs Unks$ OIh«v.ise Ind~~tN) 
Test Year 1996 

(.in( Acwunt 
No. No. Iks.;ripti"n ADOPTED 

(A) 

I 9OJ.O Surmisk'll 7,ISI 

2 901.0 Meter Reading E:q~nse$ 17,770 

1 903.0 CuslR« . ..t C<&c.E.'l'.(C'o.7-iJ) 80,446 

4 .~.O U~ti& Acds (Pres.lUtes) 7,331 

S 9OS.0 Misc. Olstomet A«"ounts E.'l'. 0 

6 " TOTAL CUSTOMER ACCIS. (I 99SS) $112.699 

7 Total CUss Uoo.'>UOctiNes) $lOS,J67 

£SO; Jlati..'lI Am..-.unts, I99Ho 1996 

8 Lab..." 2.54-1 

9 Noo.-Lal« 393 

10 Other 0 

II ToW 51.937 

11 TOTAL CUSTOMER ACCTS. (1996.$) SIlM16 

I) ToW (Uss UnooIJ«:liNes) SlOS,3O-I 

.4 LABOR ADJUSTMENT (1996$) SO 

(J. .. htS 1""'1 



TaNel 
.. 

SOOOIERN CALIFORNIA GAS CO}'fPANY 

MARKETIHO EXfi:NSfS 
SUMMARY 

(fbousa.nds Of 1995 DoUars UoJm ~m 'D<!l«ied) 
Test Year 19% 

. 
line Ae«>Qnt .. 
No. N!). ~riptioft .' ADOPTED 

(A) 
DIRECT fXPENSfS 

- '.-

OPERATION 
---

I 907.0 Supm~· 902 .. 
2 9(18.0· Ctlstomtt A!..<;istalltt E.~ilsts . 2.693 

-

J 909.0 InfNmAti60.aJ Instrctl. A4s . J.l.n 
.. .. 910.0 MisC.QJ.s\omet S,-e &:.lnfo E:q-enses 16.169 

S . 911.0 SupenisiM 0 

6 916.0 Mise. Sales E.~nst$ (I . 

S TOTAL MARKETING EXPENSf,.S(l99SS) 523,408 
.. 

EsCaJa'lioa Amounts.I99S t.> 19% 
(; [,abc( 341 
1 Non-Labor 3&1 , Othtt 0 
9 Iota! $128 

'.' 

to TOTAL MARKETING EXPENSES. (1996$) 524.136 

II lABOR ADJUSTMENT (19%$) SO 

(F.ul'.! ,','t'l 



• - TaNesS 

SOUTHERN CAUFORNlA O.\S COMPANY 

AD~UNISTRAnVE AND GENERAL EXPENSE 
SUMMARY 

(TbousanJs Of '995 o..~ars Unkss OI.hcn>oise InJKatN) 
TtstYU1I~ 

~ AC«IOnt 
Nl). N~. De$crir&>a ADOPTED 

. 
(A) 

<>rfutioo 
---

I 920.0 Adminis1ram-e &: Gell. Salaries 42,278 
2 921.0 OfiK'e S-OPl~ and E:q>tnsts 32,576 
1 922.0 Admin. k Gen. Transfer CrNit 0 .. 923.0 Outside SeniCes Fmrlo)"Cd 5S,565 
S 92-1.0 Pr~£1)" Insutan(e 2,196 
6- 925.0 Injuries aM ~es 20.<»2 
1 926.0 Em~)"« Pcnsio.."'t'ls and Ikodits SO.332 
a 921.0 franchise Reqmnts (@Prts.Ratcs) 23.142 
9 928.0 Rc~.t«)· C<'fMIis.sK>o. E..,¥nses 269 
10 930.2 tflK. General E.~r.ses 12.661 
It 931.0 Rents 21,-4-10 

12 ToW Os>enllo.."\Q $19-1,101 

Maintenance 

Il 935.0 Maintenance ({General f1ant 6,509 

14 ToUt MuntcnlJKc 6,m 

IS TOTAl.. ADMIN. k GEN. (I 995S) S3OO.610 

16 TOCal (l.ess Fnn<hist R~) $211.468 

ES(~ati.."O .Am-.---unts, 1995 to 1996 
11 Labor 1.398 
18 Noo-bbc-t ".SS8 
19 Other 0 
2() T(U) SS,9S6 

21 TOTAL ADMIN. t.: GEN. (1996S) $3\.'\6,566 

22 Iota.! (less FntKlUse Rcq.) $283,424 

23 LABOR ADJUSTMENT (1996$) SO 

(J. .. l •• ~ I'.'H, 



, 
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Table 9 

sournERN CAUFORNL.a. GAS CO}.IPANY 

. REASSiGNMENTS 

(Thou~s Of 1995 o.....uan Unless Otherv;i..~ indi..--ateJ) 
Tm Year 1996 

AOOpnO 
line TABLE 
No. No. DesCriptioa ADOPTED 

(A) 

1 4 aearing AtOOcnts 14,116 
2 S U~round Gas Stotage US 
1 6 G3.$ Tnnsmissk-o. 1,016 

.. SUBTOTAL $15,361 
-,' 

S 7·A ~ Distributi6n.{)peratioci.s E.~nses 7,302 
6 7·B G3.$ Distributioo-Measurement E:~~s 0 
1 7-C Gu Distributioo·Engitl«ring E.~ 18 
8 1·D u'lrorunen'tallt Safet)' E.'l'tllSeS 0 
9 a ~stomer AUQunls 0 
10 9 Marbling E.1Cpenses 0 

11 10 AJministrati60 It General 15,156 r 

12 SUBTOTAL $23,081 

13 TOT At REASSIGNMENTS (1995S) $38,45-1 

E..~atioo. Aroolnts. 1995 to 1996 
14 Lab,:., 423 
IS N.:>a-Labc>r SS2 
16 OIMe 0 
11 Total $915 

IS REASSIGNMENTS (1996$) $39,429 

19 ADJUSTMENT (1996$) SO 

20 TOT At REASSIGNMENTS (1996$) $39,429 

(1o.l •• .t 1/'/17) 



Tlt-k 10 

SOUTIlERN CAlJfORNL\ GAS COMPANY 

DEPRICIA noN E.XPENSE 

Test Yurl996 

. (Ih.."'JsanJs col 1996 D .. :>llus) 

--
Line 
No. Descnr6-'ft ADOPTED 

(A) 

1 Un&rgroond Sk-nge 1&,901 

2 Transmission (14.:11 2O.9l-t 

l DistnOOtio..'ft Planl 16t,61l 

4 (}eo(nl (1Ull 32,801 
--

S Sut-totaJ $111,1$9 

6 Net Additio..-.ns 2,211 

1 Adjus~nt fOl Pbnllssl..'« 39-1 

! Adjusbnent fOI ClS ekp'n IC"CIlI.\J 1,1M 

--
9 Tt'bl Derccciation E.~nse $24.,141 

to 19% IXrccciat!o.."lQ Expense Estimate Un,I41 

~hri •• l ./'/ll) 



TaNe II 

soornERN C-AtIFOR.""i\ GAS COMPANY 

DEPRECL.\nON RFSERYE 

Test Year 1m 
(Th."usanJs of 1 m n.-.uus) 

line 
No_ IXscriplioo ADOPTED 

(A) 

1 Rtseo-c BaJan<;e @ 12/J 119S $2,586,090 

2 Derccaali.."'rI A«nul 2U.l41 

3 Retin~ol$ &. Net s.m-ase (50.939) 

.. C'lesring A","'QUoi 0 
--

S ResM'C Balance@ 121)1196 $1.116.29& 

6 Al'Crage Depccciatioa AtcruaJ 120.S74 

1 A,~rage Retirements &. Net Sah-age (2S,41O) 

8 AYerage C1earing At«>Unl 0 
--

9 1996 TC'taIWeightcd Avg_ Resene S2,6SI,19-t 
(Hod + 6 + 1 .. S) 

·:S-ph-Uuh-U (hTl.d illln) 1,1.2 PM 



TaNell 

SournERN CAIJfORNL\ OAS COMPANY 

TAXES OTIlER TItW ON iNCOME 

Test Yc.u 19% 
(ThousanJs of Doltars) 

LiDe 
No. Dc-scrirtioo ADOPTED 

(A) 
Ad V .. "-'«m Ta:us 
-------

I C-alifornia 3S,519 

e- 2 Tool Ad Va.k«m Ta.."(u 3S,519 

Pa)roU TL"(es 

.) Fc&raI fnsuraik.~ cootrib. Act 2-1,3-« .. Fc&raI Uotmplo)lIlint ~c 398 
S State Uoemplo)1llMllnsurancc 1SO 
6 E~t S1 Pa)tclI Tu ChangtS 0 

1 Tool Pa)roU TL,,(U 25,,(92 

Othtr Tues 

8 Saks TL"( bcre~<e 0 
9 HazardOus &1bstancc TI.."( 0 

to TeW O\Mr Ta..-(ts 0 

It Total TL'tCS OTOI $6l,Oll 



TablcU 

sournERN CALIfORNIA GAS COMPA.~Y 

INCOME TA.X ADJUSTMENT 

Test YUII996 
(lb6u.sands cil ~ DoDt.n) . 

Line 
No. De~ripIi.:a , ADOPTED 

CalifNnia m.....:xne Ta:( Adjustments (A) 

1 TI.,( Ikprtciatico 2\.\.1.431 
2 0 
3 0 ,. 0 

-S F"ixe.J Chaigt"S-{)pccating , 91.536 
6 Rt m<)\'IJ Costs 6,&1. 
1 Repair Allo,,-an« 4,Q()O , 0 
9- 0 

0 

10 t.rLSte~s-Nct (2,198) 
II 0 

--
12 Tobl CCFT Adjustments $,30-1,640 

Federal ~ r~'( Adjustments 

B r 1.'( Dept«:iatioo U2,S7J 
14 0 
IS 0 
16 0 
11 0 
IS 0 0 
19 0 
2() 0 
21 rL"tN Chargt-s-OJ'etating 91.S36 
22 RffilO\-a1 Costs s;n2 
13 0 
2-1 0 
2S MiscctlancQus-Nct 17 
26 0 

--
21 rota! m Adjustments $279,348 

('-nilt! e/'/17) 



TIl-!( U 
SOUTHERN CAl.IFORNV\ OAS CO~lPANY 

TAXES ON INCO~!E • PRESENT RATES 

TtrtYUf 1m 
(Th."IUS!.n.!s cor 1996 o..~) 

Une 
NC'. Dtscripti..'Cl ADOPTED 

(A) 
C-3lifomia Coq>ontioo fcancbtst Ta.~ 

I ~rafulg Rtuoo(s . SI,S9M9) 

2 Optrating E-q- (md prod adjurt) 6S1,9S0 
3 Ta.~es OtM, Thill On fn..."\.'l(IJ( 61,011 

" tnc..">!ne Tu: Adjustmems m,6.tO 
--

S C-alifomia Ta.'Ubk h.'X'IDt S>l9.4S9 

6 CCFT Ta.~ Rate 0_Ct-.~1 

1 CCFT Sn,Sll 
& State TuAdjus1mect 0 

--
9 SubtoW SU,Sll 

to Dtfmsc Facili~$ CreJit 0 
11 DtfmN Ta.~es 0 

--
12 TC'tal CCfT S.n,i71 

Ft&ral~Ta.~ 

13 Optrating Rn~s SI,S98,(9) 

14 Optrating E.-q- (lOd prod aJjust) 682,980 
IS Ta.-';:t$ ()tMr Than On Ioc..."CIle 61,Oll 
16 CCIT(prior YC'u) 30.3-6-4 
11 1nox"\IIIC' Ta.~ Adjustments 279,3-1& 

--
18 Federal Ta.uNC' Income S5-H,3SS 

19 mTa.~Rate O.3S 

21) Ft&caJ Inoome Ta.~ SI90,536 

21 lnyC'stJn(nt TL~ Credit (2,861) 
21 I) 

23 0 
2-t 0 
2S A\'t£J.gt RattAssumplioo (28S) 

--
25 Total FeJc-ral ~ TL~ Sl&1,3M 

(1ni •• 1 '1./tH l:U nc 



• 
T.N~IS 

SOUTHERN C,.tJ.JFORNlA GAS COMPANY 
e 

TAXES ON INOOME ·AOOPTfD RATES 

Test Yut 1996 
(Tbwsands cof 1996 n....nt.rs) 

Lin.: 
No).. De~ription ADOpnD 

-
(A) 

California C«poratioo Fran.;hise Tu 

1 Operating Re\lmt$ St.)6S,118 

2 Operating Exp (met proJ adjust) 618.608 
3 TutS Othtt Tharl OIllncome 61,011 
4 ~ Ta:<AdjuStments 30-1,640 

--
S C-alifoinil. T ... uNe Inoome $)2.1,463 

6 CCFr ILl[ Rate O.OSS-t 

1 TotalCCfT . Slg.6SJ 
8 State TL'tAdjustmall ~ 

--
9 Sat>totaJ Slg,6SJ 

10 Defense FaCilities C-reJit 0 
II Deferred Ta:us 0 

--
12 TotatCCrr S23.6SJ 

Fc&ral Inoome TLl[ 

IJ Operating Re\Coocs SI.363,118 

14 Operating Exp (lOCI pcOO adjust) 678,608 
IS TutS 0dI« Than Oa Io.x"'lQ]t 61,011 
16 ccrr JG,J6.t 
11 fn.oocne TLl[ Adjustmrots 219,3-(8 

--
IS Federal TL~ J.ocoo,e. S3I9,391 

19 fITTLl[Rati 03S 

21) reJerallnoome TLl[ SIII,789 

21 In\'t~ TLl[ Credil (2.U7) 
22 Capi1aliZtd lnt& Prop Tn 0 

. 2J SuptrfuDdraX~ 18tO.OOU) 0 
24 Carftalited Emplo}-ee Benefits 0 
24 AnraB:e Rate Amunptioo (2SS) 

--
2S TotA! fcdenJ lococae TLl[ SI{lg.617 



TaMe \6 
soorn£RN CAlifORNIA GAS CO~{PANY 

GAS PLANT iN ~fRVlCE 
T~t Y(all996 

(Tb.:o'JssOOsof 1996 O.:fun) 

Line 
N .... _ Oe$Crir&-o AOOPIFD 

(A) 

I 1996 BOY OAS PLANT SS,SSS,SSQ 

1996 NET ADDITIO~S: 

.2 Gross AdditiMs 163.196 

3 l~s$ Rttircmcnts (3S,4s.t) 

.. N ct AdJ.i1)..."\QS 124,1·U 

1996 WIIGlITED AVO. ADDmONS: 

S Weighting Pucenbge 4/).m. 

6 WeighteJ A\g Net Additl..-.ns 5O,2S9 

19% CUSTOMER INFO SYSTE.M: 

1 Net Addition 24,954 

g Wtd. Mg. Additl..on 2",954 

SP[CIAL RETIREMENTS: 

9 f'bnt No i«Igtr UsN &:. U~fu1 0 

10 1996 rOY PLANT (I +·h7-9) S,10S,2-46 

II 1996 "{ID. AVO. PlANT (l+6+8-9) S,630,762 



TaNe 11 

soornERN CAUfORNL.\ GAS COMPANY 

WEIGHnOA VERAGE DEPRtctATFD RATE BASE 
AT ADOPT£DRATIS 

Test Year 1996 
(TbooJsands of 1996 Dd131S) 

~ . 
NC', Descriptioa ADOPllO 

, (A) 
Wrighted Average Gas Plant 

.. 

I <n.s Plant 5.630.161 

2 Total Weighted A'·erage f'WIt 5.630.162 

Worl:ing Capita!: 

3 Ma!erials aM SuPJlljes .... 303 .. Mum, Dcf.ITIConTJi"b.M"'", 22.249 
5 Work in PrOgress Il.3S! 
6 Wocllig Cash 26,485 

--
7 Tcul Worl:itlg Capita! S15.42S 

8 Total (line 2+7) 5.106,181 

Less Adjustments: 

r 

9 CUst:>mtr Adn.JKts S3.299 
10 Deferred Rcy, Net or m 9.624 
11 Ace, Dc[cired m'Derc~iation 293,231 
12 Ate. Deferred TI.\:es 0 
13 Ate" Dc[c:md rrc 1,344 ... Aliso OU Rights 210 
IS Gain On Sales 6,S·U 

--
16 Total DeJocOOns S36-I,2S9 

11 Dcrcttiatioo R~oe 2,681,194 

--
18 Total AdJustments (Line 16+17) 3.0·U.4S3 

--
19 Total Rate Base (Line 8-(1) $2,660,134 

(~ ... I.U I/',H) 



, - r--' TaNelS 

SOUIlIERN CA!lfORNL\ GAS CO~fPAN\' 

DETERMINA TlO~ OF A WRAGE AMOUNTS OF WORKINO 
CASH CAPITAL SUPPLIED BY INVESTORS 

ThtYcU 1996 
(fbouS3l).js of o...>ll.1rs) 

Line 
N~ De~rip&""\Q AOOPTEO 

(A) 

OptntiooaJ Cash Rt<l1irc!llttits 

1 R«P".rN &nk Balan..--e s. '('.ash 0 
2 St«i.tJ DefQSits &: WOCDng FU.flo.h 160 
l Other R«ein.bl(s 11.140 
4 OlMr rnpaym(nts 2,1$0 
S Defmed Debits l,S]!) 

--
6 TobJ ~"\1 Cub Rtquirtmttl\ SI1,S10 

Plus: WOCDng ~ Rqmnt frOCQ l.lg in 
1 C«J«6r.a e>{ Rcnoou a,122 

Less: Amoonts Not Su~iN By Innst..YS 

8 ('.QUe.(tion (I( state r(gubt..">C)' ((CS 310. 
9 C«k< t)..""\Q e>futility u sets 11:~ 69') 
10 C.oU«tion C>f transport la:~ Nfoce paymint (}I» 
II ~(n c-f munk--ipaJ SUI,hrg kfoc( pa)mnt 2,810 
J2 Emrtor(Cs withootJing I)~ 

B Purdwe of upiWizeJ it(ms ".6~ 
U PurcM..(( c-fmlkrWs and suwlies 210 
IS Oment and accfU(J liabilities 28)34 
16 A\1!l.thle Cash B~an.:e Adjustrn(nt 0 
11 [)Cf(rrN Credit Adjustmcnts.Q\(ctanJ 21,013 

--
18 T ooJ &&."tjoos $S9.1V7 

19 WoclIDg C~h C.apiw (Line 6+1) $85,691 

Nus: AnugtAmoontR(quireJ 

20 Lead Lag@AOOPTED Raks. (Line 1) 6S,I22 

We>rking Ca..<h C.apiw SuwlltJ by Inns!ors 
21 C-Ak""1lbted @ ADOPTED n!( (line 6 t 20 - I 26,.n5 

--
22 Use @' ADOPTED rak $16,4SS 



.. 

• -
T'N~19 

SOIJJHERN C.lJ.lfORNL\ OAS COMPANY 

DEVELOPMENT Of A V£RAGE LAO IN PA YMENI OF EXPENSES 

TmYw.l996 
(Thogsands c-f Dc-n&rS) 

line . 
No. Oescripli«! E.xpeose 

(A) 
, 

I Fedttalltlrome Ta.x . 108.637 
2 fIT: SIT Oed. Tuning Adj.') 0 
1 m:srr Oed. "t"unIngAdj.12 0 .. S~te IQCQrJIt Ta.'t . 2M83 
5. Deferred ~ Ta.-.;es 0 
6 FratlChise Require~ots 37,96) 
1 Natural Ga.S Put.h&Sed 1.209.nS 
8 Com~yLabot J31.41-t 
9 PellsioiJ E.~I1..~ 0 
10 Disability PIaA . 4.412 
II Reliremtnt Sa\io.g Phn 6.819 
12 life Insurance 1.392 e. 
13 Medical./( DCtitaJ 22,811 
14 Health Maint. Organizations 4.246 
IS Goods and Sei\ices 2l,06S 
16 Materials From SIOftco...">m I,OS8 
11 Depttci ati6!'l 241,141 c-u M Vak«in Ta.,;· C'A 3S,Sl9 
)9 FICA Ta."( 24,34-1 
20) Uotmplo)mtol TL"( - Federal . 398 
21 Ulltmplo)ment Ta."(· Ca.'i{,...mia 150 
22 Real utate Rental Pa>-ments 24.239 
23 EquipmtDt luse Pa)mtllU 16.185 
24 Amort. Of IlI.SUCan(t fumiums 6.887 
25 Woden Comp. 12.986 
26 Benefits f~ /( Senku ,3,SH 

-
27 TOTAL 2,ISO,9O-I 

28 E.-q>e1lSe Lag 0.)"$ - (e)lA) '" 3S.19 
29 Re\-eIJ.1le Lag In}s 41.35 

}l) WortiOg {'.ash From Lead Lag 68,122 
--

JI Rate Base At ADOPTED Rates 2,66O,13-t 

32 RAte t-f Return 9.4m 



Table 21) 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA G .. \S COMPANY 

Dc:'C~l!t «the Nct To Gross Multi;>&r 

Ttst .... ear 1996 

Line . 
No. Dc:scripti..-.a (A) (8) (C=A~) 

I Gross Oreraring RcnnU(s 1.0000...1) 

2 Lus: UlK\.~tiNes OJ).."\l176 I.O-. ... \.W 0.OOH16 
--

3 0.995224 

4 lcS$: Franchise Requirements 0.014828 0.995224 0.014151 
--

j 0.980).161 

6 Less: SurerfunJ TL"t 0.00\."'1000 0.98J>.161 O.()OOI.XlO 
--

1 0.9 SO-t 61 

8 Less: State Inrome Tu 0.08&400. 0.9so.t61 0.086613 
--

9 0.893194 

10 Less: Fe>.kraJ In«>mt Ta.."t 0.3SOOOO 0.981).161 0,)·UI63 
--

II Nd Or<rating Rennues 0.550630 

12 Net To Gross Multiplier (A'B) 1.00\."'1000 05S0630 1.816100 

(00 (F APPENDIX B) 

( ...... at! I/'/H) 
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COMMISSIONER HENRY M. DUQUE, DISSENTING IN PART: 

Throughout my deli~rations on the proposed decision and the alternate pages. I 

ha\'e been supportive of simplifying the indexing fommla. However, in examining ways 

to simplify the indexing fommla. most proposed approache.s focused on increasing the 

pnXtucth'ity factor to achieve a similar revenue requirement result as the TURNIDGS 

fornlula. This is the approach that President Conlon's alternate took and is the approach 

adopted in this de,ision. I reviewed President Conlon's a1temate pages \\'ith great 

interest. given my preference (or a Simple fonnula. However, I ultimately concluded that 

if we believe that the re·sults of the TURNIDGS Inethodo}ogy are sound, and by adjusting 

the prooucti\,ity factor we were simply trying to emulate those results using a different 

fommla,that we should adopt the TURNIDGS methodology. The complexity in the 

fonnula is in its development. not in its implementation. as it relies on the same inputs as 

the more simple (oonula. I believe that the proposed decision prepared by the AU 

accurately reflected productivity in the prOductivity factor, and accurately reflected the 

declining fate base in the indexing fonnu1a. In my opinion, the alternate approach 

adopted in this dedsion masks the declining rate base issue in the producti\,ity factor and 

this is why the adopted productivity factor in the proposed decision was so different from 

that in the alternate page..s. 

For these reasons, I file this partial dissent regarding the indexing (ormula. 

lsi HENRY M. DUQUE 
Henry M. Duque 

Commissioner 

I conCUf with Commissioner Duque's partial dissent. 

lsi JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
Josiah L. Neeper 
Commissioner 

e San Francisco, California 
July 16, 1997 
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Throughout my ddiocmtions on the proposed decision and the alternatc pages. I 

havc been supporlh'c of simpJif)'ing the indexing (ommla. Howevcr. in examining ways 

to simplify the indexing fon11ul3, most proposed approache-s focused on increasing the 

produclh'ity factor to achieve a similar rewnue requirenlcnt re-suh as the TURNIDGS 

fonnula. This is the approach that President Conlon's alternate took and IS the approach 

adopted in this decision. I reviewed President Conronts alternate pages w~th great 

interc-st, given my preference (ot a simple Connula. Howevcr, I ultimately concluded that 

if we believe that the re-suIts of the TURN/DGS methodology are sound. and by adjusting 

the productivity factor we were simply trying to emulate those fe-suIls using a different 

formula, that we should adopt the TURN1DGS methodology. The complexity in the 

fonllula is in its development. not in its implementation. as it relie.s on the same inputs as 

the more simple formula. I believe that the propOsed decision pr~p3Ced by the AU 

accurately reOectc-d produCtivity in the productivity factor, and accurately reOectedthe 

declining rate base iii the indexing fon1\ula_ In n\y opinion. the alternate approach 

adopted in this decision masks the dedining rate base issue in the productivity factor and 

this is why the adopted prOductivity factor in the prOpOsed decision was so different froni 

that in thc alternatc page-so 

For these reasons, I file this partial dissent regardillg the indexing formula. 

~"~:c.i\¥rD:: 'tJ·;-=o 

Commissioner 

I concur wilh Commissioner Duquc·s partial dissent. 

San FranciS('o, Ca1if~inia 
July 16, 1997 
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OPINION 

I. Summary of DecIsion 

In this decision we consider a proposal by Southeol California Gas Company 

(SoCal or applicant) fot adoption of performance-based ratemaking (PBR) (or the 

portion of Soca! 's rates that reco\'ers the costs of providing gas utility service that the 

Commission has reviewed in the past through the General Rate Case (GRC) process.' 

Our decision today adopts a PBR system (or SoCal which differs in several 

respects from the proposal advanced by SoCal. l\iost significantly, we adopt a system 

which requires SoCal to share , .... ith ratepayers the savings produced by the indexing 

method. \Ve also adopt an indexing method, adjustments and exclusions, provisions to 

insure that htgh standards of sen'ice quality and safety are maintained, and a base 

margin to which the indexing will be applied. 

Our decision is ef(edive immediately. The rates based upon our adopted base 

margin revisions shall become effective August 1, 1997. The PBR mechanism shall 

become effective January I, 1998, unless SoCal elects to operate \Ulder the rllechanism 

effective as of January I, 1997. 

II. Background of Application 

A. Description of Applicant 

SoCal is an im·estor·6wned utility subject to the jurisdiction of this 

Conunission. It is engaged in the transmission, storage, and distribution of natural gas. 

SoCal is the principal subsidiary of Pacific Enterprises. 

B. Procedural History 

SoCal filed its appJication on June I, 1995. Filing of the formal application 

was preceded by a series of workshops held by SoCal in December 1994 and January 

I SoCal uses the tern'l Uregu)ation" rather than "ralemaking" to characterize its proposall but 
the rubric refers to a method for adjusting tates anrtually without prior Commission appr()\'al 
of the adjustment. The Conunission has used the lenn "perfoffilance-based tatemaking" in 

_ similar proceedings previously, and does so here for the sake of consistency. 
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1995, in which SoCal met with interested partie'S to pr('S{'nt the contempl.ated proposa1. e 
SoCal's application includes some changes from its original proposed concept, which 

were made after the workshops.1 

Befoie filing the application SoCal also requested a suspension of the 

requiren\ent to file a test year (TY) 1997 GRC. SoC ai's last GRC had been for TV 1994, 

and its tv 1997 GRC was due to be filed tmder the Commission's rate case plan. The 

reason given by SoCal fot its request was that it was acti\'ely pursuing a PBR system to 

beron\e effecth>e February 1,1997, eliminating the requirement fOr a 1Y 1997 GRe. In 
. . 

Decision (D.) 95-().l-On in Rulemaking (R) 87-11-012, the Commission granted the 

suspension, subject to conditions designed to protect ratepayers ironl the risks created. 

by that suspension. The order also directed the Cotnmission's staff to conduct an audit, 

as required at least every three rears under Public Utilities (PU) Code 314.5, in 

connedion \vith the PBR proceeding. The Conlmission later extended the order, 

suspending the requirement to file a TV 1998 GRe because the PBR application was 

being processed in a timely nlartner. 

The assigned administrative law judge (ALJ) held prehearing conferences 

(PHCs) on September 25,1995, and January 29, 1996. In response to a joint motion filed 

January 4, 1996 to request a specified procedural schedule, the ALJ ruled thatSOCal 

must serve its recorded data for 1995 on February 14, 1996, and make a supplemental 

showing \~'ith respect to 1996 estimated expenses on June 6,1996. This is the showing 

used by the parties, by agreement, to develop the base margin figures and other 

features of the PBR program considered here. 

On October 14,1996, Pacific Enterprises and Enova Corporation, the 

parent cornpany of San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), annOl.mced that they 

proposed to merge, and filed an application for appro\'al by the Conlmission 

(Application (A.) 96-10-038). The Southern California Utility Power Pool and the 

I Conceptually, the Inost significant of these was a ~hange from the Cons~mer Price Index 
(CPI) t6 an industry-specific index in the indeXing formula. 
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productivity through sales. On the base margin side, SoCal criticizes the. resolution of a e 
number of individual items on the grounds of legal or factual error. 

ORA generally supports the I>D as a whole, but in its romn1ents offers a 

series of recommendations which would make the dedsion clearer and conceptually 

tighter, consistent with the adopted resolution of major issues. ORA also suggests 

corrections to a number of figures based on inadvertent factUal-errors. 

SCE also generally supports the PO, but suggests certain clarificationS and -

corrections. 

SDG&E's comments are critical of the adopted indexing methodo~ogy and 

the PD's description of other PBR dedsions, and of two of the items in the base margin 

section, the treatment of the Torrance and ">fountain View facilities and the removal of 

Line 6900 from rate base. 

SCUPP lifD reiterates concerns expressed by other partieS about an 

ambiguity in the ef£ecti\'e date of the decision, and about the discussion of exclusion of 

costs tot Lines 690() and 6902 from rate base. 

CEC's brief comments are generally supportive of the PD, but suggests 

t\\'ochailges~ that ertergyeffidency funds be transferred t6 the ErtergyEfficiency 

Board, and thal $5 million of SoCal's energy efficiency budget be allocated {or market 

transformation efforts. 

Enron and the Insulation Contractors Association filed comments that are 

directed specifiCally at the issue of unregulated new products and services, but are fully 

supportive of the PD. Certain of the other comments contain. discussions of the new 

products and services issue. 

Reply comments were filed by SoCal, ORA, SeE, DGS, NROC, TURN, 

Enron, and the Plumbing-Heatmg-Cooling Contractors. 

Revisions to the PO made in response to the comments and replies ate 

reflected in this final decision. Additional revisions were made to cOrred or clarify the 

text. All areas changed are mdkated on the margin. 
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e Imperial Irrigation District (SCUrr 1110) and Southern Califonlia Ediso~ Company 

(SCE) moved to suspend the procedural schedule in this proceeding in contemplation of 

thrse merger plans, but the ALJ denied that rcqurs\ b}' nlJing dated October 23, 1996. 

The assigned commissioner denied reconsideration of that request on Novcn\ber 14, 

1996. 

The formal evidentiary hearing commenced Oecember 2, 1996, and 

concluded Docember 19, 1996. Two rounds of briefs were filed, and the proceeding was 

submitted on February 14, 1997. 

C. Proposed DecIsIon 

The Proposed Decision of ALJ Ryerson (PO) was filed on April 21, 1997, 

pursuant to §31 ted) of the Public Utilities (PU) Code and Rule 77.1 of the COIllmission's 

Rules of Practice and PrOCedure (Rules).' 

D. Comments on Proposed Dec/sion 

Conmlenls on the PD were filed by SoCal, ORA, SCE, SOC&E, 

scupr 1110, CEC, Enron, and Insulation Contractors Association. The Commission also 

received a letter frOnl TURN inditating that it would not file comments, but ''''ould 

reserve the option to file replies to the comments of other parties. 

SoCal's con\ments atc critical of several aspects of the PD's treatment of 

both policy issues (i.e., the PBR mechanism) and the base margin. Specifically, SoCal 

criticizes the TURN/DGS formula adopted by the decision as being company-specific in 

nature, contrary to our policy of using external industry yardsticks; the stretch factor as 

being too rigorous in light of SoCal's recent history of producti\'it}t gains; the absenCe of 

pricing flexibility; the adoption of re\'el\tle indexing rather than rate indexing; and the 

absence of "tools" (particularly pricing flexibility) to enable it to attain greater 

, The PD was issued ~(()re the ~xpiration of the 9o-day statutory time limit (oil owing 
submisSion at the request of the appHcant and the Comn'lission .. in order to facilitate 
coordination with A.96-10-03S. 
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E. Description of SoCal's Proposal 

The application proposes a new method for revising SoCal's rates 

annual1y b}' applying an index, based upon a measure of recorded input price inflation 

tess a productivity factor, to its rates. The productlvit)' factor would be fixed at this 

time, and would not be revised during the n\inin\um five-year term that the new 

ratemaking system is proposed to be in. effect, but adjustments to certain aspects of the 

rates would be nlade by annual rate revision filed by SoCal.ln this section we describe 

the specific features of the PBR methodology SoCal has proposed.-

1. Rate hid~)(ing 

SoCa) propOses to index core and noncore base rates and certain 

miscellaneous charges, as opposed to indexing total authorized margin Or authorized 

margin per customer, i.e., revenue requirement. This means that rates would be indexed 

direCtly to inflation less the. pie':set productivity factor. SoCal claims that its prOpOsal 

for rate indexing IIfiXes the throughput forecast used to set rates over the PBR period 

and puts utility shareholders at risk/reward for any differences between forecast and 

actual throughput and customer cOUnt." (SoCal Opening Brief, p. 44.) SoCal asserts that 

its ratepayers \vill benefit, because the level of rates, in real terms, is guaranteed to 

decline over the period that this mechanism is in effect, h}t reason of enforced 

productivity gains OVer the p~rjod. SoCal supports this contention with a ten-year 

backcast analysis denlonstrating that PBR would have resulted in rates 13% lower than 

under traditionallicost-plus" ratemaking. 

a) Core Demand Forecast 

The methodology chosen by SoCal is rate indexing, which 

depends upon fixing a specific throughput forecast for calculating the rate level at the 

- The details of SoCal's prOpOSal ate contained in prepared testimony and exhibits that were 
initially filed as part of the application. A number 6f n'todifitdtions were nlade since the initial 
prOpOsal, and the details of the current prOpOsal, along with 'the supporting testimony, <tie 
cOntained in $oCal's direct testimony (Exh. I-Em. 33) and the jointly sponsOred testimony . e (Exh. 200-Exh. 210) received at the e"identiary hearing. 
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outset. For core rates SoCal proposes that we adopt its recorded 1996 customer (ount e 
and core throughput, normalized to average temperature conditions, in establishing the 

starting point tor indexing. Also, because the current core rates are baS{'d upon 

throughput which uses a "normal" temperature -measure that is set h)o low in relation 

to updated temperature averages, SoCal proposes to change this measure in 

establishing this starting point. 

Under current ratemakin~ a balancing aecou"nt caned the 

Core Fixed Cost Account (CFCA) operates to insure that SoCal over time \\'iIl fecOver in 

rates exactly the amount of Commission-authorized margin, regardless of the actual 

level of customer demand (i.e., core throughput). Howe\'er, if throughput is 

foreordained as part of the base margin, this balancing account cannot function. Core 

demand (throughput) will intact vary because of variations in average temperatures 

fron\ year to year, but rates cannot be adjusted because the throughput figure is set 

beforehand. As part of its proposa!1 SoCa! therefore would eliminate the CfCA and 

substitute two other devices, the \Veather Normalization ~fechanisn\ (\VNM) and the 

Energy Efficiency Adjustment Factor (EEAF), to adjust rates in its place. 

The \VNM \,'ould adjust core rates to reflect differences in 

throughput due to differences between recorded and normal temperature conditions. 

The \VNM would be used to adjust the bi1l of each customer at the time the bill is issued 

for variations from normal temperature conditions in the period for which the bill is 

rendered.s SoCal oontends that this is appropriate because temperature conditions are 

'Wholly beyond the control of its management, and temperature variations could create 

large variations in core revenues relative to its authorized return on equity. 

The EEAF would adjust rates for the eUe<:t on re\tenues (rom 

core throughput lost each year due to gas ronservation and energy efficiency measures 

actually implemented by SoCal's customers. Under SoCal's proposal, the first 0.3% of 

$ The \VNM would apply only to tote tustomers, and \· ... ould exclude core gas engine and air· 
conditiOning customersl bec.1u5e their load is basically not sensitive to heating requirements. 
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e rate impact would not be adjusted (or, on the pres\imption that the PBR,index already 

reflects that impact. $oeal also proposes to cap the amount of EEAF adjustment at 1.0% 

annuaJly. SoCal argues that implementing the EEAF as part of its proposal would be 

justified, because it eliminates SoCa}'s incentive to discourage conservation, as the PBR 

mechanism rewards the utility for selling more gas. SoCal also argues that the EEAF 

would eliminate the reduction in its earnings that would be caused by government

mandated or subsidized conservation nleasure$.. 

b) NOnc()re DemaiJd Forecast and Rates 

The methOdology proposed for fixing nonrore rates for PBR 

indexing is entirely different, principally because of the effect of an agreement, the 

Global Settlement, that has been adopted by the Commission. The Global Settlement 

provides that, from August I, 199-1 through July 31, 1999, $oea) will calculate nontore 

rates based upon 1991 actual throughput. $oeal therefore proposes to use two sets of 

noncore rates for PBR indexing. The first is based upon 1996 adjusted base n'largm and 

allocation" but uses 1991 throughput. The second is based upon 1996 base margin and 

1996 throughput, calculated in the same manner as the first set, but not effective until 

August I, 1999. In its proposal, S60il refers to these as "shadow rates." Both sets of 

rates rely, however., upon the use of a fixed throughput figure (or establishing the base 

rate for PBR indexing. 

2. Index to be Applied 

a) Inflation Measure 

The inflation measure propOsed by SoCal is a weighted 

average of recorded indices of prices for labor operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, 

nonlabor O&M: costs,and capital-related costs.' In the price index.,lhe measure (or labor 

O&t\·i is the index of average hourly earnings of workers in gas production and 

distribution as reported by the u.s. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The nleasure tor 

, SoCal refers to this measure as the gelS utility input price index, or CUPl. 
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nonlabor O&~f is the Data Resources, Inc. (DRI)/~fcGraw Hill nonlabor O&M index for e 
. 

gas utilities. The inflation measure for capital-related costs is based upon the 

DRI/McGraw Hill indices for ~apital service prices and (ot the price of gas distribution 

capital goods. These rneasutes \,'(mld be weighted according to the average o( 

expenditures in each category by SoCa) (or the past fh'e years. Although a forecast of 

mflation would be used, the forecast would be trued up to recorded inflation at the next 

annual PBR rate adjushnent. Rates (or a year would be set using the latest available 

forecast for the price index elements (or that (orthcoming year, and the following year's 

rate fmng would include an adjustment to true up an}' difference the forecast and actual 

price index. 

b) Productivity Factor 

SoCal proposes t6 employ a constant proouctivit}' (actor of 

1.0% pet )'ea~ as the secorid element of the PBR adjustment mechanisn\. SoCal's 

selection of this figure is based upon 1\"0 components: historical gas distribution 

average productivity of 0.5%, plus a (actor of 0.5% as an incentive to improve 

productivity o\'cr past periornlance.' SoCal asserts that this 1% total productivity factor, 

which would be applied for the entire period that PBR rates are in effect, affords an 

adequate incentive (or the company to strive lor greater efficiency. 

In support of the component percentages, SoCal offers a 

study of 49 gas utilities nationwide as evidence that the 0.5% productivity increase is 

close to the national average.' The additional 0.5% "stretch factor" is essentially based 

upon the company's judgment of productivity gains that can reasonably be anticipated. 

SoCal asserts that this figure is consistent with Commission precedent and policy, and 

argues that a higher percentage would be unreasonable or unattainable in light of the 

, SoCal refers to this element of the productivity factor as a "stretch {actor" or "cOnsun'ter 
dividend." 

• This , ... ·as a multilactor productivity study of the gas local distribution servic~ delivery 
industry «mducted by Christensen Associates, which found the historic range to be 0.4% to 
0.5%. (Exh. 5.) 
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e cost forecasts and cost reJationships upon which higher fadors proposed by other 

parties rely. 

c) Starting Rate Level 

. SoCal proposes that its level of base rates (or 1997 would be 

determined by applying the PBR index to a starting level of rates and to the eXisting 

le\'el of n,istellaneous charges.' Establishment of the startmg level is based upon a "test 

year" showing and anal}'sis resembling that for a GRC. The basis selected for a.nalysis is 

SoCal's calendar year 1996 internal operating budget. The approach to setting base 

margin in 1997 under PBR is to hike the figure representing the reasonable leyel of 

expense and rate base for SOCal in 1996, and to adjust that rC\'enue requirement for one 
t 

year with the PBR index adopted by the Commissi'on In this prOceeding. This will 

produce rates to be in effect when a PBR decision goes into effe<:t in 1997. 

d) Exclusions 

Certain costs , .... ould hot be recovered through the portion of 

rates that would be subject to the PBR index. These would remain subject to recovery 

through other existing tatemaking mechanisil1s. In general, the prindple behind these 

exclusions from PBR is that the costs are already subject to incentive-type inffhanisms, 

that they are beyond SoCal's control, or that the ~e\'el of e>;penditure is speCifically 

. authorized by this Commission or by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(FERC) in separate proceedings. The specific costs proposed to be excluded are 

discussed later in this decision. 

, The "base rate" is the part of rates reflecting gas margin, and excluding gas tostsl pipeline 
demand charges, and other specifically identified items; it is only the base rate that is 
guaranteed to be reduced under POR. Final rates measured in constant dollars wHl decline 
unless increases in gas rosts and exduded items mOre than o((set the reduction in the indexed 
pOrtion of the tale. (Exh. 1; p. 13.) . . 
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e) "z" Factor Adjustments 

A liZ" (actor, ~s recognized by this Commission, is an 

exogenous and unforeseen c\'ent largely beyond the utility's control that has a material 

impact upon the utility~s costs. Examples of Z factors include accounting rule changes 

adopted by governing boards and agendes, state and federal tax law changes, and new 

go\'emment mandates. 

$oeal proposes that its rates be adjusted, either upward or 

downward, by the amount of change in its costs exceeding a one-time $5 million 

"deductible" amount per qualifying Z (actor. The amount o( change in SoCal's costs 

subject to Z factor treatment would be reduced by the amount by which SoCal would 

already be compensated by "the inflation factor in the PBR index formula. SoCal also 

proposes a specific procedure for handling each Z factor event. 

f) Adjustments lor Gain or Loss on Sale 

SoCal proposes an adjustment in rates in addition to the PBR 

index if the company sells at a gain or loss land that Was acquired a~d held in rate base 

before the implementation 6f PBR. SoCal proposes to credit its custon\ers with one-half 

o( the gain, but SOCal could request, on a case-by-case-basis, that the Commission 

authorize a smaller sharing of gain ftom the sale and replacement of a particular parcel 

of land, when the benefit from the sale and replacement to SoCal is less than the 50% of . 

gain that it would othenvise have to refund in rates. Sales of aU or a portion of a 

distribution system qualifying (or allocation to shareholders under the holding of 

Decision (D.) 89-07-016 (City of Redding 11),32 CPUC2d 233 (1989), would not produce 

any reduction in rates under PBR. There ,,,'ould be no adjustment in rates (or purchase 

or sale of land acquired after implementation o( PBR. 

g) Cost of Capital 

Soeal does not propose to nlake any challges ill PBR 

indexed rates in response to changes in costS of capital, except in the event that the 

12-month trailing average yield on lottg-term Treasury Bonds Increases Or decreases 

radically, i.e, more than 250 basis points (rom the DRl average rate for the calendar year 
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e 1997 forecast, as adopted in SoCal'sl997 cost of capital proceeding.tO During at least the 

minimum five-year term of PBR, SoCa) proposes not to file aI\nual cost of capital 

applications, and rates would not be adjusted (or changes in the cost of debt, preferred 

or common equity capital, or changes in capital structure, unless \'ariation exceeded the 

250 basis point "trigger." 

In the event that the trigger is exceeded by an increase in 

interest rates,SoCal proposes to ha\'e the option to file a cost of capital appJicationi in . 

the e\'ent of a 250 basis point decrease, SoCal would be required t6 file a cost of capital 

application. In either event the Con\mission would determine whether any change in 

rates was appropriate in light ot all fadors aff~ting the cost of capital. Any rate change, 

whether an increase or decrease, WQuld be prospective only from the efle<:tive date of a 

Commission decision. 

h) EffectiVe Date and Term of PBR Rates 

SoCa} initially proposed that its PBR ntechanism would 

become effective on Jal'tUary I, 1997, and would continue for a minhmun term of five 

years, through year-end 2001. However, the lime required to process the applkation 

has not permitted implementation of a PBR by the original target date, neCessitating an 

adjustment of the proposed implementation schedule. Under the revised schedule 

SoCal continues to propose a five-year minimum term (or PBR, and thus the original 

dates for all e\'ents would be extended to dates correspOnding to the additional time 

involved in concluding the proceeding. Assuming the Commission iS$ues a decision 

placing PBR rates in effect on July I, 1997, the minimum teon of the PBR would expire 

on June 30,2002. 

So<;al proposes that no change be made in PBR indexing 

during the fi\'e-year minimum term of .the proposed mechanism, except to the extent 

such express features as Z factor adjustments and cost of capital revisions require. SoCal 

therefore asks that we forgo provision fot any formal midterm review process, 

to See D.96-11-060. 
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continuous "forum" pnxx-e<Ung, Of "off-ramp" that would permit or re~uire e 
suspension of the PBR during the initial five-year tern). 

SoCal proposes that the PBR continue automalicaUy beyond 

the minimun\ period, unless changed at the behest 01 it pari}' or the Commission. At any 

time after June 30, 2000, any party, or the Commission on its own motion, could 

institute a proceeding to change or replace the PBR n\echanism effective on or after the 

expiration date. 

J) Maintenance of Service Quality . 
In order to insure that SoCal's focus on increased 

productivity through cost reductioru: does not have a deleterious eflect upon the quality 

of service, SoCal proposes a mechanism to ensure the maintenance of service quality 

during the period when the PBR rates are in effect. Originally, SOCal proposed a sen'ice 

quality guarantee (or core customers based upon random customer telephone survey 

responses to questions Concerning customer satisfaction with SoCal's call center 

response time; caU center employee per(offilancei field service employee response timei 

and field service employee performance. $oeal proposed the adoption of a benchinark 

for its performance, namely, the average recorded level of customer satisfaction for July 

1993 through June 1996 in random surveys on these four serVice dimensions. A 

"deadband" below this benchinark would aUow for soine sampling error, but below the 

dead band the company would be required to reduce rates in increments of $1 milliOn 

per year up to a maximum of $4 million per year for failure to meet the criterion. No 

incentive was proposed (or exceeding the benchmark for customer satisfaction. SoC'al 

proposed to retain its existing Service Interruption Credit (SIC) mechanism (or service 

to noncote customers, but did not propose any other service gua.rantees for noncore 

custOIners in recognition that competition provides an incentive for SoCal to assure 

adequate, elfident, justl and reasonable service to nonCOre customer. 

Subsequent negotiations an\ong the parties produced a 

proposal for a somewhat different (ustorner satisfaction measure. The concept of this 

proposal is essentially the same as that of the one it replares in the original application. 
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J) Employee Safety 

Originally, SoCal did not propose any specific safety 

performance measures (or public, customer, or emploree safet)', on the assumption that 

existing federal and stale safely laws and regulations mandate standards \"ith which 

SoCal must comply. However, SoCat TURN, and ORA have agreed to propose an 

annual employee safety standard which would be used to adjust rates if SoCal's 

performance fell below or above the standard by a material margin. 

The proposed standard is 9.3 incidents per 200,000 hours 

worked, with a deadband of 1.0 incidents in each direction, measured annually from the 

Oc<:upational Safety and Health Adminislration (OSHA) Recordable Injury and Illness 

Rate. Should the arumal rate exceed 10.3 incidents, custorners would receive a rate 

roouction through the annual rate adjustment filing process. Converse}}', SoCal would 

receive a reward through the annual tate adjustment filing process it its performance 

were better than an cumual rate of 8.3 incidents. The customer rate adjustment would be 

based upon $20,000 for each 0.1 point above or below the deadband. 

k) New Products and Servlc~s 

In its application SoCal seeks authorization to offer on a 

competitive and unregulated basis products and sen'ices that it has not previously 

offered. SoCal also seeks the authorization to provide support to its non-regulated 

affiliates in connection with their offering of new products and services. SoCal states 

that these new products and services would be provided entirely at shareholder risk, 

and would not be funded by the rates charged for utility services. 

/) Rate Design Changes 

SoCal proposes to include several changes in rate design in 

its program for PBR. These include changes in residential rate design, and a proposal 

lor flexibility to negotiate rate discount agreements and offer optional rate schedules tor 

certain core customers. 

Currently, the company's monthly residential customer 

charge, which went into effect il'll996, is $5.00. Ef(ective with PBR ifilpJementation, 
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SoCal proposes to charge single-family and master meter n.~idential customers a 

monthly cllstomer charge of $7.11, and multifamily customers $5.47 per month. By 

January 1,2001, SoCal proposes to charge a single-family ahd nlaster meter residential 

customers a monthly customer charge of $13.57 and multifamily customers $10.35 per 

month (stated in 1996 dol1ars). Customer charges upon PBR implementation, and on 

each January 'I thereafter through 2001, would be increased by 1/5 6f the difference 

between the 1996 customer charge of $5 and the aforeinentioned 2001 charges.1I 

Corresponding reductions \\'ould be made in r~identialvolum'etrlt tates. 

Upon iinplementation' of PBR, SOCal also proposes to reduce 

the differential beh\'een residential volumetric Tier I and Tier n rates fiomthe current 

35% to 10%, and 'to maintain this relationship at least through the end of the minimum 

PBR period. soCal claims that these propOsed residential design changes are n~S$.aiy 

to bring rates more into line with rosts, as fixed residential custon'l.er:-related costs are 

currently understated, and that the increased customer charges and decreased 

volumetric rates will reflect the true long-runmatginal cost of gas service.u 

SoCal proposes to be granted authority to negotiate rate 

discount agreements with individual (ore customers, and to offer core rate schedules 

that customers meeting the app1icability requirements \,>ould have the option to select. 

The ptoposed discounting lIexibility would apply only to the "base rate" element of 

core bundled rates. Under SoCal's proposal, negotiated agreements of less than five 

years' duration would not requite Commission approval pnor to becoming effective. 

11 SoCal recommends that these customer charge rate level adjushrtents ~ made on January 1 
of e.lch )'ear in order to cOinCide with the other annual rate changes under the PBR index 
lonnula. 

U SoCal prOposes certaln other changes in rate design in additiOn to these basic changes~ SOCal 
propOses to update the subtnetering credit lot master meter customers, and to index that credit; 
to reduCe baseline allowances in climAte zone 1 (rom the current SOthern\s to 46 theliTIS in 
winter and froJI\thecurtent 15 ~ell1\S t614 therms in summer; with similar reductions in 
climate zones 2 and 3; and to modify non·residential core tate design. e 
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Optional core rate schedul('s would beoome ef(EXti\'~ upon filing 

with the Commission without the requiren'lent of prior Commission approval, and 

could be withdrawn by SoCal upon 30 days' notice to the Commission, unless 

othenvise specified h)t the temtS of the schedule. SoCal's authorized rates would be the 

default rate-s for qualified customers who do not want to avail themselves of the 

optional schedules. 

m) Storage Costs 

SoCal proposes to apply the PBR rate index to the base rate 

elements that recover the cost of storage which is currently blmdled in core and noncore 

rates. This request was not in the original application, but was later included in its 

request in respOnse to a proposal by ORA to eliminate the Noncore Storage Balancing 

Account (NSBA) and put SoCal wholly at risk for market demand for the costs allocated 

to unbundled rtoncore storage service when the PBR rates become effective. SoCal 

asserts that its request is c<?nsistent with the overall concept that PBR substitutes for a 

general rate case, in which the revenue requirement (or bundled storage costs would 

othenvise have been adopted by the Commission. SoCal states that because it is 

proposing to be at risk for throughput under PBR, it would also be at risk for the 

recovery of the portion of storage costs that is bundled in transn\ission rates. 

n) Monitoring and Evaluation 

$oCa1 states that it recognizes the need for the Commission 

to monitor the functioning of the PBR rilechanism and to be prepared to e,'aluate the 

program at the conclusion of the minimum term. Nevertheless, SoCal urges the 

elimination of a significant number of existing reporting and record keeping 

requirenlents, and ad,'ocates the a\'oidance of new reporting requirements insofar as 

possible, in the interest of simplifying and streamlining regulation. 

0) Base Margin 

SoCal initially proposed a starting base margin which 

represented a $61.2 million t~d\lction as conlpared to its 1995 authorized level. 

Following several revisions in respOnse to discussions with ORA, SoCal's final position 
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is a $110 million reduction in margin compared to the 1995 authorized level. SoCal and e 
ORA have agreed upon a \'ariety of base n'largin items, and the individual items are 

described .. along with our resolution, in the discussion below. 

III. Discussion 

A. Introduction: Periormance--based Ratemaking 

In general, performance-based ratemaking refers to any of a varlety of 

ratemaking mechanisms designed to improve utility performance and also return 

financial benefits to the utility's ratepayers. Its purpose is to break the direct link 

between costs and rates by inserting "an independent and explicit mcentive [for the 

utiJity) to increase efficiency through lowering costs," so that ratepayers will not have to 

bear the risk of inefficient utility operation. (D.96-09-092, mimeo ... p. 14, September 20, 

1996.) The mechanism.itself is intended to emulate an unregulated market. 

The basic PBR concept invol\'('$ two basic steps: 

"First, the PBR regulator sets an initial price based on the utility'S 
observed and projected costs. Next, the regulator provides the 
utility with incentives to reduce these costs and pass some of the 
resulting savings onto the ronsmner. To assure that the utility does 
not achie\>e (."'Osts savings simpl}' by cutting safety, reliability or 
quality, the PBR system n\ust also include a quality-control 
mechanism.1I Navarro .. "Tht Simple Allalylics of Pe1vrmarICe-l\lSCd 
Rolemakiug: A Guide for the PBR Regulator" {Yale Journal on 
Regulation 13:1 (\Vintef 1996), p. 107.) 

The hallmarks of the PBR system under the previous practice of this Commission are an 

incentive device to encourage cost reduction and re\'enue enhancement., and a device to 

ensure sharing of the savings produced thereby with customers. 

\Ve first replaced traditional rate case regulation with PBR in 0.89-10-0.31, 

which placed the two major California local exchange telecommunications companies 

under an incentive form of regulation. The mechanism We adopted is often called 

"CPI-XII regulation. As we explained in our most recent PBR decision, D.96-09-092, 

which adopted PBR regulation for SCE: 
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"This form of PBR regulation adopts starling rates based on an 
analysis of utility costs with these rates then updated in each 
subsequent year by a nile which includes ex~ted changes in 
input prires, CPI, and productivity, X .... [\\fJe refer to this price 
less productivity adjustment, or CPI-X, as the update mle. 

"To make this update of utility rates independent of the utility's 
costs, the price and productivity values shott1d rome from national 
or industry measures and not from the utility itself. The 
independence of the update mle from the utility's own costs allows 
PBR regulation to resemble the unregulated n\arkel where the firm 
(aces nlarket prices :wh~ch develop independently of its own cost 
and productivity. In contrast, traditional regulatiol\ often updates 
rates through a review of the utility's own costs and prooucthrity. 
The lom\ of this PBR update rute of IIprice less productivity" or 
CPI-X arises from the unregulated market where, i~dependent of 
demand response, a firm's output prke will change to reflect 
changes in its input prices less its change in productivity, where 
productivity is simply the change in the timl's outputs less its 
change in inputs, both value weighted. 

"Finding a measure tor the price tern\ in the update mle requires a 
choice between a general price index such as the well-known CPI 
or an industry specific index. The former choice invokes less 
controversy but uses a general approximation to industry specific 
prices, and this approximation can work reasonabl)' well during 
periods of generally low inf1ation. \Vhile the latter choice dearly 
tracks industry costs more closely, it does engender more 
controversy because often It requires construction of a new 
industry spedfic price index to track industry price changes dosely. 
CompleXity readily arises in the construction of price indices; for 
exanlple, an accurate current price index tor labor requires a 
weighted average wage for ... man}' different classifications of 
workers (rom derks to system engineers. 

"The productivity measure should come from a forecast of 
industry-specific productivity. However, stich studies ate not 
common and most published econometric studies not only assume 
efficient operation but also use his.torical data. In 0.89-10-031, we 
relied on a study of AT&T's historical productivity and expert 
judgment in setting the productivity value for the local exchange 
utilities. Realizing that technOlogical change in tete(on\n\unications 
offered the opportunity (Or substantial productivity and wanting to 
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encourage increased efficienc)' in utility operations, we addC\.i a 
"stretch" factor to set the productivity value or X. . 

II\Ve note that impro\-ed effidenC}; can arise fron'l three sources: 
adopting mote emden\ technology in meeting current demand, 
realizing economies of scale whel\ expanding the operation, or 
reducing existing inefficiencieS in the current operation .... 
(P)articularly in the distribution busineSs, the first source of 
productivity may contribute only seJectively toward greater 
efficienty and lower rates. The incenth-es of this PBR should 
discover the opportunities to increase the efficiency of the current 
operation and thereby lower rates. 

"In 0.S9·10-031, we also adopted a net re\'enue sharing rute which 
allows the utility to keep SOme of the increased net revenue which 
occurs if the utility can reduce its costs. Adoption of this rule 
should increase the utility's incentive to reduce costS. AllOWing the 
utility to retain some o( the net revenue from cost reduction efforts 
also resembles the competitive market where a firm can increase its 
profits by lowering its costs. Combined with the use of 
independent 'prices, the use 01 a net re\penue sharing rule emulates 
the outcome of a competitive market. 

UThus, we see PBR as emulating the competithpe process to 
encourage utility man'agement to make decisions which resemble 
an efficient or competithpe outcome. An emdent utility will control 
rates which benefits ratepayers. However, we want to ensure 
fairness to ratepayers, employees, and shareholders in the PBR 
process. This requires balancing potentially conflicting interests. 
The utility can increase short run profits through reducing variable 
costs, but without revenue sharing such cost reductions will not 
lower rates. tvtotcover, such reduCtions not only can affect staff 
immediately but the service qua.lity impact may only appear much 
later." (0.96-09-092, mimeo., pp. 14-16.) 

\Ve have already expressed our preference for replacing traditional cost

of-service regulation with performance-based regulation in those areas of the electric 

services industry which exhibit natural monopoly attributes. See Order Instituting 

Rulema.king and Order Instituting Investigation in R. 94-04-031 and I.94-Q.l-032 ("Blue 

Book"). Our policy favoring that deployment of PBR reflects OUr successful experience 
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e with it in the field of telccommunkatiol\$. Certainly, we are (a\'orably di?poscd to using 

PBR wherever it would (urther our regulatory goals and policies. 

At the conlmencement of 1.94-0-I-OOJ, the SCE proceeding, supra, we 

stated our goals for tindertaking the development of PBR. These included: 

• ImproviI\g the efficiency and performance of the utility; 

• Improving incentives and removing disincenth'es (or utility cost 
reductions; 

• Simp1ilying and streamlining the regulatory process; 

• Moving rates (or aU customer classes, In real dollars, steadily 
down the national average for im'estor-ownoo utilities; 

• Maintaining a reasonable opportunity for the utility to earn a 
fair rate of retumi alld 

• Maintaining and improving quality o( service. 

\Ve still regard these as OUr general goats in evaluating any PBR proposal, and as the 

policy yardstick for n\easurh\g SoCal's proposal in the present instance. 

\Ve have en\braced PBR in. concept with the clear recognition of our 

Itfundamental and enduring duty to protect California's Consumers of [energy)," a dut}, 

which we have pledged not to change during the transition to a streamlined and more 

efficient regulatory approach. (Blue Book, p. 34.) This meal1S that .. despite out 

preference for PBR, we will not appto,'e an}' PBR proposal just because it encourages 

efficiency on the part of the utility. The other part of the equation, protection of 

ratepayer interests, n\ust also be satisfied. 

B. ThtJ SoCal PBR ProposEd Must be Modified to be Acceptable, but 
Much of So Cars PBR Proposal Is ConsIstent with our Stated Goals 
{orPBRs 

\Ve have examined SoCalis proposal on the threshold question of whether 

elements of the proposed mecharusm conflict with existing Commission dedsions and 

orders, or with the policies we have articulated above. Consistent with the parties 
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testimony, we conclude that in several respects it does. \\'e must ther~fo~e modiC}' 

SoCa}'s PBR to conform to these overriding principles. 

1. The $oCaJ PBR Proposal Violates the Terms of 
the GlObal Settlement . 

Both the Commission's Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) and 

. The Utility Reform Neh\'ork (TURN) criticize SoCal's proposal as being inconsistent 

with the Global Settlement. That a.greenlent was adopted in final forrn by the 

Commission in D.9-1-07-()6.t, 55 CPUC2d 452 (1994), and governs a number of aspects of 

ratemaking (or SoCal's gas utility operations for the period from August 1" 1994
1 

through July 31 .. 1999, when it expires. 

tuRN asserts that there are five inconsistencies between SoCal's 

PBR proposal and the Global Settlement which preclude adoption of SoCal's proposal 

in its present form. First .. TURN states that SoCal's proposal to base rates upon 1996 

adjusted throughput Violates a provision o( the Global Settlement that requires rates 

instead to be based upon 1991 throughput. Second, TURN argues that SoCal's proposal 

to extend the cost allocations adopted by the Global Settlement beyond the teml of that 

agreement would violate a provision requiring cost allocations to be detemlined in the 

1998 Biennial Cost Allocation Proceeding (BeAP). Third, TURN alleges that the 

proposal to use one definition of a "norma)" temperature year for setting rates, and 

another for allocating costs between classes, to the detriment of the core class, also 

violates the Global Settlenlent. Fourth, TURN claims th~t SoCal's proposal to index 

rates, thus doing away with the authorized revenue requirement allocated by the 

Global SettlE~ment, violates the settlement. Fifth, TUIU\l argues that the proposal to 

eliminate the CFCA violates the Global Settlement, because the continued operation of 

that account was a basic assumption underpinning the seHlerrtent. \Ve conclude that 

SoCa)'s PBR propOsal conflicts with the Global Settlement at least in some of these 

respects, and that the proposal will have to be modified to avoid these conflicts . 

. Section III paragraph 1, of the Global Settlement states; 

"SoCal shall talculate rates based on 1991 actual throughput, 
with [specified adjustments) for the five-year period 
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commencing upon the date that this [settlement] becomes 
effective." (55 CPUC2d 458.) . 

Notwithstanding this language, SoCal ptoposes to use 1996 customer count and core 

thro~ghput, normalized for a\'erage ternperatute conditions, to set throughput because 

it would be "lair and reasonable" to do so. This would vary the express language of the 

Global Settlement. ~foreo\'er, it would not be consistent with the table 01 specified 

average year \'olumes and customer counts (or bashlg cost allocation and calculating 

rates during the period covered by the Global Settlen\ent. See Global Settlement 

Implementation Appendi", Section C.l, paragraph 2 (55 CPUC2d at 469). 

As justification (or this variance, SoCal argues that its proposal 

would also eliminate the CFCA, and that use of the Global Settlement throughputs 

would impose upon it a $39 million annualrevcnue penalty because of the resultant 

undctcoUection. We do 110t find SoCalts pOsition to be persuasive. The Comnlission has 

a strong policy faVoring settlcli\ents as a means of resolving issues in its proceedings, 

and ' .... e will not undemline that polity by changing the terms of a settlement after it 

becomes a Commission order. 

In addition to expressly providing that cost al1ocation and rates 

during the five-year ternl of the Global Settlement would utilize specific throughput 

volun\es based upon adjusted 1991 data, the Global Settlement also reflects the parties' 

intent that the cost allocation be temljnated by the 1998 BeAP. Under the PBR, by 

contrast, the cost allocation would continue for the entire PBR period, some two and 

one half years beyond the tern't of the Global Settlen\ent. The significance, as explained 

by TURN \vitness Florio, is that SoCal's approach WQuid harm core custon\ers because 

of the underlying temperature assumption used to develop the throughput for the 

purposes of calculating (ore rates. The company now uses 1506 annual heating degree 

days (HODs) to deftne an a,'erage temperature year under the Global Settlement. 

SoCal's suggested reduction would reduce the average year forecast of throughput by 

5%. The lower measure of HODs suggested by SoCal (or use in designillg core r?tes 
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would deny ratepayers the benefit of the lower throughput forecast (or purposes o( cost e 
allocation.u 

The Global Settlement oontetnplates that there will be a specific . 

allocation of costs to customer classes during its five-year term. Section II, paragraph 3
1 

sets up a memorandum account to track the variance between costs aHocated to noncore 

and wholesale markets and ~~l's actual noncoie and wholesale revenues. By contrdst, 

the PBR would not ha\'e expJidt costs allocated to noncare and wholesale markets, or 

an annual cost used to develop the effective rates lor nonrore. transportation service. As 

explained by witness Florio, the Global Settlement, 

"plainly contemplated that there would be an authorized 
revenue requirement that was allocated behv£"en the Core 
and nontore markets during the entire term of the 
settlement. the fact that SoCal \\'ould now like to shUt to a 
program of rate indexing canrtot overcome the deal that the 
con\pany Jl:\ade.1I (Ex. 55, p. 20,1. 11-16.) 

Consequently, we cannot aCCept this feature 61the PBR proposal. 

TURN argues that the Global Settlement mechanisn\ inlplies that 

revenue variations ate to be passed onto core ratepayers through the CFeA, and that 

elimination of the CFCA would therefore violate the intent of the G!obal Settlement. \\'e 

agree. The Global Settlentent would be unworkable lvithout the CfCA~ and SOCal's 

proposal would therefore violate the terms 'of that agreement. 

2. The Absence 6f a Sharing Mechanism ts 
Inconsistent with CommIssion PoliCY 

In Inost respects, SoCa}'s proposal fits OUr model of PBR. Howe\'er, 

the proposal omits any liiechanism for sharing the savings between shareholders and 

ratepayers. Instead, SoCal argues that the productivity factor (or "XII factor) utilized in 

adjusting rates annually, and particularly the "stretch" component incorporated into 

that productivity factor, should be considered an "upfront" device that will adequately 

U SOCal is now willmg to accept the figure 01 i3.30 HODs in pl~ce of the 1316 HODs it 
originally propOsed, but the result is essentially the same. 
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e compensate (or lack of an after-the-fact mechanism toaltocate savings, because it 

([eates a downward pressure on costs and, therefore, rates. \Ve disagree. 

In previous PBR pr()l..~ings we have rejected substitution of a 

productivit)' factor for a sharing n\C(hanism (or SDG&E and for SCE. There are sc,'eral 

reasons (or this. First, PU Code § 728 imposes upon liS a duty to insure that utility rates 

are maintained at a level that is just and reasonable. This Cdn only be assured if the 

()\'(~raU level of profits is effectively ron'trolled by placing a piacticallimit on how (ar the 

utility is willing to go to earn a share of the ma'rginal profit The consequence is that 

profits, and therefore rates, are maint'ained at reasonable levels. 

A sharing mechanism is the.ultimate "safety net" for ratepaye,rs, as 

it corrects for the possible adoption of a productivity factor that turns out to be overly 

consen.,ative, understating the prOductiVity mcreases which the utility is actually able to 

achieve. \Vith a sharing mechanism, if the utility attains productivity increases that 

excee~ the adopted productivity (attoT, the resultant profits must be shared with the 

ratepayers rather than going solely to the utility. SoCal argues that this would IIdilute" 

its incenti\'es to achie,'e gteater productivity goals, but we see no reasOn \\'hy we . 

should fix a productivil}r index based upon imperfeCt forecasting techniques, and 

permit it to remam undisturbed for a five-year period, based upon speculation that this 

mC(hanism will adequately benefit the ratepayers. If the utility is actually able to reap 

benefitsabo"e the level reflected by the adopted productivity factor, it would not be 

Iljust and reasonable" to require ratepayers to be satisfied with only the share of savings 

based upon attaining the productivity estimate made at the outset of the program. 

SoCal admits that the reduction in its rate base alone will result in 

an increase in its rate of rehun of 87 basis points_ This is simply a consequence of 

depreciation of its rate base rather than cost-cutting. A sharing mechanism would 

insure that the ratepayers will tecei\'e their (air share of the rewards o( improved 

productivity, however those rewards are achieved. Because a PBR with a sharing 

me<hanism simultaneously allows higher profits than at present, and lo\,+er rates due to 

• increased productiVity, a sharing mechanism creates the potential for a "win-\vin" 

situation. 
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3. The SoCal PBR Must b& Modified Because 
It Does not Simplify Regulation 

Certain features of SoCal's PBR proposal would also be contrary to 

the Con\missi01\'s goal of sin\pHfying regulation under performance-based ratemaking. 

Rather than eliminating balancing accounts and redltclng the degree of Commission 

()versightl SoCal's proposal intrOduces altogether new concepts, the \VN~i and the 

EEAF, to reduce its level of risk. l-.{onitoring the operation of these new devices will add 

to, rather than lessen, the Commission's regulatory tasks, representing a movement 
. ~,. 

away from the Comn\iSsion's goal of lessenin~ the regulatory burden that is ultinl,,Hely 

borne by ratepayers. 

4. Certatn Fea-tures of the Proposal are not ReJiUed to _ 
Performance-ba$ed Rat~making, and Should not be AdOpted 
by the Commission as an Aspect of SOCatts paR PropOsal 

SoCai's proposal includes some features that are extraneous to a 

scheme which encourages efficiency on the part of the utility through a system of . 

incentives. Instead, these additional features appear to have been included by $oeal as 

a "wish list" of it(>n\S whiCh, if authorized, would enhance the' potential profitability of 

SoCal without rewarding ratepayers in kind. Specific examples include theptoposals 

for major changes in residential rate design, and gain on sale exce~ti6rts, \,'hich appear 

to be designed only to enhance SoOil's profitability wIthout any relation to ratepayers' 

interests. Residential rate design issues ,,'ete addresSed by the decision in SoCal's 

HeAP, adopted on April 23, 1997. 

We are also mindful that we should not n\ake any o\ajor changes in 

general industry policy hl a proceeding \vhich involves a Single utility, such as this one. 

QUestiOllS of new products and services and gain on sale are btoad ones which 

potentially apply to an entire class of utilities, and any major changes should be 

adopted in a generic proceeding to insure that they will apply evenhandedly to all 

utilities in the class. \Ve n\ust therefore refrain ftOI'Il addreSSing such proposals in this 

proceeding. 
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5. ConclusIon: The SoCal PBR Methodology mOst 
be Modified fOr Adoption by the CommIssIOn 

In recognition of these conceptual problems, we cannot adopt the 

PBR proposal advanced by SoCal. Doing so would contradict important Commission 

poHcies and orders, and would represent an abdication of our responsibility to 

ratepayers. Although "·e favor performance-based ratemaking as a tool for regulating 

utilities in the current regulatory envirOrullent, we must in some respects replace 

SoCal's propvsal with a program which more a~cuI'ately ad\'ances our regulatory goals. 

C. The CommIssion's Adopted PBR 

In this section we enumerate the essential features of our adopted PBR for 

SoCal. This PBR will become effedi"e irnmediately. Insofar as possible it retains the 

elements of the SoCal proposal, but it includes changes that bring it into conformance 

with other dedsiofiS, goals, and policies of the Commission. 

The features we adopt are: (1) the productivity index (inflation less 

productivity); (2) the quantity indexed; (3) exclusions and adjustments; (4) offramps and 

temlination provisions; (5) service quality, customer satisfaction, and safety incentives; 

and (6) monitoring and evaluation provisions. \Ve also establish the amount of the base 

rnargin for indexing. 

1. Indexing Method 

As earlier explained, we must first select the overall index (price 

index minus "X") to be applied to the indexed quantity in order to obtain the 

subsequent years' base rates. 

a) Inflation Measure 

SoCal is propOsing an inflation measure (the GUPI) based 

upon a weighted average of the recorded indices of labor 0&1\1, nonlabor 0&1\1, and 

capital-related costs. It, the GUPI, the measure for labor O&M is the index of average 

hourly earnings of workers in g~s pro~uction and distribution as reported by the U.S. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics. The measure lor nonlabor O&M is the ORIjf\,kGraw Hill 

nonlabot O&M index lor gas utilities. The inflation measure for capital-related costs 
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would be based on the DRl/~fcGraw Hill indices for capital service prices and (or the e 
price of gas distribution capital goods. These measures would be weighted according to 

the average of expenditures in each categor)' (or the past fi\'e years. 

SoCal ptoposes that rates (or a year would be set using the 

latest available forecasts (or the GUPI dements (or that forthcoming year at the time 

that SoCal n\akes its annual PBR rate formula rate filing, but that the next year's rate 

filing WQuld include an adjustment to "true up" any difference between the forecast 

and actual GUPI. 

SoCal originally proposed to Use a weighting o( input price 

inflation based on SoCal's own historical ratio t?f labot expel\se, nonlabor expense and 

capital inputs to total Costs. ORA proposed using a weighting that was the average of 

gas operations for SoCa), Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), and SDG&E. The 

rationale (or ORA's recommendation was that it \vould make it easier for the 

Commission to adn\inister PBRs for the three nlajor gas utilities it regulates. In any 

event, a broader-based price index is consistent with the Commission's disinclination to 

use company-specific indexes.u SoCal has accepted ORA's alternative. 

"'e adopt the approach to price indexing proposed by ORA. 

b) Productivity Factor 

As explained earlier, the productivity or "XU factor consists 

of two parts. The first component is a historic measure oC industry productivity. The 

second compOnent represents an additional productivity target, Or aspiration measure, 

which is based upon potential incremental productivity in\provement that the utility 
-

can expect to achie\'e over and above the historical average. SoCal refers to this as the 

"stretch" factor, Or "consumer.dividend.lN because it creates downward pressure on 

costs and l b}' extension, on rates. 

u scupp InD propOse a weightillg based on five to ten western U.S. gas utilities. TNs proposal 
is vague and undefined; the exact (ompanies are n6t identified and there is rio basis fOr 
comparing it to other partiest positions. It would not simplify the Commission's administration 
of PBRI and we will not adopt it. 
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(1) Industry PrOductivity Measure . 

SoCal proposes using a htstorical industry 

productivity measure of 0.5%. This figure was de\'elopcd from the Christensen 

Associates study, and elidted little criticisn\ (rOUl the parties. \\'e adopt the 0.5% 

historical industry productivity figure. 

(2) IIStretchU Factor 

The second component, the "stretch" (actor, is mOre 

problematic. SoCal proposes that this component also be fixed at 0.5%, and claims that 

this is a liberal figure in relation to the productivity gains it expects to be able to achieve 

beyond the historical average. 

ORA advocates a 1% stretch factor, double that 

proposed by SoCat This would produce a tolal produCtivity factor of 1.5%. 

TURN/Department of General Services (DGS) suppOrts ORA's estimate as reasonable 

in the long IUIl, but believes that the pendenC)' of the Enova-Padfic Enterprises merger 

will cause an increase in productivity. This is based upOn the experience of witness 

l-.farcus, who testified that during the periOd of the SCE-SDG&E merger proposal, 

(1) staff members sought jobs outside th~ company because of organizational 

uncertainty and were not all replaced because of the possibility of posto\erger job 

consolidations, and (2) capital spending was curtailed. Thus, TURN/DGS recommends 

adoption of a 1.5% stretch factor while the merger application is pending; 

Although the subject of merger savings is not a part 

of our consideration here, we believe that the pendency of the merger proceeding 

distinguishes this period of time from that which was examined in developing SoCal's 

productivity and stretch factors. Given the nature of management's motivation, it is 

indeed likely that capital spending will be curtailed and expenses othen\'ise forgone 

before the merger is consummated ot disapproved. \Ve therefore believe that the stretch 

factor proposed by $OCal is likely to be conservative. 

SoCal's objection t6 the adoption of a stretch factor 

greater than 0.5% is based primarily 01\ the number of multiples of historical 
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productivity that each figure represents. Thus, SoCal states that ORA's s~lggestion of a e 
1.5% total productivity factor , ... ·ould be three times the historical a\'erage, and 

TURN/tx:;S's 2.5% figure would be five times the historical a\'crage. SoCal argues that 

this would not be reasonable. 

\Ve find that ORA's suggestion comes as dose to the 

mark as any, particularly in View of the likelihood that disproportionately large 

productivity gains may be on the near-term horizon. It is appropriate to "set the bar 

high" in the expedalion- that SoCal wHi, indeed, stretch to maxinlize productivity. \Vere 

we to set too Iowa goal, SoCal's benefit could Come at the expenSe of the ratepayers, 

even allowing for a sharing mechanism. There would be no advantage to adopting such 

a PBR OVer traditional ratemaking methodology. Ne\'ertheless, we recognize that 

productivity improvements are not likely to occur all at once. Both cost reductions and 

revenue enhanCements may take several years to come to fruition. \Ve recognized this 

in D.9-Q9-092 in SCE's PBR when we adopted an "X" factor, including a stretch factor, 

which ramped lip from 1.2% to 1.6% o\'er the life of the PBR. \\Fe believe it is 

appropriate to take a similar approach here. 

\Ve will adopt a stretch factor that increases 

incrementally over the initial five-year PBR timetable resulting in an X factor of 1.1% in 

Year I, 1.2% in Year 2,1.3% in Year 3,1.4% in Year 4, and 1.5% in Year 5. 

c) Quantity Indexed 

SoCal proposes to index rates directly, rather than indexing 

total authorized margin or authorized margin per clistomer, (or several reasons. First, 

SoCal contends that this mechanism will put It at risk for the le\'el of customer demand 

(thr6ughput), and that this is the direttion inwhich the Commission wants to n\O\'ej 

$oeal points to the Commission's recent adoption of rate indeXing for SeE to support 

this contention. SoCal also argues that this mechanism will best prepare it lor the 

transition to a competitive marketplace, and will change its corporate culture. SoCal 

claims that rate indexing will allow the elimination of a lllajor balancing account, the 

CFCA, and thus simplify regulation. Finally, SoCal argues that this approach is 
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e consistent with the direction the Commission has aJread)' taken by putti!lg SoCal at risk 

for a specific throughput (or most non{'()re customers under the Global Settlement. 

-.e 

\\'e do not find SoCal's arguments persuasi\'e in relation to 

its unique circumstances. First, the probabilit)' of risk to the shareholders is far lower 

than SoCal suggestsl because realistic throughput forecasts indicate a growing core 

market.u 1n addition, $oCal's president, ~tr.l\{itchel1, acknOWledged on cross

exanlination that the company continues to seek new throughput opportunities, such as 

business ventuies in lo.fexico. Under traditional regulation, a portion of the cost of these 

ventures would be allocated to the resultant new loadsl reducing rateS for existing 

customers. This ' ... ·ould not be true under PBR. In lighlof these realities
l 

\\;e prefer not to 

give SoCal carte blanche to increase its throughput and apply what 'Will almost surely 

be a positive index each year (reflecting inflation in excess of productivity) to actual 

throughput. 

Preservation of the CFeA, at least through the perlod 

covered by the Global Settlement, is central to this indexing methOd. The Global 

Settlement establishes throughput based on the 1991Ie\·eJ. SoCal has agreed to this 

through the term of the agreement. Although the Global Settlement dOes not 

specifically tefer to the CrCA, as SoCal says, once throughput is fixed in thIS fashion, 

the CFCA handles o\'ercoHedion or undercol1ection from sales variations. Retention of 

CFCA is therefore implicit in the Global SeHlement .. as the mechanism will not work 

properly without it. 

As we have already e>..-plained .. retention of the CFCA in 

cOlmection ,vith throughput variations requires the use of revenue indexing. This is 

required by the Global SeHlement. Other provisions ot the Global Settlement also 

require the existence of a revenue requirement. These indude "a memorandum account 

to track the variance betweeil the costs allocated to the nonoore and wholesale markets 

IS See. for example, Exh. 62A, Attachment 7, p. 25: SoCal prOjects systemwide sales growth 01 
3.4% between the years 1996 and 2000, principally in' the high-margin residential sedor. 
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and (SoCal's) acl\Ial noncore and wholesale mechanisms/' \\'hkh is caku!ated using "a e 
debit entry equal to one twelfth (l/l~) of the authorized annual cost used to de\'elop 

the e((eclh'c rates (or nonrore transportation service including EOR (Enhan(oo Oil 

Reco\'ery)." (TURN/[x;S Opening Brief, p. 9, quoting Global Settlement, Se<:lion II, 

para. 3 and Implementation Appendix, p. 21.) These (eatuies preclude rate indexing, 

and must be retained until expiration of that agreement. 

Another circumstanCe unique to SoCal compels U$ to adopt 

indexing of the revenue requirement, rather than rates. Spedfically, the proposed 

Eno\'a·Padfic Enterprises merger will create a need to track savings, \""hichcannot be 

accomplished with rate bidexing. Although the metger application is not directly 

relevant to the SoCal PBR proposal, We take notice that if we approve the merger, we 

will ha\'e to determine the amount of merger savings in that proceeding. Those savings 

are expressed in the sanle terins as the total revenue reqUirement. Indexing the total 

revenue requirement will ertable that sum to be deducted froffithe pre-merger totals. 

On the other hand, if rates are indexed where throughput forecasts are no longer 

cakulatcd, then savings cannot be passed back to customers. This means that it we were 

to adopt rate indexing now, \\'e would have to revisit the subjed in the merger 

proceeding and translate the PBR results in order to insure consistency after the merger 

takes place, if it is approved. 

Finally, We conclude that re\renue rather than rates must be 

indexed because SoCal's rate base is dedining at the time the PBR is to go into effect. 

SoCal's proposal to index rates, which would fix SoCal's rate base at the 1996Ie\,e) and 

index it tor at least five years thereafter, fails to recognize this fact. Rate indeXing would 

benefit SoCal's shareholder because its capital spending is declining. This is an 

impOrtant (act, as SoCal's earnings will consequently increase by 87 basis points more 

than its currently authorized rate of return as the sole result of depreciation." 

u ~upp /IID cOnsideis this fact sufficient tt') justify ret~ntion of traditional ratemaking (or 
SoCal rather than moving to a PBR system at this time. That course WQuld be C6nlTcU'y to our 
policy of favoring PBR, and we believe it is too exlTeme. Alternatively, SCUPP 1110 propOSes a 
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e The operation of depredation is best understood in relation 

to the level of a utility's capital expenditures. If a utilit)··s plant additions increase more 

than its plant is depredated, rate base and asso<iated taxes will grow. On the other 

hand, if the utility's plant additlons are lower than its depredation expense, the le\'el of 

depredated plant, and hence rate base, will decline. SoCal's additional capital 

expenditures are less than depredation, thus significantly reducing rate base as well as 

the amount of return al\d of associated taxes. This is because SoCal is experiencing low 

customer growth (Exh. 52, pp. 4-5). The low customer growth rate is rooucing 

in\restment requirell1ents to a le\'ellower than its depredation expense, and its rate base 

is declining. 

As explained b)' SCUPP 1110 witness Yap, SoCal's 1995-1999 

Financial Plan sets out the Company's projection of the decline in its 3\;erage rate base. 

The table and chart on page 8-5 of the Financial Plan shows a decline beginning in 1995, 

acknowledging the trend: "Depredation exceeds capital expenditures in traditional 

markets beginning in 1995.~1 See Exh. 52, p. 5 (SCUPP 1110 - Yap). This projection is 

consistent with SoCal's 1995 10-K report to the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC), 

which reflects a 3.4% decrease in rate base (or 1995. The 10-K report projects 1996 capital 

expenditures of $224 million, while SoCal's Summary of Earnings Table for 1996 filed in 

this proceeding projects $255 million in depreciation (Exh. 24, Table 12-A). \Vhen 

compared to the $231 nli1lion capital expenditure level and $237 million depreciation 

le\'el that accompanied the 3.4% reported decline in rate base during 1995, it is dear that 

the decline in rate base is accelerating. (Exh. 52, p. 5 (SCUPP /110 - Yap.» 

Under traditional ratemaking. declining rate base tends to 

reduce rates. I::>eclining rate base results in lower depredation expense, return, and 

methodology which \"ould separately index the O&M portion and the capital portI6n 01 the 
base margin rate. This would corred (or the declining rate base, but would provide an incenth'e 
for SoCa)'s management to substitute capital lor O&'M expenSes wherever possible, thus . 
perpetuating one of the disadvantages of traditional ratemaking. 
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associated taxes, whkh are reflected in lower mtes. But if rate base is "frozen" and fdles e 
are in~exed, the)' will rise despite the fact that rate base is declining. 

d) . Adopted Indexing Formula 

For the reasons we have described, it is necessary to ind('x 

SoCal's revt'UIit's, rather than rates. SoCal's rate indexing proposal, however, is easily 

adapted into an equivalent revenue-indexing mechanism. SoCa}'s rate indexing 

propOsal is 

PBR rates (year 2) = PBR rates (year 1) X (1 + Inflation .. prOductivity) 

This is a standard price cap formula, in its basic form 

identical to the ones we have adopted lot Pacific Bell and GTEC, and for Southern 

California Edison.l1 Recognizing that b}' definition SoCii's revenues are the product of 

rates and the quantity of gas sold or transported (throughput), this forn:\Ula can be 

translated into an eqUivalent reVenue setttng mechanisn\! 

PBR revenue requirement (year 2);: P9Rtevenue requirement (year 1) 
x (1 + 'nflation • prOductivity + growth 

in throughput) 

Since throughput by definition is average throughput per 

custOJl"\er times the nurnber of customers, the last term-growth in throughput-<an be 

decomposed further into the sum of customer growth and growth in throughput per 

customer. Making thIS substitution in the re\'enue indexing focmula results in SoCal's 

propoSal (ot rates translated into its equivalent foc indexing revenues: 

PBR rev. req. (year 2) = PBR rev. req. (year 1) x(1 + fnflation· prOductivity 
+ customer growth 

. . ~ . 

+ growth In throughput 
per customer) 

11 Typically such formulas include as well a term tor so-called" Z factors." The Z-factor tem\ is 
ignored in the above discussion just to ke-ep things Simple. . . 
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Finally, this (ormula can be con\'erted into its equivalent (or 
. 

revenue requirement 1'CT cIIsloma u by deleting the customer growth tern\ on the right 

hand side: 

PBR rev. req. per customer (vear 2) = PBR rev. req. Per customer (year 1) x 
(1 +lnflation • productivity 

+ growth fn throughput per customer) 

Like SoCal, ORA proposes to index rates using the same .. 

standard inflation minus productivity format. Its propOsal, translated into the 

equivalent revenue per customer indexing formula, therefore looks exactly the same as 

SoCal's depicted above. The only difference-as described earlier--is that ORA proposes 

a 1.5 percent productivity (actor, while SOCal's is 1.0 percent. 

Unlike SoCal and ORA .. TURN lOGS proposes to index 

revenues directly. Like the h\'o other parties' proposals, its indeXing nlcchanism is 

driven by inflation .. productivity and customer growth. However, because the proposal 

is not based on indexing rates, it does itot reward the utility with additional revenucs 

from increasing throughput per customer. Additionally .. it includes a n\mus 1.41% 

constant term in the fOrJnulau that is missing from the other two. Perhaps most 

importantly, it does not give the san\e tt't'ighf to the common factors it shares with the 

SoCal and ORA proposals-inflation, productivit}, and custorner growth. TURt"J/DGS's 

indexing mechanism assigns less weight to inflation and the productivity offset, and 

mOre weight to cllstomer growth .. in determining the utility's revenue requirement. 

TURN/DGS's revenue indexing proposal for revenue per customer is:N 

IS Actual customers are used to calculate customer growth and com'erl re\'enue per customer 
into total revenues. 

It This number, because it is negative, could be interpreted as an additional productivity of (set. 

»TURN/DGS provide fonnuJas both (or indexing total revenues and revenues per customer. 
The difterences in the parameters, however; ate insignificant. TURN/DGS argues that a long
lWI PBR Indexing DlE.'(:hanism should index re\'enues per customer. Sri Exh. 63, p. 20 
(TURN/DGS· Mar\.l1s). 
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PBR rev. req. per cust. (year 2);: PBR rev. req. per cus .. (year 1) 
xl1 + 0.610 xlnflaUon· 0.$10 X productivity 

+ 0.605 xcust. growth· 1.41%) 

Although the TURN/rx;S formula relies upOn essentially 

the same set of (actors as SoCal's and ORA's the difference in Tt'sults is not insignificant. 

\Vith the throUghput per customer term dropped in the SoCal and ORA proposals for 

directness of comparison, the results for a 1.0 percent customer growth rate and 

inflation of 3 percent are:11 

SoCal 
PBR Rev. Req. per cost. (year 2) = (1 +.03 .. (H) x PBR Rev. Req. per cost. (year 1) 

= 102% of PBR year 1 Rev. Req. per cUstomer 

ORA 
PBR Rev. Req. per cost (year 2) == (1 +.03· .(15) x PBR Rev.Req. per eusi. (year 1) 

:::: 101.5% of PBR year 1 Rev. Req. per customer 

TURNlDGS 
PBR Rev. Req. per cust. (year2) 

= [1+ 0.610 x(.OJ· .(15) + 0.605 X .01 - .(141) x PBR Rev. Req. pet cost. (year1) 
= 100.1 1%of PBR year1 Rev. Req. percust6mer 

A PBR mechanisn\ proVides an incentive to utilities to cut 

costs by disconneclit'lg their rates iron, their actllal costs. Traditional ratemaking sets 

rates and reVenues on the basis of utilities' actual costs. The poor cost-cutting 

incenthres provided by such ratemaking are too well know~ to repeat here. A PBR 

mechanism, on the other hand, sets a limit for revenues or rates-independent of the 

utilities subsequent actual cost per(ormance-based on the general factors that drh'e 

costs: inflation, customer a!ld output growth, with an offset for productivity gains. 

This does not mean, however, that we cannot ignore special 

circumstances that may affect a specifiC utility'S costs. \Ve agree with TURN/DGS that 

Zl The omissi6n of the aVerage throughput pei custon1et £act6t is not trivial. SoCal Gas' 
forecast of throughput growth is 2 percent per }'earj for customers, 1 per«-nt growth. The 
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e an indexing method should be chosen which" among other things" would lea\'c 

ratepayers at least as well of( under PBR as they would ha\'e been under traditional 

ratemaking. \Vithout some assurance to that e((ect, there is no real "consumer 

dividend" for ratepayers from adopting PBR. 

In this context, SoCal (and ORA's) approach fails to take into 

account its speci£ic circumstances, and therefore omitS an important consideration that 

needs to be taken into account in setting its indexing formula. As noted in the previous 

section" SoCal's projected plant expenditures are leSs than proj«ted depredation, thus 

significantly reducing futUre rate base and the associated amount of return and taxes. 

The low customer growth rate SoCai is experiencing is reducing investment 

requirements to a level lower than its depredation expense, and its rate base is 

declining. 

Two utilities could face the same inflation and have the same 
-

level of productiVity (X), but could have very different tr~jectories in revenue 

requirements if one was growing more rapidly and had an increasing rate base and the 

other was gtowing more slowly and faced declining rate base. A simple inflation minus 

X indexing formula-tor reyenue per customer-would gi\-e the same revenue increase 

to both utilities, possibly yielding a wirldfall (or one and a loss for the other. 

Thus, if one is constructing a single "X" (actor, it may not be 

sufficient to construct that factor from a rustorical factor producthrity stud}, plus a 

stretch, as SoCal and ORA have proposed. Neither SeE nOr SDG&E claimed that they 

would face rate base declines, as SoCal forecasts that it \".'iII. TURN lOGS's 

methodology attempts to take into account SoCal's current investment plans o\'er the 

next five years. However, while we agree \Vith the basic logic of the TURN/DGS 

approach" we are unwilling to go so tar as to adopt its ptoposed formula. The formula 

relies on a complex regression analysis, underlying which is a set of assumptions and 

variables. One important assumption is that the projected rate base decline will occur as 

implied growth in throughput per customer therefore is 1 percent. When this effect is included 
in the SoCal and ORA proposals, the respective escalation factors ~X\ll\e 103% and 1025%. 
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SoCal has projeded in its 199~2000 financial plan. SoCal's future in\'est!"cnt plans rna}' e 
''''eU vary due to a variety of factors, including the rate of customer growth and the 

incentives afforded by this PBR decision. The TURN/DGS approach assumes that . 
SoCa}'s management will ha.ve no control over the extent of future capital investments. 

lVhiJe we agree that the general trend is likely to be as presented in the 1996-2000 

financial plan, we cannot rely on the exact numbers in that plan as the mathematical 

basis for the indexing formula. 

As noted earlier, the indexing formula is intended to give 

utility management the incenth'e to improve produCtivity through reasonable 

management of costs an~-J. practices that are within its control. Thus, the productivity 

factor takes into ao..~unt expected gains on an industry·wide )e\'e), and adds a stretch 

factor to prOVide a IIconsumer dividend" and account for the fact that implementation 

of the PBR necessarily will require increased prooucti\,ity if the utility is to receive a fair· 

benefit from the new system. \Ve also adjust the base margin to ensure that the utility is 

starting (rom a reasonable starting point .. just as we would under traditional e . 
ratemakirig. tuRN/DGS makes the case that the same concept should be applied to 

rate base. If rate base is falling due to factors extrinsic to the PBR, returns will increase 

unless an adjustment is made, and vice versa. While this issue was not introduced in 

other PBR cases, it is a legitimate consideration. 

\Ve would prefer to adopt a method to take rate base 

changes into account outside of the indexing fOm\ula. A methOdology such as a dired 

reVenue offset or adjustment of the benchmark rate of return could accomplish this. 

However .. no party has proposed such a rnethod .. and we must rely upon the indexing 

methodology .. in whith rate base factors arc effectively translated into prOductivity. 

&>Cal estimates in its comments on the' Proposed Decision (p. 4) that the impact of the 

TURN/DGS formula may result in an effective prooutti\·ity factor as high as 

2.9 percent .. which is 1.4 percent above the 1.5 percent final stretch "X" factor. This 

suggestS that it n\ay be possible to translate dite<:tly the TURN/DGS formula into a 

straight productivity figure and thus roughly reconcile the TURN/DGS concept with 

the indexing methodologies adopted in other PBRs. 
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e Since some of the cdpital spending decisions .in the future arc 

presumed to be under SoCal management's (()ntro), we find it reasonable to adopt a 

lower effective X factor than the 2.9 ~rcent imputed from the TURN/DGS 

methodology. Accordingly, we will adopt a 1.0 percentage point increase to the 

ramped stretch productivity factor. Our final adopted productivity "X" factor will be 

2.1 percent in year 1; 2.2 percent in yeaI' 2; ~.3.percent in year 3; 2.4 percent in year 4; 

and 2.5 percent in year 5. 

The PBR indexing formula therefore that we adopt is: 
• 

PBR rev. req. per customer (year~) = PBR t~v. req. per customer (year 1) x 
. (1 .. fnflation· -'1. 

with our adopted "X" factors described in the previous paragraph. 

2. Sharing Mechtu'lI$n1 

SoCal proposes that there be no adjustment in rates during the 

minimum five-year PBR period to share with ratepayers any difference between its 

recorded rate of return and a benchmark rate of return. \\'e reject this aspect of SoCal's 

proposal, and require a sharing mechanistn as part of the PBR for SoCal. 

ORA, 5CUPP III 0, SCE1 and TURN/DGS advocate the inclusion of 

a sharing mechanism as an integral feature of SoCal's PBR, and two specific proposals 

have been advanced for our consideration. ORA's proposal would allow SoCal to retain 

all profits up to the level of 75 bas~s points above authorized rate of return (ROR), and 

50% of any profits earned above that benchmark level. ORA states that earnings at the 

75 basis point benchmark level, , .... il) enable SoCal to keep $37.5 million of its re\'enues as 

a reward (or its efforts, and above this level SoCal would net additional rewards, albeit 

at a proportionately lower rate. By contrast, TURN/DGS urges us to adopt a 

mechanism which shares cost savings with ratepayers on a progressive basis. This 

approach a((ords better insurance for ratepayers in the e\'enf that the productivity 

{actor turns out to be unrealistically low, and profits therefore to be excessive. 
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TURt~!DGS ({'(ommends as our basic mOdel the PBR we adopted e 
lor SCE in 0.96-09-092. That mechanisnl shar~s both profits and losses within "bands" 

abo\'c and below thc benchmark return on equity (ROE). Under this approach, 

shareholders ftXeive aU of the gains and losses up to 50 basis points abo\'c and below 

the benchn\ark rate of return, which we temled the inner band. Our intent in so doing 

was to assign shareholders the responsibili9' (or the gains and losses associated with 

routine operation. (ld" mimeo., p. 42.) Beyond the inner band, from 50 to 300 basis 

points, the shareholder share of gains rises continuously from 25thr6ugh 100%, while 

the ratepayer share correspondingly declines from 75 to 0%. This we defined as the 

middle band. The shareholders receive all gains 300 basis pOints above the benchmark 

and remain responsible for all los...<:.es more than 300 basis pOints below the benchmark. 

WRN/DGS proposes one afteration to this mechanism, In 

recognition of the fact that SoCal will not be exposed to reVenue fluctuations due to 

short·run temperature based sales fluctuations if we retain the CreA, WRN/DGS 

recommends that the level of the inner band should be reduced to nO nlOre than 25 basis 

points, or be eliminated altogether. We agree. The allowance of the inner band for SeE 

was partially to ~ccount for weather-based sales fluctuations that 'Were beyond the 

discretion of utility management. For SoCal we will retain the CFCA as part of the PBR 

and limit the inner band to 25 basis pOints to account for minor fluctuations in 

operations. Thus shareholders ,'/ill receive 100% up to the le\'el of 25 basis points above 

the benchmark ROR1 and an increasing percentage iii steps from 25 up to 300 basis 

points, above which level they will receive 100%. We refer to a mechanism of this type, 

where the utility share of net revenue increases as its earned return becomes greater 

than the benchmark return (and the ratepayer share correspondingly decreases), as 

progressi\'e sharing. 

Between 25 basis points above the benchmark ROR and 300 basis 

points above the benchmark, we will adopt 8 bands. The more bands that exist, the 

greater the potential to move into a new band and fot shareholders to colled an 

increaSing marginal share of the higher profits. The first band ,,,till be from 25 to 50 basis 

points above the benchmark. In this band, shareholders will receive 25% of the marginal 
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revenues in the band and ratepa}'ers 75%. Each suc('essive band will see an increase of 

10% in the incremental share allocated to shareholders and a decrease of 10% in the 

ratepayers share. The sixth band will fan between 150 and 200 basis points abO\'e the 

benchmark, with shareholders receiving 75% and ratepayers 25%. The seventh band 

will be between 200 and 250 basis points above the benchmark" and shareholders will 

receive 85% and ratepayers 15%. The eighth band will be between 250 and 300 basis 

points above the benchmark; shareholders will receive 95% and ratepayers 5%. 

Under this system, shareholders may gain up to 68% of the 

increment up to 300 basis points above the benchmark. However', as shareholders may 

keep all of the increment above 300 basis pomts abOve the benchmark (subject to the 

offramp discussed below), it is possible (or shareholders to gain significantly more than 

68% of the increment. For example, if returns are 400 basis pOints above the benchmark, 

shareholders would retain 76% of the increment. This system gives an excellent and 

increasing incentive to shareholders, and is lair to ratepayers who receive both the 

"consumer dividend" in the productivity formula and a larger share of early (and 

presumably easier) productivity gains. 

\Ve do not perceive a need to impose any sharing below the ROR 

bel'lchmark, except fot the offramp provisionS discussed below. E\'en under traditional 

c:osl-of-service ratemakin~ we have never guaranteed the utility its authorized ROR. 

Our' PBR mechanism is designed to <\Itow SoCal to "stretch" for higher levels of 

revenue, and to keep a progressively greater amount of what it is able to earn. B}; 

setting the proper ROR benchmark, we will calibrate the mechanism so that it rewards 

improvenlents which exceed that baseline, and accon'plishes the efficiency gains that 

we intend for the benefit of the ratepayers by providing for progressive sharing above 

the benchmark. \Ve will set the ROR benchmark at the current ROR. 
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e \Ve have (o<:u~i on the que-stion of how cost changes are 

dealt with in a rate PBR versus revenue PBR. Our decision to adopt a revenue PBR has 

much to do with our view of the appropriate treatment of cost reductions. \Ve now tum 

to the tre'llment of revenue increases (also edited reVenue enhancements) in this PBR. 

SoC'al may be able to increase net re\'cnues in several ways. As discussed elsewhere in 

this order, SOCal may be able to expand curtent service offerings unrelated to the 

provision of natural gas (such as meter repair), or offer new products or services. SoCal 

may increase revenueS through pricing fleXibility approved in this order. SoCal may 
also experience customer growth or increases ill usage per customer. 

'Vith the eXCeption of throughput increases, $OCal can 

benefit from each of the methods of revenue enhancement discussed above. Revenue 

enhancement increases productivity, and improved productivity is one of the primary 

goals of performance-based regulation. \Ve believe the adoption of this PBR will . 

encourage SoCal to seek out both cost reductions and revenue increases. If re\tenue 

increases occur, they will be fact6red along with associated costs into the total rate of 

return calculation that is apart of the tevenue PBR.1f any reVenue increases push SoCal 

into the sharing range, or further into the sharing range (as discussed below), both 

SoCal shareholders and ratepayers will benefit frorrithe productivity increases. 

3. Exclusions 

SoCal proposes that several cost categories handled by existing 

regulatory mechanisms be excluded from the PBR. These would be preserved, and 

would maintain their separate existence for adjudication by the Comnlission. The 

proposed exclusions are a.s follows: 

• Catastrophic Event Memorandum Account (CEMA). TIle 
Commission authorized aU utilities to establish this account 
under Resolution no. E-3238 Uuly 24, 1991) as a reaction to the 
1989 Lorna PriNa earthquake to reCord the costs of restoring 
utility service to customers; repairing, replacing, or restoring 
damaged utility facilities; and complying 'with government 
agency orders 'resulting from declared disasters. It waS designed 
to expedite and facilitate prompt response by utHities in 
restoring services disrupted by declared disasters. SoCal 
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-. 

proposed to exclude CEMA (rom PBR so that it willf\11fill its e 
intended purpose. ORA initiallyreoommended that CE?\fA 
expenses be reviewed using Z·factor criteria to determine 
potentia) f«OVery (Exh. 107, p. 63), but subsequentl}' stipulated 
that CEt\fA be treated as an exclusion. 

• Hazardous Substance Cost Recovery Account (HSeRA). Thts 
mechanism Is a long-term performanc~ba$ed cost reCovery 
mechanism for hazardous substance arid insurance litigation 
costs related to hazatd9ussubstance sites identified by the- utility 
(or cost ferovery from third parttes, insurance carriers artd 
ratepayers. 

• Lciw Emission Vehicle (LEV) Ptostam.ln. 0.93-07-054, 
SOCPUC2d 452, the Comri\i~i6I\Ordeted that all funding for 
utility LEV programs was-to be e,stablished -separate from the 
normal general tate caSe pi~mgs, and_ I'~itited all energy 
_ utilities to file separateapplic<\~ioils (or {t!i\dmg of siX-year LBV 
programs under specified guidelines established in that decision. 
SoCal complied with that tequirement, Ir\ D.~5-11-035, 
- CPUC2d- (t995), the COIl'lJrtissionallowed. continued 
ratepayer ftmding of LBV fleet expenses subject to it 6ne-\vay 
balancing _aCCOllI'tt, and sp~Jfied the treatment of the costs of 
customer-site stations. SoCal proposes tJ:tat capital-related costs 
for utility LEV and custon\er-site sta-tionS remain in the PBRBase 
~fargin showu\g, and thataU expenseS roV~red under the 
one-way balan~ing account be excluded from PBR and continue 
as a. separate regulatory funding mechanism. 

• Regulatory Ttansition Costs. SOCal proposes that aU regUlatory 
transition Costs whose regulatory treatment is in the process of 
being determined at the federal and localleVe\s to be excluded 
from the PBI{ to be separately resolved by the Commission. 
These matters are not subjectt6ieasonable estimation, and SoCal 
describes them as both signifiCant aJld potertiall}' volatile. 
Transition cOsts identified by SoCal cOnsist o.f"rake-or.Pay (TOP) 
costs, Minimum: Purchase Obligation (MPO) Transition costs, 
PITCO/POPcon Transition costs, and the Interstate Transition 
Cost Surcharges (ITCS). 

-----------.-------- . 

II These ~qonyins, respecth-ely, refer to Padfic mt~tstate Transmission C6mpi\ny and Pacific 
Offshore Pipeline Company, both of which are SoCal affiliates. 
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• Wh~elet Rld$e Intet(o~nedloi\ Costs and Revenues. 
D.95-().1-078, ~ CPUC2d ~ (1995), In Socal'$1994 SCAPi sets 
forth the adopted mcrerl1ental ratemakingtteatmerit tor the 
\Vheeler Ridge facilities. SoCal states that implementation 
requires that \Vheeler Ridge interoonnection costs and revenues 
be excluded from PBR. " 

• MaJ\dat~d Soda) P~graJlis. Socal P.topos~ ~hat man4ated . 
social programs sU'th as <:alifOlnia Alternate Rat~ for Enetgy 
(C~) and the 1C)~~U;\~9m~Dite<:t ASs.i~taftre?togram (DAP) 
should be exducJed from PBR because "they atecteated by " 
legishitive Or administrative mandate, and are not within SoCal's " 
COhtio). 

• Gas Cos~ and l>ipelitte Delnand Chaise. Gas(;()sts and pi~line' 
. deman~ chargesforcore$al~s cUstomers <l:fe forecasted and 

recovered through rates adopted in HeAPs. SoCal propo~'t6 
exclude these charges (rom PBRto 1l1aintainthe existing BcAp " 
cOst recovery system. . 

• Costs Ifuposed by the-CommissIon. ~al pt6posesthat CE'rtain 
costs imposed by theC6mmiSsi6n; such as intervenor ." 
comp~nsat~on fees artdcost~rel~te& to ComrniSsibn·sta((..;, , 
superviSed management of financial costs should be excluded 
from PBR because they ate subject to separate cost 'recover)' 
treatment. 

There is ~() longer any Serious dispute roncemingexclusion of 

these items. AU of t~~m, appear to be approprIate lot exclusion from the PBR 

mechanism, because they are beyond the control of SoCars tnanagemenl, or are" subject 

to recovery through other existing ratemaking mechanisms. \Ve will appro\'e these 

propOsed exclusions. 

4. liZ" FactOrs 

We agree with SoCal that events which qualifY ~s Z (actors should 
. " 

be handled outside of the PBRmechanism. We also agree thatth~"adopted pr<xedure 

must insure that there is nO double-counting ot Z. iact6(events mthe inflation index. 
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\\'e will adopt the following procedure proposed b)' SoCal to handle Z factors under e 
PBR. 

\Vhen a potential Z factor {'v('nt occurs, SoCal will promptly advise 

the Commission of its ot\.-urcence and establish a menlorandum account {or the event. 

The notification of the {'v('nt will provide all r('levant in(omlation about the c\"ent, such 

as a description, the amount involved, and the timing, and will advise of the 

establishment of the memorandum actount. This notification will be followed by a 

supplernent to the annual rate adjustment pto<edure (or COinmission review. 

For each e\'ent, SoCal's shareholders will absorb the first $5 nlillion 

per event of 6then\7ise rompensable Z factor adjustments. This will be accomplished 

through the operation of a "deductible." The deductible is cumulative for each Z factor 

event from year to year, and' is eXhausted \\·hen the cumulative Z (actor Costs exceed the 

deductible amount. The deductible is separately applicable to each Z factor event. 

To implen\ent the adjuSbl\ent, we adopt SOCal's proposal tor use of 

a formula 'based On the level of integration with the GUPI to avoid double-counting the 

Z factor event in the inflation inde~. This formula is based upon the extent to which the 

Z (actor impact is captured inthe GUPI, and exdudesthat amount. SOCal \\'iIl have the 

burden of prOOf in a Z factor prcXeeding to demonstrate both the total cost of the 

Z {actor e\'ent, and the percentage of such cost estimated to be captured \vithin the 

GUPI. 

ORA initially recommended that CEr-.fA beCome a Z factor. 

Howe\"er, ORA and SoCal have agreed to rceo'mmend that CEr-.fA be treated a an 

exclusion rather than a Z factor. As part of the agreernent SoCal wIU maintain 

conlmercial insurance for earthquake and other disaster coverage unless major adverse 

changes to premium levels occur in the future. We will adopt the agreement between 

ORA and SoCa1. 

5. Core Pricing Flexibility 
. . - _. 

SoCal has proposed that it be given the flexibility to.o((er optional 

tarifled rates and to negotiate discOunted rates with rore customers. Any discounts 
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would be appJied to the base rate portion of the default PBR rate (i.e., 8as costs would 

. 
not be discounted). \Vith its proposed elimination of the CfeA, SoCa1's shareholders 

would be at risk for an)' discounts provided to customers. SoCa1 proposes that optional 

tariffs and discounted rates be priced no lower than short-run marginal cost and 80 into 

effed on the date of filing. 

ORA supports SoCal's request to be able to offer discounted rates 

provided that shareholdeT$ bear 100% of the risk associated w.ith revenue shortfalls and 

that the price floor for (ontracts is long-run marginal Cost. ORA also suppOrts the 

con~pt of optional tariffs for the core but opposes authorizing them at this time, 

. because Seea) has provided iitsuffident information. TIl ere (ore, ORA recommends that 

SoCal either submit an application tharwo,uld allow (or consideration of specific 

optional tariffs, as occurred (or $CE, or to appro\'e optional tariffs on a case by case 

basis. 

Allowing (or negotiated rates and optional tariffs wi)) provide 

SoCal with opportunities to increase utilization of its systenl, which benefits ratepayers. 

Under our adopted sharing mechanism, incremental revenues translate into benefits for 

both ratepa}'ers and shareholders, providing SOCal with the incentive to more 

efficiently operate the system. Therefore, allowing SoCal to enter into negotiated 

contracts and offer optional tariffs is consistent with our PBR goals. 

\Ve would prefer to authorize optional tariff offerings with n\ore 

details than SoCal has provided in its application. However, because shareholders will 

be entirely at risk (or the re\tenue shortfalls, ' ... ·e will allow SoCal to negotiate discounts 

and o((er optional tariffs, provided that the price floor is above cJass average long-nm 

marginal (ost (LIThiC) and allow the tariffs to be effective upon 20 days after filing 

unless protested on the basis that the price floor is below class average LRMC.u If 

protested, the optional tariff filing will proceed through.the normal advice letter 

U Nothing in this decision is intended to pre\'enl parties Crom protesting such filings on any 
other baSIS" as well. 
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process. TIle optional tariffs r\\\lst be available to all similarly situated customers that e 
. 

meet the eligibility criteria. If SoCal wishes to offer rates that are customer specific or 

targeted at some subset of a class and therefore below the class average LIU-.1C, then 

additional information must be submitted, (Onsistent with infom\ation required for 

long-term contracts under the Expedited AppHcatiOl\ Docket (EAD), and the contract or 

tariffs will be subject to CommiSSion approval through the EAD process. Contracts with 

terms of five years or longer must be approved by the Con\rnission. Consistent with 

alloWing SOCa1 to offer core customers discounts, we ,vill also allow SoC'al to offer firm 

noncOre customers neg()tiated discounts of tess than five years' duration. Negotiated 

contracts n\\lst be filed with the Commission, but the confidentiality provisions in place 

for noneore contracts will also apply (or core contracts. 

Electric utilities who retain the Ele<:tric Revenue Adjustment 

I\1echa~ism (ERAM) and ofter discounted rates for which shareholderS are at risk (llust 

currently include an adjustment to ERAlvl to ensure that ratepayers are not at risk for 

any re\'enue shortfall associated with discounted rates. Because we have retained the 

CFCA, we direct SoCal to develop an adjustment me<:hanisn\ to the CFCA to ensure 

that ratepayers are isolated from any risk of re\'enue shottfall associated with 

discounted core rates or optional tariff offerings. 

6. Implementation Date 

The rates based upon 6ur adopted base margin shall become 

effective July f, 1997. \Ve re<:ognize that changing objectives as a result of implementing 

PBR mid-year may create implementation problems and therefore the PBR mechanism 
, . 

shall become effective as of January I, 1998, unless SoCal elects to operate under the 

me<:hanism effective as of January I, 1997. 

7. "Offramp" Provisions 

SoCal proposes that the Commission not teml\nate or modify the 

PBR mechanism before its minin\Un'l term, even if SoCal's recorded rate of tehmlfalls 

bel()w or rises above any particular' !e\'el during that period, and proposes to take hlU 

risk for the level of its earnings tmder PBR f()r at least the proposed minimum duration 

e· 

e· 
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e of the PBR mechanism. For the protection of both SoCal and its ratepayers, we conclude 

that this should not be the case. 

a) Cost ()f Capital Trigger 

Although"SoCal proposes not to make any changes in PBR 

indexed rates (or changes in cost of capital, it proposes an exception in the event that 

the 12-month trailing a\'erage yield on long. term Treasury Bond increases Or decreases 

more than ~50 basis points from the forecast average rate for calendar year 1997, as 

adopted in D.96-ll-060 in SoCal's 1997 cost of capital application. Thus, Socal 

acknowledges the need for an escape val\'e, or offramp of sorts, in the e\"ent of a 

dramatic change in the cost of capital. 

Und~r the proposed mechanisIl'l, SOCal would haVe the 

option to tile a cost of capital app"llcati6h in the event that the 250 basis point "trigg~ril 

v .. 'ere exceeded. In the event of a 250 basis point decrease, $oCal w0!1ld be required to 

file a cost ot capital application. In either eVent, the Commission would determine 

whether any change in rates was appropriate in light of alliactors aUecting the cost of 

capital. Any rate change, whether an increase or decrease, would be prospecth'e from 

the effective date of a COrluilission decision. 

ORA generally supports the trigger mechanism concept, but 

proposes a somewhat different approach to cost of capital. The principal differences 

between SoCal;s proposal and ORA's proposal are that: (1) ORA's mechanism would 

not be triggered unless actual interest rates changed by more than 150 basis points and 

the then-current DRI forecast was for interest rates to continue to be at least ISO basis 

points different from the benchmark interest rate under PBR; and (2) if ORA's threshold 

were triggered, there would be an automatic adjustment of rates according to a 

pre-established formula. SCUPP InD also Supports the basic concept of using a 

triggering mechanism with a Single-index PBR, and prefers ORA's proposal over 

SoCars. 

We prefer ORA's approach oVet that proposed by SoCal for ". e two reasons. First, that approach is more sensitive to a realistic level of interest.rate 
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savings. Seoondly~ it is a s),stem which wiU not involve as great a le\'el of regulatory e 
burden on the Commission, because a cost of capital application would not have to be 

filed when the trigger le\'el Was reached. 

\Ve adopt lor SoCal the ORA triggering mechanism. for 

changes in cost of capital during the PBR period, coup ted with the "~tlCAMU 

mechanism for rate adjustment that we recently adopted for SDG&E in 0.96-06-055. 

b) Rate of Return Off ramp 

SoCal opPoses any offramp which would have the effect of 

allowing or requiring suspension or modification of the PBR mechanism before the 

expiration of the five-year minimum term in the event that SoCal eams a specified 

amount more or less than the b~nchmark rate of return. SoCal argues that this would 

result in dilution of the penalties for poor perfo'rnlance and rewards for superior 

perfomlance, and tend to deleat or impair the incentive pro\'ided by the mechanism (or 

the utility to operate effid~ntly. 

As part o( its proposal for a sharing mechanism, ORA 

advocates an offramp medlanism to protect both ratepayers and SoCal from significant 

deviations from anticipated earnings under this new and untested PBR system. For 

upside deviation, ORA proposes an oEfraroI' trigger set at 30() basis points aoo\'e 

authorized earnings for two conseCutive years. For downside deviation, ORA proposes 

an of(ramp at 175 basis points below authorized earnings for two consecutive years, 

This proposal conforms well to the sharing mechanism We adopt and is very sinlilar to 

the approach we ha,\,c taken withSDG&E. \Ve also prefer an of(ramp "trigger" device 

to the adoption of an interim PBR with a shorter duration, which is the approach 

espoused by TURN. 

\-\Fe will adopt ORA's rate of return offramp proposal. The 

PBR mechanism will be subject toa motion for voluntary suspension if SoCal reports 

two consecutive years of net operating income that is at least 175 basis points below its 

authorized rate of return. Either SoCal ot ORA may file this motion seeking suspension 

of the PBR mechanism. If the motion is granted, suspension of the PBR would be 
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e required. If SoCal rep6rts retum of 300 or more basis poIntsabo\'c its au~horized rate of 

'return lor twocons~uti\'e years, the PB~ mechanism will automatically be suspended, 

and we '''''ill (onduct a formal regulatory review to'determine what, if any, changes in 

the ratemaking mechanism are-requited. 

c) Mld-couf$l; Rtfvlew 

Although Soca) opposes any regulatory change_to the PBR 

system prior to expiration of the-S-;yeatmini~um tenh(except for the (~st of capit~l, . 
. trigger); theexperinleritafllatuie of th~ PBR arid SOCai's owntmique drcwrtstances_ 

(6mpel us to conclude that there is a ~eed (or reexa~mat1on 01 the program befot~liv~ 
years elapse. -

Fiist) according-tc)th~'Glob~l Settlement, the expiration of 

that agreemeil-t'oriJtily 31, Im:~villaltei sc,Cal;s ratemaldng en~i~onm~llt and requir~ 
th~ institution of a HCAP. As Soc'al's witneSS Van Lietop acklowledges, 

-- liThe -Gio4alSettlt?merirrequitesthat (Socal] tile A BeAt> _ 
,applicationir\October of 1998 with rates to b«ome ef{ed;\ii! 
On August 1,-\999. The key purpose of this BeAP (~ling is to . 
tetnUitate the piovisi§n iri th'eGlobal Settiemerit th.at.r"tes . 
and coSt allo(ationW based ori 199i throughput. .-~'~ [S6CaJ) -
proposes that ~;sh<;\do~' rateS",_~adopted in this Pt9Ceedirig -
go into ei(edas actual baSetat~s on August Ii 1999, which 
will terminate the 1991 throughp~t provision with respect to 
base rateS. The 199813C;AP filing is still required t.oreplace . 

- 1991 thto\tghputl \-vith- it forecasted thioughput ~evel tor the 
purpOse of deterri\ining(>X~lu$i.<)J1s s~tcha:rges. (SoCalJ _ 
proposes that the 1998 BCAP be used to adopt sui-charges 
and-cost-of-gas rates for the remainder of the PHf{ per~odl 
i.e'l from August 11 1999 to December 31,2001." (Exh. II, 
pp. 69~70.) 

This in itself establisheS the n~dfor a mld--course proceOOing, currently anticipated to 

be in the fonn of the 1998 HeAP, t6 revisit certain of the l'Sues in this PBR. . 

N6twithstandiris eXplicit langUag~ to the contrary in the .

Gl()bal~ttl~m~ntl SoC~l's PBR ptop6$~l i~ premised uPon retaining the ir1t~r:.class c6st 

allocationb~sed on 1991 throughput (or th~ eriHrePBR period, which extends \Veil 
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beyond the August 111m, expiration of the Global Settlement. TURN's witness Florio e 
testified that this would be particularly hamlful to core customers, because the effect of 

the SoCal proposal WQuld be to reduce the average year forecast of throughput by 5%, 

while at the same time denying core ratepayers the benefit of the lower throughput 

forecast for purposes of cost allocation. (Ex. 551 PI>. 1&-17.) COl'lsistenc}t must be assured 

through the 1998 BCAP or its equh;alent. 

TURN asserts that there is ~nother reason why tost 

allocation issues must be reso!\;ed inthe 1998 BCAP.lnthe current (1996) BCAP, ORAl 

and TURN have proposed certain refinements to the Commission's LRMC 

methodology which SOCal claims to exceed permissible cost allocation changes as 

defined by Section C.S of the Globa1 Settlement's Implementation Appendix. In the 

current stAP we may conclude that these changes must await the expiratiOJ\ of the 

Global Settlement. Howeverl SoCal's PBR proposal would preclude the allocation of 

base margin among customer classes frQrn ('(}nSideration in the 1998 BCAP, because the 
- -

rates set in this proceeding (as indexed) wiJl remain in lorce beyond the Global 

Settlement's expiration. COl\Se<iuentl}', ORA and ruRN would be foreclosed from 

proposing adjustments to the LRM:C methOdology weB beyond the expiration of the 

Global Settlement unless there is a mid-emirse review. 

The merger application of Enova Corporation and Pacific 

Enterprises ... which is currently pending before us, also portends significant changes in 

SoCal's ratemakingenvirorunent. Approval of the merger application could result, for 

example, in alteration of the ba~ margin, particularly if there are significant 

productivity gains due to what SoCal has characterized as "synergies" such as the 

consolidation of administrath'e and general office functions of the merged parent 

companies. Although We have declined to examine the fmancial implications of the 

pending merger application in this proceedinSt we cannot tun\ a blind eye to the 

probability that the merger may have considerable impact on SoCal, requiring some 

adjustment of the PBR. 

\Ve have also identified a number of features of SoCa}'s PBR 

proposal which are simply not appropriate for incluslon. Among these features ate 
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_ changes in residential rate design .. additional pricing flexibility .. and gain on sa1e. To the 

extent that these items wete not addressed in SoCal's current BCAP, they should be 

addressed in the next BCAP (or its successor proceeding). 

Finally, SoCal, ORA, and WRN have agreed to recommend 

that a mid-rourse review be undertaken to examine the status of customer sen'ice 

quality indicators, including the penetration of the CARE program. Ihe 1998 BeAP (or 

its successor) could be utilized as a vehicle for conducting this review. 

11'\ recognition of these circumstances, we conclude that there 

is a need for a mid·course evaluation of SoCal's PBRI and that SoCal's 1998 BCAP (or its 

successor) should serve as the forum for that effort. In that proceeding, we win address 

the issues of SoC'al's throughput forecast, cost allocation, rate designl and other matters 

which may corrie to light hom the mtecin\ results of SoCal's PBR experience. 

d) termInation 

. Under SoCars proposal, the PBR would replain in effect at 

least five years from its inreption. Based upon this minimum. term, SoCal proposes that 

any party, or the Commission on its own motion, could institute a proceeding to change 

or replace the PUR mechanism upon its expiration. ORA and SCUPP IUD object to the 

automatic continuation of SoCal's PBR. ORA proposes that the PBR be (om\ally 

evaluated near the conclusion of the five-year PBR term to provide the Commission 

wi~ a complete e\'aluation of the PBR mechanism. 

ORA proposes that $oCal be required to notify the 

Commission and all parlies of record of its intention to file either a general rate case 

application Or a PBR application 24 months prior to the end of the PBR cycle. If SoCal 

indicates that it plans to file a general rate case application rather than a PBR 

application, ORA will submit its master data request to SoCal within one 1110nth after 

SoCal notifies the COfllmission. Thereafter, the procedural schedule would follow the 

rate case plan in accordance With R.S7-11-012. Alternatively, ORA proposes that if 

$oCal notifies the Commission that it desires to continUe with a PBR program, SoCal 

e should be required to file a PBR application no less than 18 months prior to the end of 
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the PBR cyde, In its min~ SoCal should provide both an evaluation of its existing PBR _ 

program and a recommendation as to what modifications should be made to the PBR 

mechanism for the future. 

ORA witness Bowet specifies the Issues that, at a minimum, 

should be addressed in its filing requestiflg continuation of PBR. These are: 

• \Vas SoCal 5u(cessful in meeting or beating the adopted 
benchmarks? 

• What hap~ned to system aVerage rales oVer the period 
of the PBR? How did this compare tathe average national 
rate and to the overall nlte of inflation? 

• II Socal Was succeSs/uJ, how wete the redUCtions 
accomplished? What types of ~xpenses "jere reduced? 
\Vere the ie-a-ny side ·effects of the expen.~ reduction? 

• What was the operatiilg envirOl'u]1ent 'of SoCal oVer the 
PBR period? Were there developments that either made it 
easier or mote difficult to achieve the established goals? If 
so, what \\fere those developments? . . 

• Did theCon'tmission and. SoCal \ ... 'ork together elfetth'ely 
in the process of monitoring and evaluating the J>BR.?If 
notl what parts of the o'lonitoring and evaluation process 
did not work? 

• Did the Commission andSoeal lVorktogether effectively 
in the event6f any interim m6difications to the PBR? If 
nOt, how could this process have been improved? 

• Did the PBR demonstrate a more or less efficient method 
of regulation than the conventional general rate ('aSe 
method? What specific (('atures of the PBR were either 
better or worse? 

• \-Vere the spedfic pe.rforrnah(e indicators in this PBR . 
adequate to measure the effectiveness oithe PBR? If notl 

how should the performance indtc:ators be modified? 

• \Vas SoCal suc('eSslul inmaintainh~8 astable credit rating 
over the term of the PBR? What other financial measures 
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should be examined? \Vhat waS SoCal's annual ROE and 
ROR performance o,'er the PBR, and how"did that 
compare to the oonlpany's authorized numbers? How did 
this performance compare to SoCal/s historical record for 
periods prior to the PBR~ 

• \Vhat othet consequences of the PBR were identified, if 
any? \Vhat was the impact of those consequences on the 
PBR? \Vhat was the impact of those consequences on 
SoCal, its ratepayeis~ the el\\'ironnfei\t~ and others? "'ere 
the consequences positive or negative? 

• Considering the results of the PBR, what should be the 
next steps? Should the PBR be Continued? If So~ what 
"start Up'l conditions should prevail? Should those 
alternatives include a return to the general rate case or 
attrition proceSs? (Exh. 107~ pp. 16-18 - 16-19.) 

ORA's proposal is well Considered. Although we have no 

disinclination to continue SoCal's PBR beyond the five-year minimum, there is a need to 

insure that the system dOes not continue indefinitely without being subjected to one 

scrutiny, and to insure that it is meeting its intended goals and furthering our 

regulatory policy. The ptocedure for continuing the PBR outlined by ORA is far less 

onerous than the requireinents for filing a GRe, and is appropriate tor evaluation of a 

program that has been in. force for five years, as contrasted with the thrre-year life ot a 

GRe. 

\Ve will adopt ORA's proposal. 

8. Service Quality. Customer Satisfaction, and Safety Incentives 

By its nature, customer satisfaction is difficult to measure and to 

quantify. SoCal's original propOsal to measure ongoing customer satisfaction by using 

an index figure generated considerable controversy, resulting in a great deal of 

diS(ussion among the parties during the course of the hearing. The outcome of these 

negotiations was a joint position on behalf of SoCal, ORA; and TURN, which is set forth 

in Exh. 210. That exhibit provides a cOlnprehensive joint re(omnlendation for measures 
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to ensure that customer satisfaction, ser\'ice quality, and ernployee safety performance e 
will be nlaintained in SoCal's PBR en\'ironment. 

The fout primar)' features of this comprehel\sive plan are: 

• Indi\'idual targets would be established for each of the fou'( key 
sen'ite attributes, with each service attribute carrying a potential 
rate reduCtion should the per~orinance level for that attribute fall 
belo\v its"prescribed target and deadband. These fOur key service 
attributes are: 

(1) Custom~r satiSfaction with the telephone customer service 
representative (CSR); 

"(2) Custom~r satisfaction with the schedulu\g of an 
appointment fota field service calli 

(3) Satisfaction with the field Applianre service Representath'e 
(ASR);and 

(4) Percentage of on-time arrival for the selvice caU; 

• An additional call center IIpte$crip~hte" performance standatd 
\'{ould require 8()% of aU telephone calls to be anSwered within " 
60 seconds for regUlar calls, and 90% 61 all leak and emergency 
telephone calls to be a.nswered within 20 seconds. SoCal would 
be subject to tate reduction (ot failure to rr\eet these targets. 

• In addition to ral~ incentives, Socal w6uld aSsume responsibility 
to provide reports to the CommiSSion, on a quarterly basis, _ 
containing monthly data on several service quality irtdicators,a.s 
follows: level q-ftelephone busy signals, percentage of estimated 
meter re~diilgs, leak response time, percentage of missed 
appointn\enl$', andpetcentage of customer problems resolved on 
the first Scn'ice call. 

• The Coffimiss.ion will undertake a mid~course review of the 
status of the customer service quality iridicat6is. 

The program speCifies penalties (or failure to attain goals below a deadband. Aggregate 

penalties of more than $4 million will trigger an investigation by the Cominission. 

SeE objects that the serviCe program does not provide (or rewards 

. for attaining levels abOVe the goals. This overlooks the purpose 6f our quality contr6t 

effOrts, which is to ensure that standards of service are upheld at least at current levels 
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e despite the adoption of PBR, and particularly that cost cutting will not result in the 

degradation of service and safety. \Ve ar~ concerned that jf we provide rewards (or the 

attainment of higher le\'e)s, we will encourage efforts to ()"erdeU,'er service, thereby 

increasing the cost to pro\'ide service. The cost of the rewards would be passed along to 

customers through higher rates. This would be contrary to oUr purpose in adopting 

PBR. \\'e have already described the terms to which SOCal, ORA" and TURN have 

agreed relative to attainment of the employee safety standard. As contrasted with the 

custonter satisfaction provisions, this part of the agreement provides for both rewards 

and penalties. 

·e 

The program agreed to by SoCa), ORA, and TURN is a rational and 

systematic approach to insuring the maintenance of service quality, customer 

satisfaction" and safel}'. \Ve adopt that progran\ as part of our otder.~4 \Ve also adopt the 

parties' tecon .... mendation to conduct a lnidterm review of the operation of these 

features. As stated above, we have selected the 1998 BeAP (or its successor) as the 

\'ehide for ronducting this review. 

9. Additional Customer Service Issues 

SoCal states that there ate two additional unresolved issues which 

pertain to the customer satisfaction n\easure. First, in the e"ent that SoCal is authorized 

to implement a late payn\ent charge with respect to its core customers, TURN proposes 

additional service quality measures" with potential il\Onetary penalties, pertaining to 

the mailing 01 customer bills and the posting of customer payments. Second, 

SCUpp InD seeks to increase the arnount of the SIC, which SoCal offered to its noncore 

customers as part 01 the Capacit}' Btokering Settlement in 1991. SoCal opposes both of 

these measures. 

SoCal's propOsal to impose a late payment charge on overdue 

balances for both C()re and noncore customers bears no immediate relationship to its 

2. The portion of Em. 210 which sets forth that program is included in Our Order as 
AppendixA. 
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proposal to mo\'c to a PBR system of ratemaking. Accordingly, TURN's responsivc 

. 
proposal to impose standards on the date of bill mailing and payn\ent posting, and 

penalties in the event that those standards are not met, is equally in\r't'aterial for this 

PBR. There is no logical nexus between the economic incentives lmder PBR, or the 

related provisions to insure service quality, and this controversy o\'er administrath-e 

processing of bills. \\'e therefore dedme the request (or additional serviCe incenti\'es 

relating to billing and pa}'lrtent, and def~t the matter of instituting a latepaym-en-t 

charge to a more appropriate Commission proceeding. 

SCUpp 1110's request for an increase in the SIC is apparently 

intended to protect noncore customerS from ser~vice interruptions caused by deferral of 

maintenance, replacements, and expansion of facilities. The SIC was originally 

negotiated as part of the 1991 CapaCity Brokering Settlement, which \vas approved by 

the CommissiOn in D.91-11-025,41 cpuCid 668 (1991). SpecifiC provisions which apply 

to SoCal in- that settlement allow SoCal to offer a perfotn'tance guarantee in its tariffs by 

providing the customer with a credit equal to $2.SO/dth of gas for curtai1ment episodes, . 
with a maximum credit of $5 tnillion in any calendar year. SCUPP 1110 proposes that 

we make this penalty mandatory, adopt a higher $10 million initial penalty, and 

increase the penalty ceiling every time the n'\axin\um penalty is triggered. 

\Ve perceive 1'\0 reaSOn to adopt this measure as part of the quality 

assurance measures for SoCal'$ PBR. SoCal states that there have been no curtailments 

of intrastate transmission service since the SIC was implemented, and SCUPP IIID has 

not demonstrated an)' change in circumstances which would justify an increase in 

SoCal's penalty exposure. Moreover, for noncore business, SoCa) faces significant 

competith-e threats in the (orm of interstate pipeline bypass" altema~e fuel 

consumption, and cheap imported electricity. Thus market forces, rather than penalties, 

will prOVide the impetus for service quality assurance (ornoncore clistomers. 

10. Monitoring and Evaluation 

Because PBR is intended as a means to reduce the need for periodic 

reexamination of a utility'S financial results through the GRe process" its success 
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e depends upon an e((IXli\'e progran\ of monitoring and evaluation. In order to discharge 

our responsibility, we must be in a position to understand and evaluate the 

per(omlance of SoCal's PBR during interim periods between formal proreedings. 

SoCal proposes to file a detailed annual advice letter to iOlplement 

the annual PBR rate adjustn\ent and report on the customer service performance 

measures, including any rate adjustment associated with (ustomer service measures. 

This annual advice letter WQuld be comprehensive in that it would include all elements 

of the PBR indexing and adjustment o\echanisms, i.e . ., inflation, productivity, Z factors, 

and customer serviCe refunds, if any. SoCal proposes to file this annual advice letter 6n 

October 1 to allow sufficient time for review and approval so that ~he rates can become 

effedive January I, and to furnish supporting documentation and workpapers to the 

appropriate staff divisions on October 1. 

Apart from this advice letter filing, SoCal's proposal for monitOring 

and evaluation consists principally of recommendations for the discontinuatio}l of 

mallY current reporting requirements in the interest of streaollining the regulatory 

process. SoCal proposes to eliminate or n\odify approximatel}t ten reports. (See 

Exh. 107, Table 16-1.) Four of these reports are required b}t Commission General Orders 

and apply to aU el\ergy utilities. 

ORA in its comments states that a procedural mechanisn\ is needed 

so that SoCal can report its earnings annually. ORA does not object to the annual 

October 1 filing proposed by SoCal, but proposes that an additional annual filing be 

made to review the performance of the PBR during the previous calendar year. ORA 

notes that both telephone and energy utilities which currently operate under adopted 

PBR mechanisms are required to make annual filings to report On the performance of 

the PBR during the previous year. Telephone utilities are required to file sharable 

earnings advice letters evaluating the prior year's operating results no later than April 1 

of each year. (0.89-10-031, Ordering Paragraph 16.) SDG&E must file a draft of its 

performance report by April 15, and a final version of the report by l\{ay 15. 

(0.94-08-023, p. SO.) SDG&E's filing includes a review not only of any sharable 

earnings, but also reviews the reliability, safet}', customer satisfaction, and price 
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perfomlance oomponents of the SDG&E PBR. SCE is required to file an annual e 
performance report similar to the SDG&E report by March 31 of each )'ear. (Advice 

Letter 1191-E, as adopted by Resolution E-3478.) ORA also requests an extended time 

period (or the review of the performanCe report to allow parties more time than the 

usual amount for advice letter protests. ORA suggests the follOWing schedule: 

April 1 - SOCal provides a draft sharable earnings 
advice letter to appropriate Commission 
staff, which includes workpapers detailing 
operating results (or SoCal's base rates. 

July 1 - Commission staff can $ubn\it a report on its 
audit or analysis of SoCal's draft sharable 
earnings results. 

July 10 ... SoCal files its (inal performance advice 
letter, with supporting workpapers. 

July 31 - Protests in accordance with General 
Order 96-A can be filed. 

ORA, SCupp /110, and SCB object to the modification or 

elimination of existing reporting requirements. As ORA witness BOWer states: 

"If the Commission is to successfully implement a 
monitoring and evaluation plan, it must continue to recel\'e 
these repOrts. These reports will be essential tools in 
evaluating SoCal's performance under the PBR mechanisnl. 
The Commission wi1l have the oppOrtunity to evaluate the 
usefulness of these reports in a PBR environment and 
detennine whether the reports should be modified, 
eliminated, or expanded. Some reports may prove to be 
es..<;ential while others (nay prove to be urui.ecessary. DRA 
(now ORA) recommends that SOCal continue to provide 
nine of the ten reports it proposes to eliminate." (Exh. 107, 
pp.l0-11.) 

\Ve acknowledge that reduction of regulatory papen\'ork in the 

interest of improving efficiency is certainly a worthy goal. It is 110t, however, an integral 
, 

part of PBR.\Ve would like to reduce the volume of reports (or all uHlities
i 

not just 
SoCal. Particularly for those which are required by a Commission general order, a 
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. e generic proceeding would be required in order to change the requirement. \Ve cannot 

discriminate in favor of SoCal by eliminating rep<)rling requirements in this proceed ing 

merely because it would reduce SoCal's regulatoI), burden. The proposal to do so bears 

no direct relationship to the institution of a PBR system. 

\Ve will adopt SoCal's proposal (or an annual PBR advice tetter 

filing but deny its request to modify Or eliminate allY current reporting requirement in 

the interest of maintaining OUr ability to monitor and evaluate SoCal's performance 

under PBR (or the present.!> The existing refOrting requiren\ents, plus SoCa)'s annual 

PBR advice letter filing, will enable the Commission to monitor and evaluate SoCa}'s 

PBR program, alld should remain in place until changed through mid-courSe review or 

other proceeding, as appropriate. \Ve will also require an annual PBR performance 

report similar in scope to the SDG&E annual performance report, and will adopt ORA's 

suggested schedule for review of the filmg. The filing should not only review the PBR 

performance including a report o( any sharable earnings, but should also report on the 

service quality, customer satisfaction, and safely incenthtes which we ha"e adopted. 

Finally, any party who wishes to reCeive a ropy of the draft filing to be nlade on Aprill 

should make such a request to SoCal, and such requests should be honored by the 

Company. 

D. New Products and Services 

As we summarized earlier in this decision, SoCal seeks the ability to offer 

new products and services, either itself or through an affiliate, without prior 

Commission approval. It also asks us to agree that the Commission not regulate the 

prices, terms, and conditions for new products and seivicr-s; that the profits or losses 

from rtew products and services flow entirely to shareholders; and that existing 

products and services that are offered on an tmbundled basis in the future be treated in 

g Other requirements, such as that Which obligates SOCal to obtetin our express pernussion 
before dosing any branch Offi~s, are also unaffected by this decision. (~ 0.92-08-038, 15 
CPUC2d 301 (1992).) 
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the same manner as new utiUty·relatcd products and ser\'i('('s. SoCal's proposal is 

opposed by ORA, SCE, TURN, and otherS, on a l\\lmber of grounds. 

On December 9, 1996, Enrol\ Capital and Trade Resources, New Energ)' 

Ventures, Int., the School Project for Utility Rate Reduction, and the ReSkmal Ent:'rgy 

~fanagement Coalition, TURt'J, UCAN, and XENERGY, Inc. {colle<livel}', Petitioners) 

filed a petition which, for procedural reaSons, was accepted as a motion in the electric 

restnlcturing docket. In their motion, the Petitioners requested the Commission to issue 

an order instituting a rulemaking to establish standards of conduct governing 

relationships between natural gas local distribution companies (like SoCa)) and electric 

utilities and their affiliated, unregulated marketing entities. The Petitioners also 

requested that the utilities be required to have their nonregulated activities co)\ductoo 

by their a(filiate companies, rather than the utility itself, subject to the affiliate 

stal\dards. The Petitioners stated that the utility prOViding sen'ices within a monopoly 

structure should be required to Umit its actions to those services, so that equal treatment 

anlong conipetitors can be ensured. It was pointed out in response to the motion that 

the Petitioners' motion was opposed to the proposal offeted here by SoCaJ. In the 

rulemaking drafted for the Commission's consideratiollj staff recommended that this 

aspect of SoCal's proposal be consolidated with the ntlemaking to assure that SoCal 

and its affiliates would not be placed at an unfair advantage vis a vis the other California 

energy utilities and their aifiliates. , 

In the rulemaking and investigation docket (OIR) opened April 9, 1997, in 

response to the n\otion, we provided instead ", .. that our decision in the PBR docket on 

fleXibility in introducing new products and services may be interim." (R.97-O-t-Oll, 

1.97-0t-0l~.) \Ve also stated that "{eJntry by the energy utilities and their affiliates itlto 

the unregulated n"tarket for energy products and services should be on an equal footing 

with respect to regulatory posture." (rd.) 

Although the OIR explicitly preserved the opportunity in this proceeding 

to adopt an interim order with respect to SoCal's proposal for flexibility in introducing 

new products and services, we decline to do so at this time. Now that we have carefully 

reviewed SoCal's proposal and the opposing pleadings, We belie\·e it would be 
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e premature, at best, to aJlow SoCal to o((er new products and services in competitive 

markets on an unregulated basis while requiring SoCal·s competitors, the remaining 

energ}' utilities, to participate in the ntlcmaking and investigation before allowing them 

to offer the same servi«-s into the same markets on an unregulated, untari((ed basis. 

SoC.al n1ay choose to make the same proposal, or to modify it, in our 

affiliates rulemaking and in\'estigation. A number of qHestions arise from this proposal 

that may need further consideration. 

First, SoCal has not dearly specified the types of products or services 

which it seeks authority to offer On an unregulated basis. During the course of this 

prOCeeding, SCE and Enron each raised legitima.te concerns about the types of services 

that SOCal would seek to offer on an unregulated basis, particularly concerning the 

unbundling of traditional services. In response, &>Cal states that with respect to the 

service unbundling of concern to Rnron and SCE, SoCal flexpects" to file separate 

regulatory and ratemaking applications. This pledge leads to two further questions: . 

(1) If SoCal will not be offering on an unregulated basis the services and products which 

are of concern to S~E and Enron, what products and services will it S&?k to offer? and 

(2) Is SoCars lIexpectation" that it will seek further authority before unbundling any 

traditional servicesl a binding pledge not to do SOl pending further regulatory 

approval? 

Second, SoCal has not offered e).]>lidt criteria to define the relevant 

markets into which SoCal seeks entry on anunreguJated basis. "fIlat criteria and 

process should the Commission utilize in determining the relevant Inarket, the degree 

of competition or the extent of SoCars market power? For example, SoCal has asked 

that it be able to unbundle existing elecH\'e after meter services (such as pilot lighting or 

appliance inspection) and offer these services on an unregulated basis IIwhere there is 

no market power." (Exh. 144, p. 2.) HO\'·ever, SoCal has not explained how to 

detemline, Or who will detennine, that SoCal has no market power with respect to a 

particular product or service. 

One particular aspect of SoCal's proposal which is of concern to us is 

SoCal's assertion that it is (:onsidering offering new products and services in lIeither 
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competith'e markets which atread)' cxist ... or are ripe (or competition." (Exh. 7, p. ~7.) 

As SCE observes, "Plainly, the (act that SoCalGas beJie\'(>s a market is 'ripe (or 

competition' is a (ar cry from finding that a market is, in. fact competiti\'e ... Under this 

proposal SoCalGas could concei\'abl)' unbundle a regulated monopoly bundled service 

into several unregulated monopoly unbundled scn'kes and then charge moriopol)' 

prices for them:' (Exh. 50, pp.17-18.) This issue needs Curther re\'iew. 

\Ve also note SoCal's argument that the Conlmission should presume that 

if SoCiil does not currently oifer a sen'i(e, it cannot ha\'e market pOwer with respect to 

it, and it is therefore a ton"tpetith'e sen'ice. By the very nature of SoCal's monopoly 

position in the energy and energy sen'ices markel, its access to comprehensive 

customer records, its access to an established bHling srstem~ and its "name brand" 

recognition, it may be that SoCal enjoys significant market po\\'er with respect to an)' 

new product or service in the energy field. 

Third, SoCal has not proposed what regulatory tools 'would be used to 

prevent cross-subsidization between the sen'ices SOCal would continue to prOVide on a 

monopoly basis and those it would prOVide as competitive sen'ices. In ~ts rebuttal 

testimony t6 ORA, SOCal argues that the opportunity Cor a utility to cross-subsidize the 

launch of con"tpetitive services would be virtually eliminated. (Exh. 119, p. 1 L) SoCaes 

argument seems to rest on the premise that because its PBR proposal contains no 

sharing mechanism, all profits would accrue to shareholders, and management is 

consequently free to distribute all revenues which it derives from the monopoly 

enterprise in an}' marmer it sees fit. Elsewhere in this decision we e>..-pressly require 

SoCal's P8R to contain a sharing u\echanism. But e\'en if the absence of a sharing 

mechanism, cross-subsidization cannot be pemlitted. 

SoCal may renew its request along with its competing utilities, properl}' 

defined and detailed, in the newly instituted OIR. The level of detail which \\"e would 

exp&t of a proposal to offer new products and services is equi\'alent to that which we 

set forth when we adopted the three categories of sentices for tele<:ommurucation 

products and accompanying accounting safeguards. (See 0.89-10-031.) 
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e lVhUe we are deferring consideration of SoCal's PlQposal regarding new 

products and services, we are not changing anythtns in thts dedsion with regard to 

SoCa1's ability to provide services currently offered or to apply to offer new products or 

services. SoCal currently offers certain ser\'~ces be)'ol1d the provision of natUral gas. For 

example, SoCal currently provides meter repair services for SDG&H at itS shop. This 

sen'ice, and others like it, may continue (subject to our jurisd iction). SoCal may also use 

the appropriate application or advice letter process to seek our approval to offer'riew 

products or services. We will consider 'any such filing in the normal cQurse 6( review, 

and ,\'e will coord'inate any such dedsionwith our conduct of the proceeding on 

atfilia te tra"ilsactiOnS, R.97-04-011 and 1.97-04-012. 

If &>Cal expands its current service offerings and/or gains approval lor 

new produds or services, Socat n:tay be able to increase net revenues. \Ve see this as a 

type of proouctivityimprovement that '\-QuId be consistent with the goals of PBR. 

Under the PBR we adopt in this order, returns above the target arising from either cost 

decreases or revenue increases will be shared between ratepayers and shareholders . 

. E. Base Margin 

1. . Introduction 

Socal now proposeS that the base rates for 1997 be developed by 

applymg the PBltindex to a starting level of rates basc<filpon SoCalJ$ 1996 operating 

budget. After SOCal filed its supplemental sho\~mg mhfay 1~6, its proposed base 
, , 

m~rgin was $1,451,981.000, which tepr~sented a $61.2 million reduct-ion in gas margin 

as compared to the 1995 authorized level. ORA's Base Margin RepOrt (Exh. 106), with 

errata filed lJe(ember 2,1996, proposed astarting margin of$1/235~76/000. ORA's 

proposal excluded Demand-Side ~ianagement (DS~1), Research, Demonstration & 
, ' -

Development (RD&D), artd Direct Assistance Program (OAP) eXpense from base 

marginl but e\'en allo\vhlg f6t this, the:-gap between ORA's and SoCalJs position was 

$170 million as the proceeding E?n~ered the evidentiary hearing stage. 

As th~ hearing neared lts cOnClusion, severa16( the parties filed 
" , 

joint testimon}' which reCommended the resolution 6f eight base margin and t\VO policy 
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issues (Exhs. 200·210). This r~ilt~d the difference between ORA's and SoCal's position e 
to $71.7 million. \\'e must now consider the recommended resolution of these issues and 

resolve those issues as to which there is still no agreement. 

As is our practice with general rate case orders, we address these 

items on an exception basis. \\'e do not address accounts or funding requests which 

were not at some point excepted to, or those which do not require our attention in order 

to ensure that they comply with the law or Commission policy. In such mstances we 

implicitly find the utility's propOsal to be reasonable. 

2. NonlabOr E$calatlon Rate 
In d~\'eloping their eStitnates of reasonable base rates (~r the 

various cost categories, parties used a base year and escalated or deflated it to 

correspond to the test yeai, depending on the base year applied. ORA propOses a 

nontabotE'scalation rate of 2,23% for such purposes. SoCat p~oposed a rate of 3.?2% but 

did not oppose ORA's I'ecommel''lded rate. SoCalreOOmh\ends, howevec, that the 

Commission Use the same value to deflate 1996 dollars c\s it uses'to inflate 1995 dollars 

in order to make consistent the showings of ORA and SoCal. \Ve adopt ORA's 
" " 

prOpOsed inflation tate as reasonable as '\tell as ORA's ttXommendation to use the 1995 

numbers in the record. 

3. Customer Account$ (Accounts 901, 902, 903, 904. 
Sub-Account 184.1(3) 

For customer accounts generally, ORA, TURN, and SoCal 

ultimately agreed to a" level of expenses (or customer accounts. They jointly recOmmend 

a level of $1 fl.?7 million for ac()tmts 901, 902, and 903 and sub-account 18-t.l03. They 

also recoIl'lmend a reduction of $0.3 million for account 904 to recognize a reduction in 

industrial uncollectibles. The parties' joint recommendation recognizes $7 million in 

estimated benefits derived from SoCalts implementation of its Customer Information 

System (CIS). It also provides that costs for the administration of the CARE program 

would be appropriate until and unless a party other than Socal administers the 

program. \Ve adopt these recommendations. 
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4. Late Payment Charges 

SoCal proposes a late pa)'ment charge to be asS€'s..c;ed on cllstomers 

who do not pay their bills on time. The parties re<:ommend different approaches with 

regard to the implementation of a late paynlent charge and the appropriate late 

payment charge rate. As we have already stated, however, the institution of a late 

payment charge bears no dire<:t relationship to the PBR proposal, and therefore should 

not be a part of this proceeding. \Ve dedine to adopt that part of SoCal's proposal here. 

5. Gas Storage, Transmission, and Distribution Expenses 

SOCal, TURN, and ORA agreed to total expenses of $20.37 million 

(or gas storage and $25.017 million (or 'gas transmission. SOCal observes that the 

amounts are in 1995 dollars and nlust be adjusted to account for inflation. \Ve adopt the 

stipulated amounts and adjust them consistent with SoCal's reronlmendation. 

sOCal and ORA do not dispute the estimated expenSes (or gas 

distribUtion. ORA's estin\ate is somewhat lo\\+er than SoCal's as a result of its estimated 

escalation factor, which S6Cal does not dispute, and which we have adopted. \Ve 

therefore adopt gas distribution expenses of approxinlately $176 million, which is a 

reduction in these accounts of about $35.3 million fronl levels recorded (or 1994. 

6. Marketing Expenses 

ORA, 1URN, and SoCal resolved any differences that initially 

existed for expenses associated with DSM, other marketing expenses not related to 

demand side management ("non-DS~f marketing"), and the DAP, which is designed to 

provide conservation measures to low-income customers. The parties recommend OSr..f 

costs of about $27 Ihillioit be included in a one-way balancing account rather.than as 

part of base rates. TURN and DGS support this propOsal. 

The stipulation between ORA and SoCal also recommends that 

other marketing costs be reduced from the existing level 0[$29.14 million to 

$24.136 million and that capital costs lor the Energy Resource Center would renlain in 

base rates. Consistent with the parties' recommendations, we adopt total base rate 

e marketing expenses oi $24.136 million. 
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Funding and administration (or DAP was not fully resol\'ed in the e 
stipulation. SoCal proposE's a reduction in direct assistance funding fro~l $18 rnillion to 

$12 n\ilIion. SoCal observes that the program is not cost-effective and that it is having 

difficulty finding new DAP customers because o( prOgram satUration. 

Natural ReSOUfl'eS Reference CoUncil (NRDC) propOses retaining 
. . 

the $18 million funding level, arguing that the (Ost..elfectiveness of the program has 

always been marginal and that SoCal.has not justified changing funding on this basis. 
. . 

NROC also obSen'~s"that only ~% of income eligible houSeholds have received DAr 
. " . 

help, contrary to SoCai's view that the market has been saturated. 

We adopt SoCalis reduced fundmg le\tels in rerognition that fewer 

customers ate available to take advantage of the program as a resultof the program's 

success. \Ve also grant &>ears request lor increased program flexibility which would 
. . 

permit it to ptit the weatherization compOnent of the program out to bid, among other 

things. \Ve dOnol adopt anyflexibility which would change SoCal's discretion to use 

the funds for other programs. 

7. Administrative and General Accounts 

a) Consultant Fees (Account 920) 
Account 920 includes funds fOi"outside consultants. oRA 

recommends disallowing $94.,006 for a consultant hired f6t this pt~ding because the 

consultar.tt's work appears speculative after the teSt year. SoCal replies that it requires 

the funding (or monitoring and evaluation of its PBRmechanisn\: \Ve.teject SoCal's 

argumentl which appears to presume regulatory activity will increase as a result of PBR 

regulation. We adopt ORA's adjushnent to this account. 

b) Executive Compensation (Account 920 and 921) 

TURN recommends adjusting Jabor costs by $0.606 million 

to reflect what it believes to be eXcesSiVe compensation to executives. TURN obsen'es 

that ORA's compensation study fii\ds executive"compensation to be almost 13% above 
. -

markeleven though ORA does not rec()mmertd~y ~duction in SoCal's labor (ost 
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e request. TURN's adjustment would amount to about 0.19% of SoCa)'s total request for 

employee compensation. 

SoCal argues that its executive compensation rates are 

comparable to those offered to individuals working in markets from which SoCat 

recruits. It does not, howe\'er, present any e\'idence to support its argument. \Ve 

therefore adopt TURN's adjustn\ent to executive compensation. 

cJ Outside Expenses 

(1)· Stock Options Expenses (Account 923) 

SoCa} olfe~s high levelemplo}'ee5 stock options as 

part of their compensation·plans. O~ recorrimends thalthe Comn\ission disallow 

expenses associated with stock options fot eXecuth-es, which ORA believeS raises 

SoCal's long-term incentive levels to 21% above market levels. ORA observes that SCE's 

and PG&E/s stock options programs are funded entirely by shareholders, ana. that the 

incenth'es are rewards for financialaccomplishI'nents which do· not benefit ratepayers. 

SoCal responds that ORA has improperly isolated a 

single element of SoCal's total compensation package. SoCal obsel'\>es that ORA does 

not dispute that total cornpensation at SoCal is not abo\>e marketlevels. Isolating stock 

options expenses would therefore reduce the package 01 total compensation further. 

\Ve COnCur 'with SoCal that as long as its total 

compensation levels are appropriate we will not dictate 'h6w SoCal distributes 

compen....qlion amoIlg various types of employment benefits. 

(2) LObbying Expenses 

Following some initial disagreement regarding 

appropriate lobbying expenses, SOCal and ORA resolved their dilferences, proposing to 

reduce SoCal's request by $0.4 miliion.1Ve adopt their agreement. 

(3) Affiliate. Transactions 

SoCal pays its parent company for some Services 

pursuant to direct billings which reflect specific services. ORA recommends a 

disallowance of $1.924 milliOn of such affiliate costs sought by SoCal following an audit 
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of related expenses. ORA proposes the disallowance on the basis that SoCat had failed e 
to provide any meaningful documentation of $4.02 million worth of services provided 

to it by its parent, Pacific Enterprises. It is especially conce-med with the lack of 

documentation (or $3.32 million of la\\' department charges. 

SoCal replies that ORA and its auditors are not the 

lIarbiters of how much documentation is 'enough/" It argUes that the law department of 

Pacific Enterprises (QuId be expeded to spend most of its resources on SoCalts needs 

because SoCal is the largest of the Pacific Enterprise-(Onlpanies. Finally, the SoCal level 

of funding (or legal expenses is an estimate of 1996 expenscs, not an accounting of 

actual expenses for 1995. 

SoCal has the burden to demonstrate the 

reasonableness of its requests. In this instance, SoCcil failed to provide sufficient 

do<:umentation to support its request. However, SoCal submitted some documentation, 

which is adequate and to justify Some payment by ratepayers [or the services of SoCal's 

parent company. \Ve therefore adopt ORA's recommendation ot disallowing 

apprOXimately 50% of S6Cal's request, and allowing the rest. 

(4) Multifactor AllocatIon FormUla (Account 920) 

SoCalpays its patent company (or some services on 

the basis of indirect allocations to SoCal in cases where direct billings for specific 

services are not practical. ORA opposes elements of the formula SoCal uses to allocate 

such costs. Specifically, ORA would weigh operating expenses and payroll more 

heavil)t thall assets. Applying ORA's methodology to the relevant costs, ORA 

recommends a disaUowance of $2.939 miJIion less than SoCal requests. 

ORA believes SoCal's allocation to new lines of 

business -less than two tenths of a percent - is unrealistic. It would increase the 

amount to 20%. 

SoCal respOnds \vith various arguments, among 

which are that its formula is used by other utiHties and other jurisdktibns, and that -its 

other-business units are designed to assist in new ptodud de\'etopment for sister units 
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SoCal responds that it is not anticipating a reduction in these e 
costs in the near future. Although they might d~rease at some point as a result of 

corporate restructuring, SoCat argues that it has not asked for recovery of cost increases 

which might ocrU! at some Uilsped/ied point and should therefote not be required to 

forgo uncertain decreases. 

\Ve reject ORA's adjustment in this aCColmt on the basis that 

ORA has not dembnstrated thatSoCal will slop using the iadlfties in question during 

the test year. 

e) Injuries and Damages (Account 925) 

Accoun't' 925 includes funds fcit compenSathlg employees for 

injuries and damages sustained a,t the WOrkplace. ORA recon\fuends a $1.9 million 
, .. 

reduction in SoCa}/s estimate lor AccoUnt 925 to recognize employee reductions and 

associated reduced costs tor this account. Socal argues ORA inappropriately reached its 

estimate byapplymg year end accruals of employee seltlements hlla\vsuits rather than 

looking to actual cash payments to estimate these revenues. 

Consistent with eXisting polity, \';e adopt Socal;s . 

reCOmmended level of funding in this acrount using actual cash payments as the basis 

for estiIilating net costs. 

f) FranchIse Ft!es (Account 927) 

ORA and Socal resolved most issues concerning franchise 

fees, arguing that this prOCeeding shouldnotbe a forum fot changing the franchise fee 

methodology, and that estimates cidoptedJn this proceeding \\'ould iIldude 

$23.31 million in reVenues from misrellaneous serviCes. SoCal and ORA did not agree 

on the appropriate rate for franchise tees. \Ve adopt SoCa]'s number, because ORA's is 

based On an assumption that the methodology would be changed. ORA stipulated to 

retain the methodology in deriving a level of re\'enues; l''''e therefore apply SoCal's rate 

for consistency. 
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e and are not independent of SoCa1. SoCal also argues that its affiliates are considerably 

smaller than SoCal in terms of employees and aSsets. 

The record suggests that the purpose of SoCal's 

affiliates is to promote new product development which is not related directly to"utIlity 

expenses that would be recoverable here. If that were not the case, there would be scant 

reason to create such entities, considering "the potential ineffidendesol having utility 

operations in twoSeparate units. 'Ve are not concerned with how other jurisdictions 

view SoCal's allocation methods so much as we are inclined to Consider the n\ethod On 

its merits. lVe find that ORA's nlethod is superior to the One proposed by SoCal, and we 

adopt that method. 

(6) Law Department RerU (Account 923) 

SoCal reCeives its legal ~rvi('e$ from its parent 

con\pany, Pacific Enterptises, whith bills S6C':.llot related costs. ORA recommends an 

adjustment of $889,669 to retIed billings by Pacific Enterprises [or rental 6f property to 

house the Legal Department. The billings are In excess of the ac~al costs of the Gas 

Company Tower lease. SoCal responds that the adjustment would be Unfair because the 

rate is nearl}' ldentical to that paid at" the Gas Company Tower. SoCal believes ORA 

should not be able to penaliie the company (or a lease cost that was reasonable at the 

time SoCal entered into it, e\'en if prevailing market rates are oonsiderably lower. 

\Ve have made adjustments to the Gas Company 

Tower lease to reflect unused space, and by implication thee([ecls of the Law 

Department's remaining at another location. ORA has not demonstrated that the Law 

Deparlment's lease is unreasonable. \Ve therefore adopt SoCal's request for the costs of 

the Law Department's lea~. 

d) Insurance EX~nse$ (Account 924) 

ORA be1i~yes corporate reorganization will cause eight 

facilities no longer to be useful. Elimination of these facilities and th~costs to insure 

them, according to ORA/\~i1l offset increases in insuring remaining facilities. ORA 

tit re<ommends a $16,000 reduction over SOCal's estimate. 
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g) Regulatory Commission Expenses (Account 928) 

Account 928 includes funds (or the costs of participating in 

regulatory commission activities. ORA recommends about $26,000 less in this account 

than SoCal. ORA uses the 1994Ie\'el and adds inflation (or 1996. SoCal adds certain 

expenses and 1995 inflation to the 199-1le\'el. 

\\'e adopt ORA's adjustment to re«>gnize the likelihood that 

regulatory Commission expenses should not be increasing in the foreseeable future. 

h) Rents (Account 931) 

(1) Gas Company Tower 

ORA recommends a disallowance of $5.384 million to 

reflect unused space at the Gas Company Tower, SOCal is corporate headquarters . 

. ORA's recommended disallowance is based on ORA's assertiOn that 131,063 square (eet 

of the site's 550,000 square teet is vacant. 

ORA's recommendation is based On the analysis of its 

auditor, (hterland. In its audit, Overland found that about 25% of the rentable spate at 

Gas Company Tower was vacant, assuming that 375 ernplo}fees "'ould be moved to the 

Gas Company TO\\'eF. Based on SoCal's records, Overland concludes that SoCal has 

conducted "continuing review" of excess real estate rather than dispose of it or use it (or 

com pan)' operations. ORA rejects company promises to move mote eni.plo}'€'eS to the 

Gas Company Tower, because such promises have not been fulfilled in the past. 

Specifically, ORA refers to SoCal's stated intent to move its law Department to the Gas 

Company Tower during SoCal's last general rate case, which the Commission relied 

upon in granting aSSOciated funds for the Gas Company Tower. 

SoCal responds that it has developed plan to OCCUP}' 

97% of the Gas Company TO\\;er in 1997. It presents a tinleline which it developed 

shortly prior to hearing in this proceeding. Its witness asserts that at the time of the 

hearing the Gas Company TO\\·er was 89% occupied. SoCal argues that it would not 

make sense (or it to have sublet the unused. space at the Gas.C6mpany Tower in the 

depressed los Angeles rental market. SoCal states it attempted to sublease Gas 
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Company Tower spacc but, at a n\arket rental value of $13 to $15 a square foot, the 

rc\'enue would ha,'e barely «wered SoCal's building operations costs. 

SoCal claims that the fact. that the Law Department 

did not relocate to Gas Company Tower is irrelevant SoCal states that the relocation 

was deferred because of the need to house displaced ernployees at the Gas Company 

Tower, and because of the "extraordinary" cost of relocating the Law Department 

library. 

ORA responds that the Commission should give no 

weight to the move plan, because the moves have been previously found to be 

unecononlic or are for personnel from CIS who are to be tem\inated. ORA argues that 

SoCal's analysis of future use of the Gas Company Tower assumes the company 

requires 120 workstations for equipment that is appropria.tely located on employee 

desks and 273 spaces for contractors, though only 140 contractors were expected to 

work (or the company after December 1996. ORA also observes that Overland's report is 

generous because it does not account for 153 employees who have left the company 

since the audit was completed. 

SoCalleased the space under a 20-year contract 

begiIming ill 1991. \\'e originall)' reviewed the costs of the Gas Con\pany Tower lease in 

0.92-11-017. In that order, we disallowed a portion of the excess space at Gas Con\pany 

Tower on the basis that SoCal had nQt demonstrated the reasonableness of the costs. 

Subsequentl}·, we reinstated much of the disallowance in D.93-12-043. 

"'e begin by rejecting SoCal's arguml'nt that ORA is 

improperly rclitigating this matter. As SoCal itself obsen'es, 0.93-12-043 permitted a 

reconsideration of the findings of that order with a showing of changed circumstances. 

ORA is seeking to demonstrate changed circumstances which would justify additional 

disallowances. 

Indeed, circumstances ha\'e changed since 1994. 

Occupancy in the Gas Company Tower, assuming SoCal's analysis is correct, was 85% 

in 1995 and Jess than 800/0 in 1996. SoCal's assertion that the Gas Company Tower was 

89% occupied at the time of hearing was refuted by ORA's auditors after a physical 
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